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Cover: Pictured is a solider on a foot patrol wearing a full CBRN Individual Protective Equipment (IPE) including the Mk IVA CBRN suit and the General Service Respirator 
(GSR). Over his CBRN suit the individual also wears the new VIRTUS body armor and helmet. Attached to his body armor is the Lightweight Chemical Agent Detector.  
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Editorial 

Brig Gen (ret.) Ioannis Galatas, MD, MSc, MC (Army) 
 
Editor-in-Chief 

ICI C2BRNE Diary 

 

 

 
 
 

 
Dear Colleagues,  
 
The situation remains the same: Proxy war in Ukraine – (ongoing) pandemic – (universal) stupidity. 
 
USA: Billions USD given to Ukraine but zip to Philadelphia or San Fransisco to counter the “tranq1” outbreak that turns 
people into zombies. 
 
Africa: Domino coup in Gabon following that of Niger. Will others follow? Will Europe realize that they cannot milk one 
cow forever? 
 
Proxy War: Sixty F-16 are not enough for Zelensky; now he demands 160! No, he did not ask for specific EU body parts! 
Yet! New billions package from the US plus depleted uranium munitions. It is OK if you do not have to live in the bombarded 
ground in the aftermath of the war. 
 
Illegal immigration: According to the statements of a representative of the German Foreign Ministry to the Ansa news 
agency, Germany is going to financially support non-governmental organizations active in rescue operations, south of 
Sicily. Funding "will start from 400,000 euros, with a maximum of 800,000 euros". This is what we all “EU solidarity!” In 
addition, the head of the EU's foreign policy, Josep Borrell, expressed the position that immigration can become a 
"dissolving force" for the European Union, but the paradox is that Europe needs immigrants because it has low 
demographic growth. If we want to survive on the labor force side, we need immigrants. Money über alles! 
 
The unexpected always happens: Pandemic (world); mega-fires (Greece); mega-floods (Greece, Libya); killed medical 
officers abroad (Greeks in Libya); proxy war (Ukraine). Keep it in mind; be prepared! 
 

The Editor-in-Chief 
 

 
1 Xylazine is a drug used for sedation, anesthesia, muscle relaxation, and analgesia in animals such as horses, cattle, and other non-human 

mammals. It is an analog of clonidine and an agonist at the α2 class of adrenergic receptor. Xylazine has become a commonly used non-prescribed 
drug in the United States where it is known by the street name "tranq", particularly in Puerto Rico. The drug is being diverted from stocks used by 
equine veterinarians and used as a cutting agent for heroin and fentanyl, causing skin sores and infections at injection sites, as well as other 
health issues. Fentanyl mixed with xylazine is known by the street names "sleep-cut", "zombie drug" and "tranq dope." 
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Is the Spain – Morocco tunnel project just a pipe dream, costing millions? 
Source: https://inspain.news/is-the-spain-morocco-tunnel-project-just-a-pipe-dream-costing-millions/ 

Spain has already spent millions on the mega-project of the tunnel between Morocco and southern Spain at the Strait of Gibraltar. 
Yet after 42 years of study, not a single stone 
has been laid.  
Now and then news about the street tunnel 
comes up again and then the project disappears 
from the spotlight. The dream of connecting 
Europe and Africa by a fixed underwater 
connection is increasingly looking like a castle in 
the sky. Four months ago, there was another 
high-level meeting between the Spanish and 
Moroccan governments in Rabat to revive the 
project.  
The public company Secegsa has been 
studying the enormous technical challenge for 
42 years. Numerous proposals were put on 
paper, but all of them got bogged down in 
obscurity. However, in 1979, Morocco and Spain signed a joint declaration of intent for the first time. Then, on November 8 of the 
same year, a scientific and technical cooperation agreement was signed, and on October 24, 1980, the Spanish-Moroccan Joint 
Committee agreed to create two public companies, SNED in Morocco and Secegsa and Cetmo in Spain, with a seed capital of 
300,505 pesetas.  
This Joint Committee, composed of ten members (5 Spaniards and 5 Moroccans), meets at least once every six months, in Spain or 
Morocco. The two companies keep each other informed of the progress and results of the investigations.  
El Público writes that since then 43 years have passed and not a single stone has been laid for the intended 
permanent connection between Africa and Europe. During all this time, Secegsa has occasionally engaged 

SPAIN 

MOROCCO 

https://www.publico.es/sociedad/espana-gastado-millones-macroproyecto-tunel-estrecho-haber-puesto-piedra.html
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in activities aimed at studying the complex physical conditions of the Strait, technological developments, trade flows and the financial 
viability of this immense challenge.  
 
Complex orographic and hydraulic features  
The research into physical conditions yielded the 
most results during the 48 campaigns between 
1981 and 2014. Among other things, 10 maritime 
drillings were carried out. These confirmed the 
complex orographic and hydraulic features of the 
unstable sea area, characterised by the 
convergence of the Mediterranean Sea and the 
Atlantic Ocean.  
 
A significant excess of cash  
Furthermore, a report by the Court of Auditors 
shows that during the period 1997-2001 “little 
progress was made in achieving the objectives for which the company was set up”. Operating costs at the time were estimated at 
167.5 million pesetas. Thus, the annual grants led to a “significant excess” of cash. In the period 1981-2001, personnel costs totalled 
1,842 million pesetas, with a total contribution from the state of 5,810 million pesetas.  
 
Suspicion about the lack of tangible progress  
 Four years later, in 2005, a socialist senator from Cádiz expressed 
her “concern” about the halting of a project that had raised “great 
expectations for the future” in the region of Cádiz. She added: “There 
has been practically no progress in the design process or the 
implementation of the project.” The tunnel’s lack of tangible progress 
began to arouse suspicion even among senators of the same political 
affiliation.  
 
€181,500 for two top management positions  
In 2017, Secegsa had ten employees, with a total wage cost of 
€384,000 per year. Almost half of this, €181,500, was spent on the 
two top management positions. In that year, the average salary was 
around €52,000, according to data provided by Secegsa. 
Furthermore, the subsidies received from the state in the past seven 
years amount to €1.3 million.  
 
Undersea tunnel most viable option  
It is now clear that the most feasible technical solution is the construction of an undersea tunnel. The option of a bridge or a large 
underwater transit channel on the seabed seems out of the question.  
Consequently, the most likely location for the tunnel to be built is the Camarinal Threshold, the shallowest point of the Strait of 
Gibraltar, with a maximum depth of 300 metres below sea level.  
 
Confidence in the project supported by technological progress  
The Strait Tunnel of Gibraltar is a “high complexity” project, recognised as an official of the state-owned company, and has no equal 
on the planet. Nevertheless, the engineers involved are confident that the technological progress in the tunnel industry over the past 
decade will open up new perspectives for the material implementation of the project. They can also remove the last doubts about the 
technical feasibility of the work.  
 
Favourable economic growth in the region   
An additional advantage is the “favourable economic growth in the region”. The port of Tangier Med in 
Morocco is undergoing an unstoppable positive dynamic. Together with the port of Algeciras, they would 
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form a “major hub at Gibraltar”. Moreover, it would multiply trade on both sides of the Straits. The project would thus have “indisputable 
strategic value” for the region and would become one of five intercontinental connections in the world.  
According to technicians, the infrastructure is feasible from a technical point of view. “The connection of the Straits is possible,” 
Alejandro Castillo, a civil engineer and professor at the University of Granada, explained in an interview with Cope. According to him, 
there are already technologies and materials to ensure the implementation of such a large-scale project. However, these must be 
scaled up to unprecedented dimensions. He also thinks that Spain, together with Morocco, has the technical capacity to rise to the 
challenge.  
According to his estimates, the project would require an investment of €10 – €20 billion. That amounts to 2% to 5% of Spain’s GDP. 
Furthermore, the estimated construction time would be between 10 and 15 years.  
 

EDITOR’S COMMENT: You are aware how much I love giga-projects! BUT this one comes with a future security threat 

given the fact of the uncontrolled illegal immigration from Africa to Europe. Spain might be in deep sh* if the new portal of entrance 
to the EU is used by the hordes of people now trying to invade by the sea. 

 

EDITOR’S COMMENT: There is no comparison between Ukrainian refugees and the hordes of Asian and African illegal 

immigrants suffocating EU gates that is Spain, Italy and Greece. Integration is, in most cases, a bad joke. 

 

China Makes Huge Breakthrough in High-Energy Lasers 
Source: https://i-hls.com/archives/120535 
 
Aug 24 – Chinese researchers have made a huge breakthrough in high-energy laser 
technology and developed an innovative cooling system that could make lasers operate 
for long periods of time and efficiently eliminate built-up heat waste. The researchers 
believe that this invention could enable high-energy laser weapons to have a longer range 
and increased punch. 
The discovery was made by scientists at the National University of Defence Technology 
in Hunan province, and it solves a major technical challenge in laser weapon development, 
meaning high-energy lasers can now potentially generate uninterrupted and high-
performing laser beams. 
The team published a paper in the Acta Optica Sinica journal in which they say this is a 
huge breakthrough in improving the performance of high-energy laser systems and explained that “High-
quality beams can be produced not only in the first second but also maintained indefinitely.” According to 
Interesting Engineering, this new cooling system works by combining “advanced structures” and optimized 

https://www.cope.es/audios/entrevista-ingeniero-alejandro-castillo-linares-para-comprobar-vialidad-crear-nexo-estrecho-20220806_2023800
https://www.brookings.edu/articles/a-roadmap-for-european-asylum-and-refugee-integration-policy/?utm_campaign=Foreign%20Policy&utm_medium=email&utm_content=271753717&utm_source=hs_email
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gas flow to remove heat, while reducing turbulence and vibration within the laser, and even helps keep the focusing mirrors of the 
laser weapon clean. 
Several breakthroughs have been made in the field by the US, which have all been canceled due to being “too big and heavy,” but 
a Chinese scientist explains that the real reason the projects have been canceled was that their destructive power did not meet 
expectations. 
Another past issue with these weapons is their limited effective range of just a few kilometers, due to heat build-up during operation. 
To solve this, Yuan’s team developed a solution in which the system blows gas through 
the weapon to remove waste heat and improve gas cleanliness, and also aims to 
optimize gas flow and minimize size and weight. 
The system has several key components, including an air source, a heat exchanger, 
a gas flow control system, and a gas injection/suction system. The air source provides 
clean, dry air to the system, which the heat exchanger cools to the desired 
temperature, theoretically enabling continuous operation. 
 

EDITOR’S COMMENT: Is the heat produced sufficient to ignite a forest wildfire? Like the one in Hawaii or Greece? 

 

Northrop Grumman delivers rugged mini-laser weapon to US government  
Source: https://newatlas.com/military/northrop-grumman-rugged-mini-laser-weapon-delivered-us/ 

 
Aug 27 – Northrop Grumman has delivered a miniaturized high-energy laser, called the Phantom, to the US government that points 
to future laser weapons that are not only powerful, but small and rugged enough for field combat. 
Lasers are very attractive to the military as a potential game changer with their ability to engage targets at 
the speed of light at a cost of a dollar a shot. Until recently, most of the attention has been on the laser 
beam itself – how to make it powerful enough to be effective, how to lock on target, and how to control the 
beam over long distances. 

? 
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However, there is another side to such weapons that the Phantom addresses. No matter how powerful or effective it is, a laser 
weapon isn't of any use to anyone if it's some gigantic, delicate Frankenstein's monster of a setup that looks like a cross between an 
old-fashioned radio's innards and a Meccano set and weighs several tonnes. 
The Phantom's 10-kW output isn't much to write home about compared to Lockheed Martin's latest 300-kW weapon, but does have 
the advantage of filling only 12 ft³ (0.3 m³) and weighing less than 200 lb (90 kg), making it light and compact enough for two people 
to lift and install. It's also rugged enough to put up with rough handling. 
The Phantom isn't a complete laser weapon, but a laser generator. It's more of a plug-in component. To turn it into a proper weapon 
system, it needs to be hooked up to a power supply as well as the targeting and focusing optics to put the beam on target. 
The tricky bit now is to make small rugged lasers more powerful and the powerful lasers smaller and more rugged. When they meet 
in the middle, you've got a real laser weapon. 
"By miniaturizing this advanced capability, we are expanding the reach of our technology and continuing to lead the way in high-
energy lasers," says Robert Fleming, vice president and general manager, strategic space systems. "Northrop Grumman is using its 
expertise in directed energy to deliver an extremely compact, lightweight and efficient laser for the war fighter." 
 

How China Will Take Taiwan  
And there's nothing we could or should do about it... 
By Chet Nagle 
Source: https://andmagazine.substack.com/p/how-china-will-take-taiwan 
 
Aug 30 – Unless China’s dictator-for-life, Xi Jinping, wants to get rid of thousands 
of his young citizens without jobs by using them as cannon fodder in an invasion 
of Taiwan, there is a much less painful way to take that island – a blockade. 
As a young naval aviator who flew in the Cuban Missile Crisis, I know a few things 
about blockades. The U.S. blockade of Cuba was over in 28 days, except for the 
usual speeches by politicians. 
Why was it so successful? Because of: 

• Home field advantage. Cuba was 90 miles away from U.S. supplies of 
fuel, ammunition, aircraft, and weapons. 

• Naval and air supremacy. With the world’s largest navy, we were able to deploy a huge task force that included four aircraft 
carrier battle groups: Enterprise, Independence, Essex, and Randolph. 

• Strategic nuclear weapon (ICBM) supremacy. Soviet general Anatoly Gribkov stated that Khrushchev and his military 
advisers knew “that U.S. strategic nuclear forces outnumbered ours by approximately 17 to 1 in 1962.” 

If China establishes a blockade around Taiwan in 2023, they will have the same template the U.S. had in Cuba in 1962, only with a 
lesser number of ICBMs. To offset that, however, they will have a greater number of intermediate-range missiles (IRBMs) in the 
theater of operations than will the U.S. and Taiwan. China is 100 miles from Taiwan, and that ensures air supremacy. With 355 
combatant ships plus 85 patrol ships carrying anti-ship cruise missiles, the People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) can easily block 
Taiwan’s eight major ports. 
Of course, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) will have a different objective for a blockade of Taiwan than the U.S. had for the 
blockade of Cuba. The U.S. wanted the Soviet Union to cease sending IRBM missiles to Cuba and remove those already there. The 
CCP's objective will be to stop ships carrying energy and food in order to beggar Taiwan into submission. 
Once the CCP declares a blockade no civilian vessels will dare to cross the blockade line for lack of maritime insurance. Lloyds of 
London is already raising risk rates for ships sailing into Taiwanese waters. The only commercial vessel I saw near the Cuban 
blockade line was a cruise ship off southern Florida, with its passengers dancing under the stars. There will be no cruise ships in the 
Taiwan Strait when the People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) declares it to be closed to all traffic. 
How could Taiwan deal with a Chinese air and sea blockade? Let’s examine some facts about Taiwan. 
First, Taiwan’s population is close to 100% ethnic Han, as is the population and rulers of mainland China. To this day there is an 
abundance of close and traditional family connections between the mainland and Taiwan. It is therefore no surprise that at least two 
million Taiwanese, ten percent of Taiwan’s population, lives and works on the mainland now. It is also no surprise that China is 
Taiwan’s best trading partner. In 2020 Taiwan sold China goods worth $120.7 billion – 25% of their total 
exports and almost double their trade with the United States. 

https://newatlas.com/military/lockheed-martin-delivers-record-300-kw-laser-weapon-to-us-military/?itm_source=newatlas&itm_medium=article-body
https://www.reuters.com/business/finance/lloyds-london-leads-insurers-tightening-taiwan-cover-conflict-risks-rise-2023-08-10/
https://www.reuters.com/business/finance/lloyds-london-leads-insurers-tightening-taiwan-cover-conflict-risks-rise-2023-08-10/
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Second, Taiwan is even more dependent on imported food and energy than mainland China. Given the size of its population and 
geography, Taiwan has a drastic shortage of farmland, a problem worsened by conversion of arable land into solar energy farms 
and factory sites. As a result, in 2021 Taiwan imported about $15 billion worth of food. Even with storehouses of prepackaged meals, 
cutting off food imports would mean the 20 million Taiwanese remaining on the island would ultimately be on starvation rations. Add 
that to Taiwan’s reliance on shipping to import 97 percent of its energy, and it becomes obvious a blockade would quickly put the 
island Taiwanese in dire straits. 
Because Chinese families in China and Taiwan are close in bonds of affection and business, the question arises, will the Taiwanese 
on the island and on the mainland fight a blockade by China? If so, what could they do? It is certain that an attack on blockade ships 
by Taiwan’s aircraft and missiles would result in an overwhelming missile, bomb, and gunfire counter-attack by China and its blockade 
warships. The Taiwan government knows all this, and so it can only rely on the United States and its regional allies to break the 
blockade for them. 
We have arrived at the crucial question. To break the blockade, will the U.S. and its Indian, Australian, and Japanese allies attack 
the armed forces of China? 
Since none of America’s regional allies have formally agreed to join in an attack on China except, perhaps, in logistical support roles. 
That means the United States will do the heavy lifting, just as it did in the Korean “UN police action,” the Vietnam War, and countless 
other foreign wars and battles. It is unlikely that the American public will be enthusiastic about joining a war between two Chinese 
countries 7,000 miles away, despite the constant drumbeat of globalists, neocons, and the other Dr. Strangelove “defenders of 
democracy” who are now urging us to go to war over Taiwan. 
It seems we have only two choices. 
Option One: Support Taiwan covertly by selling the Taiwanese all the weapons they can afford, teaching their military how to use 
them, and then hoping they want to fight mainland China. After all, during the Korean War, the Soviet Union supported the North 
Koreans fighting the U.S. by selling them equipment including aircraft, and even supplying them with pilots. We knew all about it, but 
the U.S. and the Soviet Union did not go to war. Neither has China nor the U.S. gone to war because of American F-16 fighter sales 
to Taiwan. 
Option Two: Send what warships we can spare into the far Pacific and attempt to break the blockade by force. War games, even 
with the usual loaded dice, show the U.S. winning a few at the cost of aircraft carriers, aircraft, and the death of many thousands of 
American soldiers and sailors. The war games we do win assume that the Taiwanese will fight like tigers and that our allies are willing 
to join us in the bloodbath. Those scenarios also require that we strike mainland China and the islands built by China in the South 
China Sea in order to neutralize runways, missile batteries, and shore installations. 
What will happen when we attack those islands and China’s mainland? They will respond by attacking the American homeland. They 
will attack us with ICBMs, biowar pathogens, cyber attacks to destroy critical infrastructure, with the thousands of Chinese saboteurs 
crossing our border daily, and with high altitude electromagnetic pulse (HEMP) attacks on our undefended electrical grid that will 
ultimately kill 90 percent of the American population. 
I cannot know what readers of the realities I list here might think.  
As for me, I choose Option One. 
 

Chet Nagle is a graduate of the Naval Academy and Georgetown Law School. A carrier pilot, he was in the Cuban Missile Crisis. A 
civilian, he was a Pentagon official, CIA agent, and author. He was awarded the Order of Oman during the war with Yemen. 

 

EDITOR’S COMMENT: It seems to me that Option One (support a proxy war) is the new norm in the US! In addition, the 

author is very sure about winning a maritime confrontation – not very wise attitude! 

 

https://www.reuters.com/business/finance/lloyds-london-leads-insurers-tightening-taiwan-cover-conflict-risks-rise-2023-08-10/
https://michelchossudovsky.substack.com/p/directed-energy-weapons-used-hawaii?utm_source=post-email-title&publication_id=1910355&post_id=136558553&isFreemail=true&utm_medium=email
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2023 Inferno Continues: Greece Blaze Is The "Largest Wildfire Ever Recorded in 

EU" 
Source: https://www.sciencealert.com/2023-inferno-continues-greece-blaze-is-the-largest-wildfire-ever-recorded-in-eu 

Aug 30 – A forest blaze in Greece is "the largest wildfire ever recorded in the EU" and the bloc is mobilising nearly half its firefighting 
air wing to tackle it, a European Commission spokesman said Tuesday. 
Firefighters have been battling the flames for 11 days in northeastern Greece which have killed at least 20 people and pose an 
"ecological disaster". 
Eleven planes and one helicopter from the EU fleet have been sent to help Greece counter the fire, north of the city of Alexandroupoli, 
along with 407 firefighters, spokesman Balazs Ujvari said. 
The EU's civil protection service said the fire has burnt over 810 square kilometres (310 square miles) – an area bigger than New 
York City. 
"This wildfire is the largest in the EU since 2000, when the European Forest Fire Information System (EFFIS) began recording data," 
the service said. 
Since it began on August 19, the bodies of 20 people have been found, 18 of them migrants including two children that were 
discovered in a region often used as an entry point from neighbouring Turkey. 
Greece's fire service told AFP that the blaze was "still out of control" in the northeast region's Dadia National Park, a major sanctuary 
for birds of prey. 
A large fire previously hit the park in 2011, forest ranger Dora Skartsis said, lamenting that "everything that was regenerated since 
has been lost" in recent days. 
"We're talking about a huge ecological disaster. The image is tragic," said Skartsis, who also heads a biodiversity protection group 
in the region. 
The forest also plays a vital economic role in supporting logging, beekeeping and tourism activities in Evros, one of the poorest 
regions of the country. 
In Alexandroupoli alone, at least 4,000 sheep and goats have been killed in the blaze and warehouses containing animal feed 
destroyed, according to Kostas Dounakis, who heads the local cattle breeders' association. 
 
Deadly impact 
The European Union currently calls on a fleet of 28 aircraft – 24 water-dumping planes and four helicopters – supplied by member 
countries to help battle blazes in the bloc and in nearby neighbours. 
It is working on creating a standalone, EU-funded air wing of 12 aircraft that will be fully in place by 2030. 
"We do know that fires are getting more severe," Ujvari noted. 

Is climate change 

 alone to blame? 

https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/policies/civil-protection/#:~:text=The%20EU%20civil%20protection%20mechanism%20coordinates%20the%20response%20to%20natural,of%20and%20preparedness%20for%20disasters
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/ga%5E/mex_23_4291
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"If you look at the figures every year in the past years, we are seeing trends which are not necessarily favourable, and that calls for, 
of course, more capacities at the member states' level. 
Greece has been ravaged by numerous fires this summer which the government attributes to climate change. 
The EU air deployment "underscores our commitment to swift and effective collective action in times of crisis," the EU's commissioner 
for crisis management, Janez Lenarcic, said. 
Looking beyond the fire season, Greek Prime Minister Kyriakos Mitsotakis met several ministries on Tuesday to discuss the 
necessary reforestation of the region once the blaze is extinguished. 
Environment Minister Theodoros Skylakakis also announced that work must begin on flood prevention to prevent landslides along 
the now barren terrain when rains return in the autumn. 
 

Maui residents confront toxic risks after deadly wildfires  
By Lylla Younes 
Source: https://thebulletin.org/2023/08/maui-residents-confront-toxic-risks-after-deadly-wildfires/ 

A burned car sits in the turning lane of a street in Lahaina. The "X" indicates the car was checked and cleared during search and 

rescue operations. Photo: State Farm/Flickr, CC BY 2.0  
 
Aug 31 – Steve McQueen walked through the rubble of his neighbor’s home last Friday under the late afternoon sun, clad in a pair 
of slippers and loose-fitting blue jeans. After fleeing from the fire that razed parts of Lahaina in West Maui 
earlier this month, the 31-year-old returned to a neighborhood that he didn’t recognize anymore. The front 
yards, once awash with the shouts of children playing, were silent. The homes directly across from his 

Must read … 

https://www.sciencealert.com/climate-change
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were eviscerated; others, like his family’s, remained intact. His parents started sleeping five miles away at the hotel where his father 
works, but he decided to stay put to help older neighbors on his street. 

Mati, Attica, Greece wildfire | July 23, 2018 

 
“If my neighbors don’t leave, I’m not going to leave them,” McQueen said. “I’m the youngest [left] in this neighborhood.” 
But staying put comes with its own set of risks. A growing body of research has demonstrated that wildfires leave a trail of toxic 
chemicals behind. If local governments don’t take proper precautions to contain and eliminate the contamination, residents risk being 
exposed to dangerous concentrations of air- and water-borne chemicals for months or years, even if their homes escaped damage 
from the fires. According to disaster-relief experts, quickly communicating these risks to locals is the best way to keep people safe. 
The Hawai’i Department of Health and Maui County have tested the water for some contaminants, warned residents not to drink tap 
water even if it’s boiled, and recommended people wear personal protective equipment when sifting through debris. But people living 
in parts of West Maui and the island’s Upcountry region told Grist that what they’ve heard from local officials has been spotty and 
confusing, leading some to continue bathing and washing dishes in water that could be contaminated. Many say they feel that local 
officials have left them to fend for themselves. 
“Number one, they are overwhelmed,” said Kurt Kowar, the director of public works in Louisville, Colorado, referring to officials at the 
Hawai’i Department of Health and the local water utility in West Maui. “And number two, they don’t really understand the science on 
this yet. There’s no manual to pull off the shelf.” 
Much of what is known about post-wildfire contamination is relatively new. In October 2017, the Tubbs Fire shot through Santa 
Rosa, California, destroying more than 5,000 homes and buildings and burning more than 36,000 acres. When residents began to 
trickle back into Santa Rosa a month later, the local water utility got a call about a bad smelling tap and decided to conduct some 
precautionary testing. To their surprise, the results revealed concentrations of the toxic chemical benzene at levels that the state 
deems unsafe for consumption. 
Benzene is a cancer-causing compound that has been linked to reproductive health problems and blood disorders such as leukemia 
and anemia. Federal standards caution against drinking water with a benzene concentration above 5 parts per billion; in some parts 
of Santa Rosa, officials measured concentrations as high as 40,000 parts per billion. The utility quickly 
changed the local water advisory from “boil before use” to “do not drink,” a status that would remain in 
parts of the system for more than a year. 

https://www.mauicounty.gov/126/Department-of-Water-Supply
https://www.mauicounty.gov/126/Department-of-Water-Supply
https://health.hawaii.gov/news/newsroom/doh-advises-caution-for-residents-returning-to-west-maui-area/
https://www.srcity.org/DocumentCenter/View/19837/Post-Fire-Water-Quality-Investigation-Analysis-of-Cause-of-Water-Contamination
https://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/iris/iris_documents/documents/subst/0276_summary.pdf
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The events in Santa Rosa encouraged water utilities in other parts of the country to begin testing their systems for contaminants after 
wildfires. From central Oregon to northern Colorado, officials discovered that blazes had poisoned their water lines with chemicals 
like benzene, styrene, and naphthalene. The mechanisms of this contamination varied from place to place. When too many homes 
in an area are toppled, the pressure inside water distribution networks can plunge, allowing toxic gasses to get sucked into the 
system. In Santa Rosa, the intense heat from the fire caused plastic in underground pipes to absorb chemicals that continued to 
leach into the drinking water long after the fires were extinguished. 
As climate change fuels more frequent and deadly blazes across the country, many officials are encountering risks that they didn’t 
know existed a few years ago. 
“After disasters, there are no laws that require certain actions about drinking water safety,” said Andrew Whelton, a scientist at Purdue 
University and the country’s lead researcher on post-wildfire contamination. As a result, state and local officials that oversee water 
systems often “have little or no experience in making decisions [about] what to actually test for.” 
The Hawai’i Department of Health and the Maui Water Department tested the drinking water around Lahaina for 23 chemicals and 
found that none exceeded federal health limits, according to John Stufflebean, the head of the water utility. The few chemicals that 
were detected, such as benzene, were found in very low levels. He called the results “encouraging,” and added that the county and 
state plan to do several more rounds of testing and expand the number of chemicals tested before advising residents to drink the 
water again. 
Whelton told Grist that any robust water sampling should include the more than 100 chemicals that have been discovered in 
drinking water systems after wildfires. Officials often focus on benzene, Whelton explained, but burning materials found in homes 
— cleaning supplies, gym equipment— can produce all kinds of toxic compounds. He gave the example of a recent fire in Oregon in 
which benzene was not present in the water supply, but tests revealed other likely carcinogens, such as methylene chloride and 
tetrahydrofuran (chemicals not included in Maui’s initial round of testing). 
Stufflebean said in the initial days after the fire, his agency was focused on securing the water system and taking samples but now 
will be focused on getting information to the public. “We’re doing everything we can to get the word out,” he said, adding that they 
had been strapped for resources since a couple of his staff, including his lab manager, lost their homes. 
After a wildfire, dangerous chemicals can also show up throughout houses — even those untouched by flames. Some of the earliest 
research into the impact of wildfires on indoor air quality was conducted just two years ago, after the Marshall Fire scorched more 
than 6,000 acres in Colorado in 2021. Researchers sampled the air inside fully intact homes and found that concentrations of 
pollutants were higher than they were outdoors. They also discovered that chemicals in the smoke that swept through those 
buildings had seeped into porous surfaces like furniture and insulation, and were slowly evaporating back into the air weeks after the 
fire. 
Depending on the direction of the wind during a fire, “there could be lots of gasses and particles that [residents] really want to take 
care of and clean up carefully,” said Colleen Reid, a public health scholar at the University of Colorado Boulder and one of the 
researchers who studied indoor air pollution after the Marshall Fire. She said she’d heard the reports of people moving back into 
neighborhoods ravaged by fire in Lahaina and said she was concerned about the kind of contamination they could face. “A community 
who doesn’t realize the danger of what they’re exposed to — that’s what I’m worried about here.” 
Ideally, residents would not return until they are certain that their homes are safe, but that’s often not what happens. Insurance 
companies don’t always pay for temporary lodging, and locals are usually eager to check out the damage to their homes and start 
cleaning up, said Tricia Wachtendorf, a sociology professor at the University of Delaware who studies disaster relief. 
“Some might have nowhere else to stay or feel compelled to stay onsite for emotional reasons, particularly if those they care about 
are still missing,” Wachtendorf wrote in an email. 
McQueen said he feels like his neighbors in Lahaina could use his help. Every day, he hoses down the road in front of the house, 
hoping to get rid of the putrid smell that hangs in the air, which he attributes to rotting garbage that no one’s come to pick up. He’s 
spent the past week gathering supplies people may need: medications and vitamins, bottles of Ensure, a wheelchair. He found out 
that he shouldn’t drink from the tap after he saw a man sampling the water from a nearby hydrant, and asked him about it. Afterward, 
he said he didn’t want his parents to come visit anymore and risk exposure to toxic chemicals. 
A few blocks over, the Chen family was busy cleaning out the inside of their home, directly next to a house that burned down. “The 
air does not smell the best,” said Serena, 10, whose school was destroyed in the blaze. Her father, Adam, paused between carrying 
piles of belongings — couch cushions, trash— to the curb. “The air is not important right now, we want to come back and be normal,” 
he said, his voice betraying his frustration. The family’s restaurant burned to the ground in the fire. 
Further up the hill in the neighborhood of Kelawea Mauka off Lahainaluna Road, James Tanaka, known 
to locals as Uncle Booboo, has been living in the same house for the past 33 years. Last Friday, he and 
his neighbor, Alex Freeman, said that they planned to stay in their homes because they were worried 

https://www.oregon.gov/oha/PH/HEALTHYENVIRONMENTS/DRINKINGWATER/PREPAREDNESS/Documents/VOC-Tech-Rpt-2022.pdf
https://www.kunc.org/news/2023-02-06/new-study-confirms-marshall-fire-contaminated-drinking-water-but-the-response-prevented-a-crisis
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10694-022-01232-3
https://www.9news.com/article/news/local/wildfire/marshall-fire/cu-noaa-air-quality-marshall-fire/73-43416c63-cdbd-4fba-a3e8-703c4deccea7
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about looters, a fear echoed by numerous locals that Grist spoke to in the area. They wished that they had a clearer sense of how 
to protect themselves and their families from any potential contamination. With cable and internet down and no radio, they have been 
relying on word of mouth to understand their risks. 
Communications from the government “haven’t been bad, they’ve been nonexistent,” Tanaka said. Over the weekend, a family 
member sent him a map of the “affected areas” on the Maui County website — his house is just outside of it. As a result, he told Grist 
that he will go back to drinking water from the tap. 
“I do not understand what data is available to make decisions [like that],” Whelton said of the map Tanaka’s family sent, adding that 
he hopes to learn more when he meets with the utility this week. 
At a distribution center in Lahaina last week, volunteers were handing out baby formula, bottled water, and other necessities. A 
notice warned people against drinking tap water, even if it had been boiled. Those who could get online would have found a 
warning on the state Department of Health’s website saying that bottled water should be used for “all drinking, brushing teeth, ice 
making, and food preparation.” The county website was later updated to advise residents to take short showers and not use hot tap 
water. But multiple experts that Grist spoke to said that the state Department of Health should go a step further and tell residents not 
to use the water for anything other than flushing the toilet. 
“I would caution people not to bathe in the water until some testing has been done to determine the extent of contamination,” said 
Kowar, who oversaw the response to the 2021 Marshall Fire, the deadliest and most costly blaze in Colorado’s history. Whelton 
echoed Kowar’s advice on avoiding skin contact with the water and added that residents should try not to run their taps too much, 
because any toxic chemicals within the water line could permanently contaminate their plumbing. 
Experts frequently hail officials’ efficient and transparent response to the Marshall Fire as an example for the country. Kowar’s team 
moved fast to isolate parts of the water system that could contain toxic chemicals, and ran 80 to 100 samples every few days to 
determine the extent of contamination. According to Kowar, individual houses were marked with red tags if the sampling revealed 
elevated chemical levels, and the utility didn’t turn the water back on until their lines were flushed and tests determined it was safe. 
Joost de Gouw, a chemist at the University of Colorado Boulder who studied indoor air quality after the Marshall Fire, said that a 
proactive approach is important since many people won’t be thinking about contamination right after a fire. Almost two years after 
blazes tore through towns in Boulder County, his team is still getting questions from residents whose houses were spared about 
whether lingering contamination could be connected to their emerging health problems. He assumes the same thing will happen on 
Maui. “Right now, of course, it’s the trauma,” de Gouw said, “but with time, the people who did well are going to worry about this 
more.” Two weeks after flames engulfed Lahaina, transforming entire neighborhoods into scenes reminiscent of war zones, the 
historic town is at the beginning of a yearslong process of rebuilding that will force residents to confront difficult decisions and new 
realities. Despite that, many locals are determined to stay put, no matter what level of contamination they may face. 
“We are Lahaina. The people are Lahaina,” Tanaka said. “We might have lost houses and stuff, but you cannot pull that out of us, 
you know what I mean? I touched it. I breathed it, I bled it. I cried for it. There’s nothing else.” 
 

Never Say Never to an Asian NATO 
By Michael J. Green  
Source: https://foreignpolicy.com/2023/09/06/asian-nato-security-alliance-china-us-quad-aukus-japan-australia-taiwan-military-biden/ 

 
Sep 06 – The Biden administration’s coalition-building with U.S. allies and partners in the Indo-Pacific has reached a fever pitch. It 
began early in the administration with the elevation of the U.S.-Japan-Australia-India quadrilateral dialogue, or Quad, to the level of 
regular leaders’ summits. Then, in September 2021, came the Australia-United Kingdom-United States pact (AUKUS) to produce 
nuclear-powered submarines for Australia and collaborate on research into advanced capabilities such as hypersonic weapons and 
quantum computing. 
In parallel, NATO released a new Strategic Concept in June 2022 that named China as a high strategic priority. To that end, the bloc 
began inviting the leaders of Australia, Japan, New Zealand, and South Korea to its annual summits. And last month, U.S. President 
Joe Biden hosted Japanese Prime Minister Fumio Kishida and South Korean President Yoon Suk-yeol at Camp David to build on 
recent Japanese-South Korean reconciliation. The summit produced a pledge—using language usually associated with a collective 
defense treaty—to consult in the event of security contingencies. 
After the Camp David summit, U.S. National Security Advisor Jake Sullivan responded to speculation about U.S. intentions by 
pointedly denying that the trilateral security pledge is “a new NATO for the Pacific.” 
The U.S. and partner governments may not have the intent of pursuing an Asian NATO today, but the 
unfolding geopolitics of the region makes that option more plausible than it has been for seven decades. 

https://health.hawaii.gov/mauiwildfires/
https://health.hawaii.gov/mauiwildfires/
https://www.mauicounty.gov/CivicAlerts.aspx?AID=12695
https://www.kunc.org/news/2023-02-06/new-study-confirms-marshall-fire-contaminated-drinking-water-but-the-response-prevented-a-crisis
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2021/03/12/quad-leaders-joint-statement-the-spirit-of-the-quad/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2021/09/15/joint-leaders-statement-on-aukus/
https://www.nationaldefensemagazine.org/articles/2023/2/17/aukus-partners-aim-to-catch-china-in-hypersonics-race#:~:text=Months%20after%20announcing%20the%20agreement,times%20the%20speed%20of%20sound.
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2022/6/30/nato-names-china-a-strategic-priority-for-the-first-time
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2023/08/18/fact-sheet-the-trilateral-leaders-summit-at-camp-david/
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/white-house/biden-japan-south-korea-trilateral-not-new-nato#:~:text=National%20security%20adviser%20Jake%20Sullivan,new%20NATO%20for%20the%20Pacific.%22
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To understand why, it is important to look at why the region never developed a collective security organization in the first place, why 
U.S. and allied officials are so adamant right now that no such bloc is planned, and why and how that could change. 
The U.S. network of bilateral alliances in the Pacific was established through a series of negotiations in the aftermath of World War 
II, which led to the creation of bilateral treaties with Japan and the Philippines, as well as the ANZUS treaty with Australia and New 
Zealand. These were later followed by security treaties with Thailand, South Korea, and Taiwan—with the latter treaty replaced in 
1979 by the Taiwan Relations Act, following the normalization of U.S. relations with Beijing. There was also the ill-fated Southeast 
Asia Treaty Organization, which approximated the collective security model of NATO but collapsed with the escalation in Vietnam 
and was quietly dissolved in 1977. The resulting security system was later dubbed the “hub and spokes” model, whereby the United 
States was the hub and bilateral alliances the spokes for a wheel of security in the region. The arrangement contrasted with NATO 
because the security commitments were not collective and did not create a military bloc. 
It will be up to Chinese President Xi Jinping whether a NATO in the Pacific ultimately becomes reality. 
According to Georgetown University professor Victor Cha, some in Washington did initially want a collective Pacific pact but backed 
away because of fears that impatient leaders like Taiwan’s Chiang Kai-shek or South Korea’s Rhee Syngman would use any 
collective security commitments to pull the entire region into a war against China and the Soviet Union in order to unify their divided 
countries. Bilateral security commitments also seemed more logical because of the region’s geography. Unlike in Europe, there was 
no contiguous group of countries facing the communist bloc, many Asian states strongly distrusted each other (because of unresolved 
borders or animosities resulting from World War II), and—perhaps most importantly—pacifist postwar Japan had a strong distaste 
for playing any sort of formalized military role in the region. Finally, the United States’ overwhelming naval and air power in a maritime 
theater stood in sharp contrast to Soviet land power dominance in Europe. Its military preeminence in the Pacific gave Washington 
the luxury of not needing a collective security arrangement. 
Seven decades later, however, the logic of greater collective security in Asia is becoming more compelling than in the 1950s. First, 
the United States has lost its preponderance of military power in the maritime domain. Now, Washington and its allies face a 
quantitative, if not qualitative, threat comparable to what NATO confronted in Europe during the Cold War. Second, China’s and 
North Korea’s direct military threats against U.S. allies and partners have demonstrably increased in recent years. For decades, 
Japan and Australia were far from the front lines of the Cold War, with Japan a safe sanctuary for logistical support for U.S. forces 
and Australia far enough away to choose case by case how it might plug into any U.S.-led coalition with its niche combat capabilities. 
That has all changed. Japan has revised the previously pacifist interpretation of Article 9 of its constitution to prioritize greater military 
readiness as well as joint operations with the United States and other countries. Leaders in Tokyo now see themselves on the front 
line of strategic tensions with Beijing, and a large majority of the Japanese public believes there will be a war in their lifetime. Australia 
has reduced its official warning time (the government’s calculation of the country’s window before a significant possible attack) from 
10 years to immediate. (It’s helpful to remember that the reality of zero warning time—in other words, the need to be ready to fight 
at a moment’s notice—was one reason why both NATO and the U.S.-South Korea bilateral alliance established joint and combined 
commands.) Since China’s warfighting strategies appear to envision broader regional offenses against the U.S. military’s points of 
access in the region, Washington’s closest allies now see a high likelihood that they would be swept into a conflict regardless of their 
own intentions. With the growing prospect that any conflict would be region-wide and come with zero warning time, planners would 
clearly prefer joint command and control, as well as integrated deterrence, if they could get it. In other words, structures very much 
like those of NATO. 
On the other hand, the arguments against an Asian NATO have also become more compelling, reflecting today’s complex and 
contradictory strategic environment. In contrast to NATO members’ relations with the Soviet Union during the early phase of the Cold 
War—when the United States and other allies generally had no significant economic relations with the Soviets—China today is the 
top trading partner for Japan, South Korea, Australia, and most other U.S. allies and partners in the region. In addition, these countries 
have stated their goal of eventually restoring a more productive relationship with Beijing despite the current friction, and they 
recognize that a NATO-style alliance would likely foreclose that future. Fears of entrapment would be another obstacle, given the 
different risk tolerance across potential alliance members with respect to any conflict involving Taiwan. 
Finally, close allies such as Australia or Japan would quickly point out that, in an environment of strategic competition for influence 
in multiple military and non-military domains, a regional alliance would alienate critical countries in Southeast Asia and the Pacific. 
Some traditional U.S. allies and partners might balk and defect rather than join, which would set back deterrence and embolden 
Chinese ambitions. No wonder, then, that Sullivan said so emphatically that the United States is not establishing an Asian NATO. 
Russia’s war and China’s rise are turning a talking shop into a fledgling alliance of democracies. 
New Delhi’s global clout and Modi’s personal brand are riding on the annual meeting, but consensus may 
prove elusive. 

https://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/phil001.asp
https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/us-japan-security-alliance#:~:text=Signed%20in%201951%20alongside%20the,soil%20after%20Japan%20regained%20sovereignty.
https://history.state.gov/milestones/1945-1952/anzus#:~:text=The%20Australia%2C%20New%20Zealand%20and%20United%20States%20Security%20Treaty%2C%20or,security%20relationship%20between%20their%20countries.
https://www.state.gov/u-s-security-cooperation-with-thailand/
https://www.cfr.org/excerpt-us-south-korea-alliance
https://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/chin001.asp
https://www.sciencespo.fr/ceri/observatory-indo-pacific/usa/#:~:text=Commonly%20referred%20to%20as%20the,almost%20no%20interaction%20amongst%20them.
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/16/world/asia/japan-moves-to-scale-back-postwar-restrictions-on-the-use-of-military-power.html
https://survey.gov-online.go.jp/r04/r04-bouei/gairyaku.pdf
https://www.defense.gov/News/News-Stories/Article/Article/3425351/we-go-together-us-south-korea-mark-70-year-alliance/
https://asia.nikkei.com/Opinion/China-s-military-buildup-shows-its-ambitions-go-well-beyond-Taiwan
https://wits.worldbank.org/CountrySnapshot/en/JPN
https://wits.worldbank.org/countrysnapshot/en/KOR
https://wits.worldbank.org/countrysnapshot/en/AUS
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But never say never. If concerns about deterring and stopping a destructive and dangerous regional war surpass concerns about 
trade, regional cohesion, or retaining strategic autonomy, the current patchwork of arrangements among the United States, its 
bilateral allies, and like-minded partners could very well move in the direction of collective security. The basis of common values, 
similar threat perception, basic operating structures, and decades of experience with cooperation is there. Even without any overt 
Chinese use of force, Beijing’s coercive behavior against its neighbors could create this outcome in piecemeal fashion. That need 
not be Washington’s goal, but it should remain an option that quietly guides alliance priorities. Then it will be up to Chinese President 
Xi Jinping whether a NATO in the Pacific ultimately becomes reality. 
 

Michael J. Green is the CEO of the United States Studies Centre at the University of Sydney, a senior advisor at the Center for 
Strategic and International Studies, a distinguished scholar at the Asia Pacific Institute in Tokyo, and a former senior National Security 
Council official on Asia policy during the George W. Bush administration. 

 

UK To Introduce X-ray Age Checks For Asylum Seekers 
Source: https://www.barrons.com/news/uk-to-introduce-x-ray-age-checks-for-asylum-seekers-c65e0484 
 
Sep 12 – The UK government said Tuesday it is introducing legislation allowing bone and teeth X-rays to verify 
the age of asylum seekers suspected of falsely claiming to be minors. 
The government is trying to curb what it calls "illegal" migration to the UK -- a highly contentious political issue. 
Legislation unveiled this week by the justice ministry, which still needs parliament's approval, will "authorise the use of X-rays in 
scientific age assessments", the interior ministry said. 
The interior ministry will introduce further laws specifying that X-rays of teeth and bones of the hands and wrists as well as MRIs of 
knees and collar bones "can be used as part of the age assessment process". 
These tests are used in many European countries but some campaigners and medical professionals have questioned their reliability. 
"Age assessment is an important process to help prevent asylum seeking adults posing as children as a way of accessing support 
they are not entitled to, and allow genuine children to access age-appropriate services," the interior ministry said. 
Between 2016 and June 2023, there were over 11,275 asylum cases where age was disputed and almost half of the individuals 
(5,551) were found to be adults, it noted. 
The government is under pressure to stop tens of thousands of migrants making dangerous crossings on the Channel from northern 
France in small boats each year. 
It has introduced controversial legislation barring asylum claims by all Channel arrivals and other "illegal routes". 
The new law also mandates their transfer to third countries, such as Rwanda, but both policies are on hold amid a court challenge 
over the legality of sending migrants to east Africa. 
Britain's asylum system is also facing a huge backlog, a delay that rights groups assert is of the government's own making. 
 

The age estimation practice related to illegal unaccompanied minors 

immigration in Italy 
By Francesco Pradella, Vilma Pinchi, Martina Focardi, et al. 
J Forensic Odontostomatol. 2017 Dec; 35(2): 141–148.  

Source: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6100231/  
 

Abstract 

The migrants arrived to the Italian coasts in 2016 were 181.436, 18% more than the previous year and 6% more than the highest 
number ever since. An “unaccompanied minor” (UAM) is a third-country national or a stateless person under eighteen years of age, 
who arrives on the territory of the Member State unaccompanied by an adult responsible for him/her whether by law or by the practice 
of the Member State concerned, and for as long as he or she is not effectively taken into the care of such a person; it includes a 
minor who is left unaccompanied after he/she entered the territory of the Member States. As many as 95.985 UAMs applied for 
international protection in an EU member country just in 2015, almost four times the number registered in 
the previous year. The UAMs arrived in Italy were 28.283 in 2016; 94% of them were males, 92% 
unaccompanied, 8% of them under 15; the 53,6% is 17; the individuals between 16 and 17 are instead the 
82%. Many of them (50%), 6561 in 2016, escaped from the sanctuaries, thus avoiding to be formally 
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identified and registered in Italy in the attempt to reach more easily northern Europe countries, since The Dublin Regulations (2003) 
state that the asylum application should be held in the EU country of entrance or where parents reside. The age assessment 
procedures can therefore be considered as a relevant task that weighs in on the shoulders of the forensic experts with all the related 
issues and the coming of age is the important threshold. In the EU laws on asylum, the minors are considered as one of the groups 
of vulnerable persons towards whom Member States have specific obligations. A proper EU common formal regulation in the matter 
of age estimation procedures still lacks. According to the Italian legal framework in the matter, a medical examination should have 
been always performed but a new law completely changed the approach to the procedures of age estimation of the migrant (excluding 
the criminal cases) with a better adherence to the notions and concepts of vulnerability and psychological and social maturity. 

Putin revelation of weapons based on ‘new physical principles’ catches world 

interest 
Source: https://nilepost.co.ug/2023/09/14/putin-revelation-of-weapons-based-on-new-physical-principles-catches-world-interest/ 

Sep 14 – Russia last proved its penchant for innovation in breakthrough weapons designs in 2018, unveiling a series of cutting-edge 
strategic systems. Fast-forward five years, and the Russian president has again mentioned work on mysterious new arms based on 
“new physical principles.” Sputnik turned to top Russian and US military experts for comment. 
Russia’s defense sector is working on state-of-the-art weapons based on “new physical principles,” President Vladimir Putin has 
revealed. “If one looks into the security sphere, weapons based on new physical principles will ensure the security of any country in 
the near historical perspective. We understand this very well and are working on it,” Putin said in a wide-
ranging speech at the Eastern Economic Forum on Tuesday. 
Putin did not elaborate, leaving media and military observers scrambling in a search for more information. 

https://sputnikglobe.com/20230912/key-takeaways-from-putin-speech-at-eastern-economic-forum-2023-1113304596.html
https://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/POST-PN-0666/POST-PN-0666.pdf
https://encyclopedia.mil.ru/encyclopedia/dictionary/details.htm?id=13770@morfDictionary
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The Russian Defense Ministry’s official online encyclopedia defines“weapons based on new physical principles” as “new types of 
arms whose destructive effect is based on processes and phenomena which have not previously been used for military 
purposes.” 
As of the early 21st century, these weapons are said to include: 
Directed energy weapons (laser, accelerator, microwave and infrasonic-based arms designed to destroy or disable enemy 
manpower, equipment, or hardened facilities and infrastructure). “All types of directed energy weapons are practically inertia-free, 
and with the exception of infrasonic weapons, are instantaneous […] The greatest successes” in this direction “have been achieved 
in improving laser weapons,” according to the MoD. 
Electromagnetic weapons (ultra-high frequency and laser-based), whose destructive properties are achieved through the use of a 
“powerful, usually pulsed stream of electromagnetic coherent optical radiation [featured in some types of lasers, ed.], or incoherent 
optical radiation.” 
Non-lethal weapons, designed to disable weapons, equipment, materiel, and personnel without inflicting irreparable losses on the 
latter. The Russian military divides these into anti-personnel, anti-equipment/materiel, and combined anti-personnel/anti-
equipment/anti-materiel systems. These include various weapons designed to replace existing tools used by domestic security 
services, such as teargas, rubber bullets, psychotropic devices, infrasonic weapons, and electronic suppression, as well as military-
grade biological and chemical agents which can decompose or otherwise render useless fuels, insulation and rubber products, and 
ultra-high frequency systems meant to disable radio-electronic components of enemy weapons and equipment. 
Geophysical weapons (seismic, climate, ozone, environmental), collectively defined by the MoD as “means to deliberately influence 
the environment to use the forces of nature for military purposes.” These hypothetical weapons are designed to act against the solid, 
liquid, and gaseous properties of the planet and its atmosphere, and can include using powerful explosives to cause earthquakes, 
volcanic eruptions, flooding, and other catastrophes, as well as altering the weather or climate in certain parts of the planet, resulting 
in droughts, floods, storms, etc. Ozone weapons are designed to create holes in the ozone layer, causing widespread damage using 
ultraviolet radiation from space across vast geographic areas. Finally, environmental weapons are categorized as those designed to 
target forests, crops, water, air, or soil resources, possibly through the use of chemical or biological agents. 
Radiological weapons include arms whose destructive effect “is based on the use of radioactive substances capable of poisoning 
manpower with ionizing radiation without a nuclear explosion,” with radiation-spewing materials obtained from the leftovers of nuclear 
fuel, or by exposing chemical elements to neutron fluxes to produce radioactive isotopes. These arms can be fitted inside shells, air-
droppable bombs, missile warheads, and other conventional munitions, and are designed to contaminate the environment for tens if 
not hundreds of years. 
Finally, genetic weapons are defined as “a type of weapon capable of damaging the genetic (hereditary) apparatus of human 
beings,” including through the use of viruses with mutagenic properties, as well as “mutations derived from natural sources by 
chemical synthesis or biotechnological methods, to cause damage or changes to DNA. This type of prospective weaponry is 
considered particularly dangerous in light of “the unpredictability of the consequences” of their use, in the Russian military’s 
estimation. 

What Types of Weapons Based on New Physical 
Principles is Russia Working on? 
Russia’s military, the state, and military-affiliated 
research institutes have been mostly tight-lipped 
about the types of weapons based on new physical 
principles the country is developing, but have 
nevertheless dropped hints about their priorities and 
concerns. 
For example, as a party to the Biological Weapons 
Convention, Russia has set a blanket ban on the 

creation of genetic weapons. At the same time, the Russian military has revealed in great detail the extent of illegal US research 
in this direction at biolabs in Ukraine and other countries around the world under the guise of anti-pandemic preparation and other 
civilian research. 
As the possessor of the world’s largest nuclear arsenal, Moscow has also eschewed the creation of radiological weapons, or “dirty 
bombs,” citing the danger of their development and possible use by terrorists or enemy powers, including 
for false flag attacks against Russia. 

https://encyclopedia.mil.ru/encyclopedia/dictionary/details.htm?id=13770@morfDictionary
https://sputnikglobe.com/20230815/robert-kennedy-jr-admits-existence-of-us-bio-labs-in-ukraine-1112605514.html
https://sputnikglobe.com/20221025/what-is-a-dirty-bomb-and-why-is-russia-warning-about-it-1102619770.html
https://sputnikglobe.com/20230412/us-working-on-universal-genetically-engineered-bioweapon-russian-parliamentary-investigation-1109381193.html
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Veteran Russian military observer Viktor Murakhovsky told Sputnik that President Putin’s comments on weapons based 
on “new physical principles” are most likely a reference to lasers and other high-energy physics-based weapons. 
As in the field of hypersonic missiles, in which Russia got a head start thanks to a solid foundation of research going back to at least 
the 1970s, Russia’s modern research in laser weaponry also dates back to fundamental studies carried out by brilliant 20th century 
scientists, Murakhovsky said, pointing to the Nobel Prize-winning work of physicists including Alexander Prokhorov and Anatoly 
Vlasov. 
“We have been working on laser weapons for quite a long time, since the 1970s,” the observer said. “Today, Sergey Grigorievich 
Garanin has been appointed general designer of laser systems. He’s working at the All-Russian Scientific Research Institute of 
Experimental Physics, and currently leading the development of two projects, including a laser complex, and a whole complex of 
systems designed to ensure [national] security.” 
In 2016, Murakovsky recalled, then Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev got a demonstration of an anti-drone laser weapon at the 
Institute of Laser Physics, after which the state gave the go-ahead on the technology’s speedy introduction into the military. 
“Amongst other things, the Peresvet laser installation [below] was created, designed to blind enemy spy satellites in areas where our 
mobile ballistic missiles are located…A second laser-based system was designed to destroy small drones. Today, elsewhere in the 
world, including in the US and China, laser systems like Astra Gemini are being used intensively on some ships. But so far we have 
not seen any clear demonstration of such systems,” Murakhovsky said. 

 
At present, Murakhovsky believes, the NATO-proxy war against Russia in Ukraine makes anti-drone lasers the most urgently-needed 
kind of weapon based on new physical principles. Here, he said, a number of teething issues, including lasers’ performance in fog, 
rain and cloud cover, and the tremendous amount of power they require to operate, have prevented their widespread adoption and 
deployment. 
“The advantage of laser weapons is clear: they instantly destroy their target. But the disadvantages, especially in field applications, 
are very great. It’s necessary, in effect, to build a separate electrical generator for ground-based systems…So the president was 
talking about upcoming developments. We will watch, and the entire Western world will also be watching,” the expert summed up. 
 
US’ Aggressive Posture as Primary Motivator 
Asked about the factors pushing Russia’s work on fundamentally new kinds of armaments, retired US Air Force ieutenant colonel 
and former Pentagon analyst-turned whistleblower Karen Kwiatkowski told Sputnik that the US and NATO’s “containment” doctrine, 
used “to justify its defense spending and maintenance of dollar dominance in the world for a good 40 years after this concept had 
become hollow and meaningless,” is most directly responsible. 
“American military expansion, and more specifically, the US government’s struggle to maintain dollar dominance and global energy 
control, has caused the rest of the world to think defensively, develop both military and economic strategies to counter US force and 
hegemony,” Kwiatkowski said. 
It’s a dialectical process, in the observer’s view. 
“When the US brings its Air Force, Army and Navy close to a country’s shores, and when it targets all parts 
of a country geographically, as in Asia, Russia, and the Mideast, those countries react accordingly. Those 

https://sputnikglobe.com/20190815/fact-checking-trump-advisor-john-boltons-claim-that-russia-stole-us-hypersonic-technology-1076557665.html
https://sputnikglobe.com/20181205/peresvet-combat-laser-system-1070411676.html
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that are economically or politically weaker and non-nuclear choose terrorism and sometimes, compliance; those that are mid-sized 
will group together with others; and the largest countries, and those with the most to lose, plan strategically to counter the known 
threat,” Kwiatkowski said. 
“The US military does not and is not capable of defending the United States proper, nor can it well defend its many bases around 
the world…American politicians confuse offense and hegemony with defense, and this vulnerability has shaped the defensive and 
offensive actions of [areas] of the world that the US considers its enemies and threats,” the observer added. 
Ultimately, Kwiatkowski believes that the countries that will set the trend in the creation of new advanced defense systems of the 
future will be those that will be “open to all kinds of technology” are willing “to design new weapons and improve on the old,” and 
which have “a well-educated and scientifically-minded country.” 
 

Eritrea Stoking Conflicts Between Its Migrants Abroad 
By Mimi Mefo Takambou (DW journalist) 
Source: https://www.homelandsecuritynewswire.com/dr20230918-eritrea-stoking-conflicts-between-its-migrants-abroad 
 
Sep 18 – Authorities in several countries are facing a moral, legal and diplomatic conundrum over migrants from Eritrea.  
Clashes between Eritreans broke out on Saturday in the southwestern German city of Stuttgart ahead of a cultural festival organized 
by supporters of the Eritrean government.  
Police deployed 300 officers to stop fighting between supporters and opponents of the East African country’s government. Six officers 
were hospitalized, while 228 Eritreans were arrested. 
German Interior Minister Nancy Faeser led condemnations from politicians, saying that “foreign conflicts must not be carried out in 
our country.” Earlier in September, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu called for the deportation of Eritrean migrants who 
were involved in fighting in south Tel Aviv. 
The clashes between rival groups of Eritreans left dozens of people injured, including several police officers. 
 
Political Divisions Spread to the Diaspora 
On the same day, Norway’s second-largest city, Bergen, witnessed clashes between supporters and opponents of the Eritrean 
government during a rally marking the country’s independence day.  
Meanwhile, authorities in the western German city of Giessen, which is not far from Frankfurt, are considering measures to prevent 
future clashes after at least 26 police officers were injured during riots at an Eritrean festival in July. 
In early August, Swedish media reported that about 1,000 protesters stormed an Eritrean festival in Stockholm, setting booths and 
cars on fire and using rocks and sticks as weapons. The violence left at least 52 people injured and led to 100 people being detained. 
 
The ‘Distant’ Catalyst 
According to Nicole Hirt, a researcher at the GIGA Institute for African Affairs in Hamburg, the Eritrean independence day festival 
has a long and peaceful tradition in Germany going back decades but has morphed significantly in recent years. 
“We are in a moral conflict here. On the one hand, the festival has always been a propaganda tool for the regime in Eritrea, but on 
the other hand, we have freedom of assembly in Germany,” Hirt told DW. 
While these governments are striving to resolve this dilemma, the Eritrean regime of Isaias Afwerki is allegedly stoking the flames 
from a distance. Dr. Selam Kidane, a psychology lecturer at the School of Human and Social Sciences at West London University, 
expressed unease at the unfortunate events. She pointed to the Afwerki regime as the source of the problem. 
“The organizer of these events is the system that controls power in Eritrea,” Kidane told DW. “This system is doing many things out 
of law.” 
Abdurahman Seeid, an African and Middle East political analyst, echoed this sentiment. He outlined two reasons why the Afwerki 
regime organizes the festivals — and he said they have little to do with commemorating the country’s independence day. 
“The first one is for a propaganda purpose in a way to show the diaspora societies, who are already controlled by the system, as a 
cult community and to tell them that they are different Eritreans and not interact with others,” Seeid said. “The second reason is to 
collect foreign currency.” 
 
High Costs for Host Nations 
In addition to the high price of policing and medical costs incurred by nations that host Eritrean migrants, 
there are other social, political and diplomatic implications. 

https://www.dw.com/en/eritrea/t-66187188
https://www.dw.com/en/germany-dozens-injured-in-unrest-at-eritrean-event/a-66837449
https://www.dw.com/en/israel/t-19067044
https://www.dw.com/en/benjamin-netanyahu/t-19234066
https://www.dw.com/en/israel-considers-deporting-eritreans-involved-in-riots/a-66708511
https://www.dw.com/en/over-100-injured-as-israeli-police-break-up-eritrean-protest/a-66703453
https://www.dw.com/en/norway/t-18943636
https://www.dw.com/en/germany-26-officers-injured-at-eritrean-festival-police/a-66165991
https://www.dw.com/en/stockholm/t-38983358
https://www.dw.com/en/from-liberator-to-oppressor-30-years-of-eritrea-under-isaias-afwerki/a-65708163
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Following the August clashes in Stockholm, Sweden’s Justice Minister Gunnar Strommer said it is not justifiable for his country to 
become involved in the internal conflicts of other nations. 
“If you flee to Sweden to escape violence or are on a temporary visit, you must not cause violence here. The police’s resources are 
needed for other purposes than keeping different groups apart from each other,” he said in a written statement to Swedish news 
agency TT. 
Hesse’s Interior Minister Peter Beuth similarly expressed outrage following the July riot in Giessen. He firmly stated that police officers 
should not be used to resolve conflicts originating from other countries. 
“Our police officers are not a buffer stop for conflicts in third countries,” he said. 
 
Challenges for Refugees and Asylum Seekers 
This situation is creating a complex problem for Eritreans seeking refuge from the oppression of Afwerki’s government. 
President Afwerki has ruled Eritrea in a one-party dictatorship since it gained independence from Ethiopia in 1991.  
Eritrea has one of the world’s worst human rights records, and migrants living abroad say they fear death if they were to return to 
their homeland. 
An Eritrean asylum seeker in Israel said that these actions by the government are simply a ploy to get them into conflict with their 
host nations. “The dictatorial regime in Eritrea has been pursuing us from our very first day in Israel. It’s not enough that we fled from 
the regime in our homeland. It won’t stop seeking us out in the places where we’re seeking asylum and are trying to rehabilitate our 
lives,” he said. According to data from the German Federal Ministry of the Interior, the majority of Eritrean migrants who arrive in 
Germany are granted asylum — around 86% in the first half of 2023 — but Hirt fears that recent events could have an impact. 
“This could result in a certain potential for aggression towards those who live in safety here and celebrate the government of Eritrea,” 
the researcher told DW. 
In Israel, where Eritreans make up most of the 25,000 African asylum seekers living there, Netanyahu said during a meeting with a 
ministerial committee tasked to deal with the aftermath of the violence that a “red line has been crossed.” 
“Riots, bloodshed — this is lawlessness that we cannot accept,” he added. 
“They have no claim to refugee status. They support this regime,” Netanyahu said. “If they support the regime so much, they would 
do well to return to their country of origin.” 
 
DW’s inquiries to the Eritrean diplomatic missions in Europe did not receive a response before the publication of this 

article. Festival organizers and Eritrean community speakers in Germany declined to comment. 

 

EDITOR’S COMMENT: It is very simple. A refugee seeking asylum in another country should be polite and try to be as quiet 

as possible. Incoming politics are of no interest to the host nation and so are rivalries or ethnic disputes. If these rules are not 
followed, then deportation is the only peaceful solution. 

 

Will the Russia-Ukraine War lead to World War III? 
By Jacob Nagel and Boaz Golany  
Source: https://nationalinterest.org/feature/will-russia-ukraine-war-lead-world-war-iii-206822 
 
Sep 22 – Oleksiy Danilov, secretary of Ukraine’s National Security and Defense Council, recently warned attendees at the Kiev 
Security Forum that “World War III is already underway.” He may be onto something. 
The war between Russia and Ukraine began on February 24, 2022. In the first few weeks, it seemed as if the Russians would crush 
the Ukrainians in a blitzkrieg-style offensive. That prediction was wildly inaccurate. The Russian army was ill-prepared for the mission, 
and its equipment was far less effective than expected. To say that the morale of its soldiers was not high is an understatement. 
By late Spring 2022, the Washington Blob was once again wildly off-base, with experts predicting that Russia would capitulate under 
the Western sanctions. Those expecting a calamity for the Russian economy learned nothing from Western sanctions on North Korea 
and Iran—two countries much smaller than Russia that have endured severe sanctions over many years. The sanctions undeniably 
damaged their economies but didn’t change the fundamental nature of the regimes. 
Today, Russia and Ukraine appear locked in a “foxhole” war, similar to World War I, where both sides suffered massive casualties 
without significant territorial or strategic gains. It seems increasingly likely that this stalemate may last for 
years. There are several reasons to believe this could be the case. 

https://www.dw.com/en/eritreans-flee-repression-says-un-rapporteur/a-17722860
https://www.dw.com/en/human-rights/t-17455099
https://www.dw.com/en/eritrean-refugees-in-germany-struggle-to-reunite-with-family/a-53840858
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xO1cvpu9thA
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Neither Russia nor Ukraine appears to have the military capability to defeat the other side. At the same time, neither Vladimir Putin 
nor Volodymyr Zelensky can quit. If Zelensky throws in the towel, his country will no longer be free, and he will likely fall from power. 
If Putin quits, he will demolish his image as Russia’s strongman and face challenges to his rule. 
Some journalists have predicted that the war’s unpopularity, owing to the high casualty count, coupled with the heavy toll of the 
sanctions, could turn the Russian people against Putin. This, too, is wildly off-base. Russian history is replete with leaders who 
imposed enormous losses on the population without paying the price of regime collapse. Major strategic miscalculations by Joseph 
Stalin and his top brass led to humiliating military defeats to the invading Nazi army throughout Operation Barbarossa in 1941. The 
Soviets lost vast territory, and their casualties numbered in the millions even before the notoriously bloody Battle of Stalingrad 
commenced. As Russians still boast today, the hardship steeled the resolve of the Russian army and people, leading to a historic 
victory over the German invaders. 
Of course, none of this means the world is marching toward a total war. But key scenarios still could precipitate a turn for the worst. 
For example, a collapse of the Russian frontlines (e.g., Ukrainian troops breaking through Zaporizhia, Kherson, and surrounding 
areas and establishing a significant bridgehead on the Crimea peninsula) could prompt Russia to deploy 
nuclear weapons (tactical or strategic) to restore the balance. Deputy Chairman of Russia’s National 
Security Council Dmitry Medvedev has repeatedly warned that Russia won’t hesitate to use such weapons 
if necessary. Similarly, a sudden Ukrainian collapse—leading to the fall of Kiev—may cause the United 

Who controls what in Ukraine? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Barbarossa
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/russias-medvedev-wed-have-use-nuclear-weapon-if-ukrainian-offensive-was-success-2023-07-30/
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States and its NATO allies to introduce new, more destructive weapons or even deploy “boots on the ground” to restore the balance. 
In either scenario, the road to WWIII is not only a scenario for science fiction. 
More broadly, a miscalculation by either party could have unintended consequences. For example, a Russian anti-aircraft battery 
downing a NATO jet fighter crossing from Polish airspace into Ukraine due to a navigational error could push NATO to invoke Article 
5. Similarly, if Russian long-range missiles accidentally strike a target in one of Ukraine’s NATO neighbors, causing significant 
fatalities, Article 5 invocation, again, is not out of the question. 
Should another nation-state join the war, it could spark a wider war. During the last eighteen months, thousands of foreign fighters 
have joined both sides. The situation is reminiscent of the international brigades that fought for the Nationalists and the Republicans 
in the Spanish Civil War (1936–1939). But, as the stalemate persists on the front lines, we may see other nations step in. Belarus, 
where President Lukashenko has sided with the Russians from the start, is an obvious candidate. Another candidate is North Korea. 
Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un recently replenished Russian stores of weapons and ammunition from his own arsenals. Kim will likely 
shed no tears if North Korean troops die in Ukraine, gaining him a more significant role on the world stage. 
On the other side of the ledger, it remains unlikely that Western countries like Britain, Germany, or France would dispatch troops to 
Ukraine. But given the deep historical enmity and suspicion that some Eastern European nations, like Poland, harbor toward Russia, 
who knows what could happen? 
So far, China has attempted to convey a policy of neutrality, even as Beijing helps Moscow behind the scenes. China understands 
that its current economic crisis is partially related to deteriorating relations with the United States. However, conflict may not be a 
deterrent for Beijing. The Chinese leadership is actively weighing a war of conquest or forced integration of Taiwan. President Xi 
Jinping could, at some point, offer the Russians a deal whereby they would back his invasion of Taiwan in exchange for Chinese 
support against the United States and Europe. While some might dismiss this, it is instructive to remember that the People’s Liberation 
Army (the largest in the world) is about to enter the fifth and final year of its major modernization plan. If the war between Russia and 
Ukraine is still raging in 2025, such a scenario may be more realistic.  
Thankfully, there are also good news scenarios that could end the conflict and, therefore, the diminished likelihood of a global conflict. 
In a sense, Ukraine and Russia have proven their ability to maintain some sort of ceasefire by avoiding an all-out war after the 
Russian invasion of Crimea in 2014. Relative calm endured through 2022. It wasn’t a complete ceasefire, as regular skirmishes 
continued in the Donetsk and Luhansk regions (where most of the population are ethnic Russians). Still, it was kept (more or less) 
under control. Thus, both sides might agree to a ceasefire if it means not accepting defeat. 
One significant wildcard is former president Donald Trump. If Trump returns to the White House next year, he will likely uphold his 
promise and cut all aid to Ukraine. He could even apply pressure on his NATO allies to stop their support. In such a scenario, the 
Ukrainians may reluctantly agree to a ceasefire under disadvantageous conditions.  
While the chances for the war in Ukraine to evolve into a global conflict are not high, they are not nil either. Tensions are high, and 
European nations are increasing their defense spending. The fear of wider Russian aggression has many of these countries on edge. 
They understand that as the war drags on, as the casualties mount, and the sanctions pressure grows, the “wounded bear” can 
become even more dangerous and potentially more prone to miscalculation. 
 

Brigadier General (res.) Jacob Nagel is a senior fellow at the Foundation for Defense of Democracies (FDD) and a visiting professor 
at the Technion. He previously served as Prime Minister Netanyahu’s national security advisor and the head of Israel National 
Security Council (acting). 
Lt. Colonel (res.) Boaz Golany is a Professor at the Technion, Israel Institute of Technology, where he has served as a Dean, VP 
for External Relations & Resource Development, and Executive VP & Director General. His research interests cover diverse areas 
of applied operations research. He has also served as a board member and consultant to various companies and organizations. 
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The Three Ts of Terrorism – Finding the Facts in the News 
By Jordan Nelms  
Source: https://www.domesticpreparedness.com/commentary/the-three-ts-of-terrorism-finding-the-facts-in-the-news 
 
The early minutes, hours, and days following a terrorist attack or similar incident – e.g., the 24 January 2011 Moscow bombing at 
Domodedovo Airport, or Jared Loughner’s 8 January 2011 Tucson shooting spree – were, in only a few short minutes, filled with 
speculation and a broad spectrum of assumptions, many of them totally unprovable, about the perpetrators of the attack and their 
modus operandi. Such uncertainty and unverified rumors are similar in many ways to what is called the fog of war, and might 
accurately be described as the fog of crisis. 
In the 24-hour news cycle, there is a constant stream of information being generated from a broad spectrum of “sources,” some of 
them well informed, but others not. With so many interpretations being offered, it is important that not only homeland-security 
professionals but the general public as well be able to carry out their own fact-check assessments of a major mass-casualty event 
or incident, relying on those facts rather than on amateur speculations and unwarranted assumptions. 
When analyzing a terrorist attack – failed or successful – there are in most cases at least a few fundamental and verifiable facts 
worth considering. Despite the limited amount of information usually released by official government spokesmen during and 
immediately after the initial phase of an investigation, outside observers can use at least some seemingly reliable media reports and 
open intelligence sources, and/or even surf the internet, to develop a few reasonably informed conclusions of their own – which in 
most cases should be based on what might be called “The Three ‘T’s” of a terrorist attack – Target, Tactics, and Technology. 
 
Clear Thinking and an Open Mind 
Here, a word of caution is necessary: Far too often, political pundits and news anchors – using unquoted and unnamed sources – 
are quick to conclude that one well known group or another, usually one already in the news, has perpetrated a specific attack. 
Knowing what information to focus on in these news reports, and how to apply that information to think somewhat more critically – 
more logically, in other words – about the event, is an important skill for any media consumer, particularly in the face of sudden 
disaster. Keeping that point in mind, it is usually possible, focusing on the Three T’s, to develop at least a few tentative conclusions, 
as follows, from the limited evidence that is available: 
1. TARGET – Knowing with reasonable certitude what person, group, or organization was the probable target of the attack will usually 
(but, of course, not always) permit the development of some reasonable assumptions about the terrorist organization responsible for 
the attack. By definition, most terrorist groups have publicly stated the political objectives for which they are fighting. The target of an 
attack by a specific group, therefore, can frequently be determined by analyzing the group’s known political goals and objectives. 
Determining the group’s most likely targets – which might range from indiscriminate civilian population centers to political institutions 
– can provide valuable information about the possible motives of the individual or organization launching an attack. Political 
institutions, public transit systems, and places of religious worship all represent what many terrorist groups might well consider to be 
“ideal targets” for getting an ideological message to an intended audience. 
There are significant differences in that message, of course, when the target selected is the civilian population, a symbol of authority 
(a police station or other government building, for example), critical infrastructure such as a power plant, or individual political officials. 
Through fear and coercion, even a failed attempt to attack a well known target can have dramatic consequences, primarily because 
it sends such a clear message – namely, that an attack is possible, even in the middle of a suburban shopping center or against a 
major transportation center such as an airport or subway system, both of which are today heavily guarded, or at 
least monitored, by law- enforcement agencies. 
2. TACTICS – In the initial moments following a terrorist incident, knowing the terrorists’ tactic of choice, which is usually 
quite obvious, can be useful in assessing the capabilities of the perpetrator. It is not always necessary for terrorists to 
launch major attacks such as al Qaeda’s destruction of the World Trade Center towers on 11 September 

2001 to achieve their goals. In the business of fear and intimidation, striking targets that are both 
unprotected and unprepared is of considerable value to the terrorist organization. In fact, the 

methods of attack have in recent years, and for various reasons, moved toward the use of a lone 
gunman rather than a group of suicidal extremists. Nonetheless, the continued use of suicide 

bombers and of improvised explosive devices (IEDs) is proof in itself that these methods 
still work and are likely to be continued far into the future. 
However, a single terrorist in a shooting-spree scenario 
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typically (but not always) represents only a lone gunman acting on his/her own accord. 
Conversely, the ability to destroy a selected target by using an IED – then getting away to fight another day – gives the individual 
terrorist the ability to make numerous attacks with minimal financial resources. In fact, publicly available do-it-yourself IED manuals 
can easily be obtained over the internet. Moreover, the IEDs themselves can be assembled by persons possessing little or no in-
depth knowledge of chemistry or explosives. The complexity of the IED itself, therefore, can be a helpful clue to the level of training 
the terrorist group or individual terrorist probably has received. The use of a suicide bomber – a tactic seen most frequently, but not 
exclusively, in the Middle East – typically points to an organization with deep roots in Islamic Extremism, which sees the taking of 
one’s own life for a religious cause as a form of martyrdom. 
3. TECHNOLOGY – The level of technology used in a terrorist attack often provides the foundation for a more thoughtful assessment 
of the particular terrorist organization that might be involved. A comparative analysis of the technology used in attacks of similar 
scope will probably show at least some similarities and/or differences in the resources available to a terrorist organization. Comparing 
the technology of last month’s Domodedovo attack – in which the terrorists used 5-10 kg of trinitrotoluene (TNT) stuffed with metal 
objects, including screws and metal balls, according to open-source intelligence reports – to al Qaeda’s failed 2009 Christmas Day 
attempt, using pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN – a very powerful high explosive) to blow up an airplane en route to Detroit provides 
a clear indication of the various resources available to totally different organizations striking similar aviation targets. 
Larger terrorist organizations usually have more resources they can draw on for “best practices” in building explosive devices that 
can maximize casualties. Many but not all of the IEDs used in attacks in Iraq and Afghanistan, in fact, have used various chemical 
combinations, usually concealed in hidden devices packed with ball bearings, nails, and other shrapnel-like materials to increase not 
only the number of deaths but also the property damage resulting from the explosion. The presence, or absence, of these explosive 
components can be and frequently is a reliable indicator of the possible source of the device schematics and often provides other 
credible clues about the origin of the terrorist. 
Without the forensic and investigatory resources needed to run fingerprints and review closed-circuit television footage, media 
consumers often are provided only the usually limited information that public officials are willing and/or able to make public. 
Nonetheless, the three essential elements, described above, of most terrorist attacks provide the basic framework needed for thinking 
more critically about the facts available and will allow everyday citizens to question the conclusions that are being offered by the 
news media and/or by public officials charged with investigating such attacks. In short, by focusing on the Target, Tactics, and 
Technology aspects of a specific incident, the average media consumer can be empowered to draw his or her own conclusions – 
and quite possibly come much closer to “the real truth” than is possible by simply accepting the information provided, even with the 
best of intentions, by the media and/or the public officials investigating the attack. 
 

Jordan Nelms is the planning section chief on FEMA’s Region II Incident Management Assistance Team based in New York City. 
Prior to joining FEMA, Jordan served as the planning branch manager at the Maryland Emergency Management Agency, and 
previously worked as a contractor with Witt Associates supporting homeland security and emergency management programs at all 
levels of government and the private sector. He received a BA in political science/security studies from East Carolina University and 
pursued graduate studies at Johns Hopkins University, the University of South Florida, and University of St. Andrews in Scotland. 

 

Targeted Violence in Schools: Are Future Educators Prepared? 
By Danielle Arias, Jesse Spearo and Kelley L. Davis 
Source: https://domesticpreparedness.com/articles/targeted-violence-in-schools-are-future-educators-prepared 

 
Aug 23 – Schools have historically been and continue to be targets of gun violence. According to Education 
Week’s 2023 School Shooting Tracker, 51 school shootings on K-12 properties resulted in injuries or death in 
2022. As of June 15, there were 23 shootings in 2023, including a six-year-old boy who shot and injured a 
teacher in a Virginia Elementary School classroom. Recent high-profile school shootings, such as the 2022 
Robb Elementary School in Uvalde, Texas, and the 2018 shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School 

in Parkland, Florida, remind educators that schools can be targets. Despite personal or political opinions about 
gun laws or the role of educators who rightfully claim, “This is not what I signed up for,” it has become their reality. 

Citizens and media nationwide have criticized the law enforcement and school district responses to the Uvalde and 
Parkland school shootings. For instance, responders in Uvalde were denounced for a 73-minute delay in 
entering the classroom and engaging the shooter. The 2019 Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School 
Public Safety Commission report noted, “Forty-eight minutes and two seconds after the first shots were 

https://www.edweek.org/leadership/school-shootings-this-year-how-many-and-where/2023/01
https://www.edweek.org/leadership/school-shootings-this-year-how-many-and-where/2023/01
https://apnews.com/article/denver-east-high-school-shooting-9cbd699b2dd3a31015d4a22ebf30d912
https://www.texastribune.org/2022/05/27/uvalde-texas-school-shooting-timeline/
http://www.fdle.state.fl.us/MSDHS/CommissionReport.pdf
http://www.fdle.state.fl.us/MSDHS/CommissionReport.pdf
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fired, law enforcement had gained control of all the halls and stairwells inside building 12.” The criticisms reinforce the criticality of 
preparedness, training, and exercises for school employees. While teachers historically have been taught to rely on law enforcement 
in an active assailant response, many incidents are over before law enforcement arrives. Additionally, the varied circumstances of 
individual jurisdictions make it difficult to ensure rapid law enforcement response times and necessitate a shift toward training 
teachers to respond before law enforcement arrives. 
 
Educators as First Responders 
Students look to their teachers for safety, guidance, comfort, and leadership. Whether by choice or not, teachers are the first line of 
defense for students’ safety. Despite only receiving traditional educator training, academic, administrative, and support staff are now 
tasked with serving as first responders to events such as school shootings. Educators must be mentally and physically prepared to 
protect themselves and their students from harm. 
As school shootings increased, institutions implemented policies and technologies to secure schools and prevent intruders and 
violent incidents. However, technologies and procedures are only as effective as the trained personnel. Based on anecdotal 
experiences, educators note minimal training on active shooter protocols. When training is provided, it can be infrequent and delayed 
until late into the school year, a situation that both the authors and teachers find concerning. 
For instance, the Government Accountability Office noted in its June 2020 K-12 Characteristics of School Shooters Report that the 
second-highest number of school shootings in the 2009-2010 through 2018-2019 school years occurred in September. When the 
statistic was narrowed to “school-targeted” shootings, September had the highest number. Since September marks the start of the 
school year in parts of the country, the lack of knowledge, skills, and training for incoming teachers regarding school safety – 
particularly preventing and responding to an active shooter incident – is concerning. Teachers with minimal training likely need a 
refresher. New teachers entering the profession, and their students, are increasingly vulnerable. 
 
A Critical Training Oversight 
There is an apparent lack of formal discussion and training among preservice teachers concerning school safety. In this context, 
“preservice teacher” refers to a college student enrolled in a teacher education program who has not been employed as a teacher. 
In March of 2023, a fellow teacher at a public school in New Jersey directed student teachers – defined as students teaching in a 
classroom under the supervision of a certified teacher to qualify for a degree in education – to educator Danielle Arias to discuss 
school safety. The college students had several questions about school safety, none of which their veteran supervising teacher felt 
prepared to answer. They expressed fear of a safety situation occurring in their classrooms after becoming full-time educators and 
anxiety toward their current personal safety as students. When asked what their teacher program offered to prepare them for safety 
challenges as current students and future teachers, one of them replied, “They teach us nothing about this. It’s disturbing, actually; 
it’s like some big secret everyone is afraid to talk about. But we need to talk about it.” Those same students experienced an active 
shooter threat on their college campus a few days after that conversation. They later explained that many of their professors did not 
know what to do when they received a text message regarding a potential violent threat on campus. 
The avoidance of school discussions does not seem to be a new phenomenon. Throughout 21 years of teaching, Arias observed a 
pattern of student teachers in the district lacking knowledge of response procedures during school safety drills. Despite their serious 
concerns about preparedness and response, none of the student teachers she worked with had any training in their teacher education 
curriculum on school safety or active shooter response. A student teacher in the Fall of 2021 said she wished her college had given 
her a basic idea of how to respond in a safety situation. Another current student teacher also did not know about active shooter 
response when he began student teaching. Although school shootings have increased throughout the years, personal observation 
shows that there has been little or no increase in the education and preparation of preservice teachers. 
 
Magnitude of Deficiency 
In March 2022, a preliminary study by Arias in an unpublished master’s thesis at Nova Southeastern University whether preservice 
teachers received active shooter training in their undergraduate teacher education program. The study analyzed the training’s 
effectiveness by determining how prepared preservice teachers felt about responding to an active shooter threat in a K-12 classroom. 
A request to distribute a survey to undergraduate students in education programs who were currently enrolled or about to enter the 
student teaching part of their curriculum was sent to 15 accredited colleges and universities throughout New Jersey. The survey, 
which received responses from 63 individuals, was also sent to the superintendents of nine K-12 public 
school districts in New Jersey. 
Most respondents (85%) had not received active shooter training in their education programs. However, 
several participants reported that the information they did learn regarding active shooter protocols was 

https://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/d21/tables/dt21_228.13.asp
https://www.gao.gov/assets/gao-20-455.pdf
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mentioned during their student teaching placement either by a cooperating teacher or by participating in a school drill. One student 
stated, “We participated in a lockdown drill during student teaching; however, this is the only training we get that is related to this 
topic.” Another said, “I have received no training, and my cooperating teacher has not told me any protocols regarding emergencies.” 
Moreover, only 38% of the respondents participated in an active shooter drill with students during their student teaching placement. 
The participants revealed a lack of active shooter education during this integral time in their teacher training. 
A significant number of respondents (88.3%) did not feel prepared or confident in responding to an active shooter incident in a school. 
There was a small contingency (6.7%) of those who felt very confident and an even smaller number who felt completely confident 
(5%). One student teacher stated, “I know what to do when asked, but I am not sure if the moment ever came, I would feel fully 
prepared.” Another student teacher who felt very confident stated, “I guess I don’t know what I don’t know. I feel like it’s not hard to 
close the lights and hide in the classroom.” Comments like these lead to questions about the actual preparedness of the student 
teachers who believe themselves to be completely confident. 
 
Recommendations for Action 
Given the insufficient emphasis on safety in teacher training programs as reported in this study, incoming teachers often experience 
a sense of unpreparedness and would benefit from active shooter training before the school year commences. 

• School districts should include targeted violence training, protective action training such as ALICE (Alert, Lockdown, Inform, 
Counter, Evacuate), Run, Hide, Fight, or Department of Justice produced guidance, and school crisis response training as 
part of the onboarding process for new hires before the start of the academic year. This training should also cover other 
types of crises, such as natural, technological, and human-caused disasters. Additionally, the training should extend beyond 
response strategies and incorporate prevention and detection aspects, focusing on threat assessment and observation skills 
to identify potential threats and intervene proactively to ensure a safer learning environment. 

• Schools should prioritize conducting regular and developmentally appropriate drills involving all staff and students 
throughout the school year to ensure preparedness and reinforce safety measures. 

• College and university teacher education programs should begin a program review and consider a school safety and security 
course, including violent assailant prevention and protection training, as part of its curriculum. Students that participated in 
the study felt that adding a course or unit of study would be most helpful in preparing to respond to an active shooter event 
in a school. They also believe regular participation in drills and workshops would help increase confidence and 
preparedness. 

• Colleges should integrate a dedicated unit of study within a course or offer regular training opportunities through lectures 
delivered by public safety professionals, workshops, and practical drills. 

The benefits of colleges offering training on active shooter span beyond the scope of the classroom. Gun violence is impacting many 
areas of the culture, including but not limited to public schools, college campuses, workplaces, supermarkets, shopping malls, 
nightclubs, movie theaters, places of worship, and public gatherings. College students who receive active shooter training in their 
programs would be better prepared for an incident in their future classroom and other areas of their lives. 
 
Conclusion 
Active shooter events continue to threaten staff and students’ physical, psychological, and emotional well-being in public schools. 
The increasing frequency of school shootings raises concerns about the preparedness of incoming teachers and current staff to 
handle such incidents. 
The timing, consistency, and adequacy of school exercises and training for in-service teachers seem to be limited, as none of the 
student teachers in the study stated they had a course or unit of study on school safety or active shooter during their education 
programs. They report feeling ill-prepared to respond should an incident occur in their school or classroom when they become 
employed teachers. Implementing a more robust and consistent approach to active shooter training in teacher education programs 
is crucial and will yield more confident, prepared teachers entering the workforce. 
Educators and public safety professionals understand that providing training at an early stage and with greater intensity increases 
people’s sense of preparedness. If teacher education programs made school safety and security – including active shooter response 
– mandatory, it would ensure that teachers are well-prepared to handle such incidents from the beginning of their careers. Preparing 
incoming teachers in advance would alleviate the burden on administrators to provide rushed training at the busy start of a school 
year. It would also enable administrators to plan more comprehensive training sessions, drills, and 
exercises for the staff and students as the year unfolds. It is imperative that training for preservice teachers 
be considered not as an option but as an essential component integrated into teacher training and 
education programs. 

https://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/d21/tables/dt21_228.13.asp
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65 Afghan terrorists were let into the U.S. after Biden's chaotic withdrawal: 

Prisoner freed by the Taliban and men who planted IEDs got through dire vetting 

processes 
By Wills Robinson 
Source: https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-12401007/65-Afghan-terrorists-let-U-S-Bidens-chaotic-withdrawal-Prisoner-freed-
Taliban-men-planted-IEDs-got-dire-vetting-processes.html 
 
Aug 13 – Militants who left fingerprints on IEDs meant to kill Americans in Afghanistan and a prisoner freed by the Taliban were 
among more than 65 terrorists allowed into the United States after the catastrophic withdrawal. 
Most of them could still be roaming the country, and the government cannot track them down. 
The damning revelations made in a new book add to the laundry list of blunders from the Biden administration during and after the 
disastrous evacuation of Kabul in August 2021. 
It has been two years since the two weeks of carnage at 
Hamid Karzai International Airport that led to the deaths of 
13 American service members, hundreds of Afghans, and 
thousands left behind. 
Yet the evidence of the U.S. government's disastrous 
handling of the departure of troops after 20 years and the 
evacuation of allies is still coming to light. 
Sixty-five individuals identified as 'national security risks' 
were granted entry into the U.S. in the 12 months after the 
withdrawal, Jerry Dunleavy and James Hasson write in 
Kabul: The Untold Story of Biden’s Fiasco and the 
American Warriors Who Fought to the End. 
Militants who left fingerprints on IEDs meant to kill 
Americans in Afghanistan and a prisoner freed by the 
Taliban were among more than 65 terrorists allowed into the 
United States after the catastrophic withdrawal, a new book has revealed 
The book also reveals how the Biden administration missed two chances to prevent the Kabul suicide attack and the dire impact of 
putting the Taliban in charge of security. 
The dangerous individuals let into the U.S. included multiple men whose DNA was found on explosives defused by American forces. 
Another was a prisoner 'liberated' by the Taliban while they were running riot across the war-torn country on the way to Kabul. 
Despite assurances the Taliban wouldn’t surge to power and the US-backed Afghan government would hold, the capital toppled as 
the Western military left. 
An Afghan-American interpreter even identified many Taliban fighters on the tarmac, ready to board flights bound for the U.S. 
Many were allowed to travel unchecked because of alarming flaws in the vetting process and severe 
shortages in staff dealing with the roughly 82,000 evacuees taken to the U.S. Around 70 percent of those 
who came from Afghanistan were not American citizens, green card holders or under the Special 
Immigrant Visa (SIV) program, according to a Congressional memo released in the aftermath. 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/afghanistan/index.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/the-taliban/index.html
https://www.amazon.com/Kabul-Untold-Bidens-American-Warriors/dp/1546005307/ref=sr_1_2?keywords=kabul&qid=1690825455&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Kabul-Untold-Bidens-American-Warriors/dp/1546005307/ref=sr_1_2?keywords=kabul&qid=1690825455&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/Kabul-Untold-Bidens-American-Warriors/dp/1546005307/ref=sr_1_2?keywords=kabul&qid=1690825455&sr=8-2
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The dangerous suspects took seats on flights meant for U.S. citizens and allies. 
Thousands were left behind as the final U.S. soldier left Kabul after 20 years - and many are still trying to get out if they have managed 
to evade capture by the Taliban. 
Many were allowed to travel unchecked because of alarming flaws in the vetting process and severe shortages in staff dealing with 
the roughly 82,000 evacuees taken to the U.S. A photo inside a U.S. military evacuation plane on August 2021 
For their book, Dunleavy and Hasson have interviewed multiple service members, senior intelligence officials and high-ranking 
members of allied governments. 

The harrowing accounts of Americans and Afghans abandoned by the 
government paint another damning picture of the failures of the Biden 
administration. 
Sixty-five individuals identified as 'national security risks' were granted 
entry into the U.S. in the 12 months after the withdrawal, Jerry Dunleavy 
and James Hasson write in Kabul: The Untold Story of Biden’s Fiasco 
and the American Warriors Who Fought to the End 
They also reveal the daring stories of veterans who launched operations 
in Afghanistan to help get out allies and interpreters who fought 
alongside the U.S. military. 
One of those was Gulum, an American interpreter of Tajik ancestry, who 
was on the front lines at Hamid Karzai International Airport. 
He served commanding generals and stayed until the final evacuation 
flight left. 
During the chaos, he intercepted two men with trademark long hair and 
trimmed beards he knew were Taliban fighters on the U.S. side of the 

airport. 
Another telling sign was they didn't have women or 
children with them, in stark contrast to the desperate 
families clambering to get to safety. 
Gulum warned commanders and said they needed to be 
interviewed before getting on a plane. 
The pair couldn't provide the correct paperwork and visas 
and were ejected from the airport. 
When they walked off they met a Taliban commander who 
greeted them by name and got in a truck. 
Even though they were intercepted before they could get 
on a Western evacuation flight, several more escaped 
undetected. One prisoner managed to make it to the U.S., 
even though his record was flagged when he was landed 
and vetted in a third country ‘safe haven’. 
‘Derogatory’ information about his background was 
shared with Customs and Border Protection, but a 
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supervisor let him carry on his journey. He was in the U.S. for three weeks before Immigrations and Customs Enforcement (ICE) 
tracked him down and kicked him out of the country. 
The damning revelations made in a new book add to the laundry list of blunders from the Biden administration during and after the 
disastrous evacuation of Kabul in August 2021 
It has been two years since the two weeks of carnage at Hamid Karzai International Airport that led to the deaths of 13 American 
service members, hundreds of Afghans, and thousands left behind 
Many more completed the journey, made it into the U.S. and could still be here. 
'As of February 2022, the National Ground Intelligence Center (NGIC) had identified at least fifty Afghan military-age male 
evacuees—none of whom was an SIV applicant—who had been flagged as significant security risks by the Defense Department,' a 
damning passage reads. 
‘By August 2022, that number had risen to sixty-five. 
 ‘The NGIC identified them by matching their intake files with biometric data stored on Defense Department servers. 
‘The individuals identified by NGIC included men whose fingerprints had been found on IEDs defused by US troops. 
‘None had been flagged during the initial screening process because the administration had compared evacuee profiles only against 
U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) databases. 
One of the suspected terrorists freed was a prisoner 'liberated' by the Taliban while they were running riot across the war-torn country 
on the way to Kabul. Pictured is Bagram Airfield in the summer before the withdrawal 
The CBP databases only have records of individuals who have been stopped at American borders. 
Men who had lived in Afghanistan all their lives were not included. 
And even though these individuals had been flagged as huge security threats, the US government has no way of tracking them down. 
CBP also failed to collect fingerprints from roughly 1,300 evacuees who entered the United States and 
‘At least 417 evacuees’ first names were listed as “unknown,” and the last names of another 242 were likewise missing.’ 
The records of another 11,110 evacuees listed their dates of birth as January 1. 
These scant details were only recorded for those who went through the vetting process. 
A damning Department of Homeland Security report of the evacuation said ‘untold’ numbers of people who left Afghanistan got into 
the United States without undergoing any checks. 
They also frequently lacked elementary details such as evacuees’ names, dates of birth, or identification numbers. 
In September 2022, despite the glaring problems, the State Department relaxed their rules to let in more Afghan applicants - even if 
they had worked for the Taliban. 
If these individuals could prove they were only civil servants or provided limited material support, their requests to get into the United 
States would be accepted. 
 

Afghanistan Terrorism Report: July 2023  
By Dr. Hans-Jakob Schindler and Joshua Fisher-Birch  
Full report: https://www.counterextremism.com/blog/afghanistan-terrorism-report-july-2023  
 
Aug 28 – In July, ISIS-K and pro-ISIS propaganda outlets continued to highlight only terrorist attacks of symbolic importance. In 
addition to mentioning an ISIS-K attack on a patrol of the Taliban in Kunar province and the execution of an alleged “spy” of the 
Taliban, pro-ISIS outlets highlighted a series of assassinations of Taliban officials, such as Sayed Azim Agha, the head of the foreign 
relations department of the Taliban Ministry of Martyrs and Disabled Affairs and the alleged killing of Mullah Yakoob Omari. According 
to pro-ISIS-K propaganda outlets, Omari was an intelligence official of the Taliban in Kunduz. 
The attack most prominently discussed in ISIS-K linked propaganda outlets was the suicide attack on the gathering of the Pakistani 
political party Jamiat Ulema Islam (JUI-F) in the town of Khar, in the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Province of Pakistan on July 30th. This 
attack killed at least 54 people and wounded at least 200. Jamiat Ulema Islam (JUI-F) is a Deobandi Islamist political party in Pakistan 
and ideologically close to the Taliban movement in Afghanistan. The party leader, Maulana Fazlur Rahman, was reportedly involved 
in organizing the early Taliban movement. This attack on a political gathering drew international condemnation, including by the 
United Nations Security Council. Both the Afghan Taliban as well as the Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) condemned the attack. 
Interestingly, even al-Qaeda in the Indian Subcontinent (AQIS) issued a statement criticizing the attack. AQIS was formed in 2014 
and serves as the regional affiliate of the global al-Qaeda network. While maintaining propaganda 
machinery, AQIS rarely issues statements concerning events in the region, and the fact that the group 

https://www.counterextremism.com/blog/afghanistan-terrorism-report-july-2023
https://twitter.com/bsarwary/status/1677845207658708992
https://www.voanews.com/a/blast-at-political-convention-kills-dozens-in-pakistan-/7204036.html
https://www.voanews.com/a/is-behind-pro-taliban-election-rally-bombing-in-pakistan-/7205760.html
https://ctc.westpoint.edu/militants-turn-against-pakistans-jui-f-islamist-party/
https://ciaotest.cc.columbia.edu/olj/sa/sa_99stp02.html
https://press.un.org/en/2023/sc15375.doc.htm
https://www.counterextremism.com/threat/tehrik-i-taliban-pakistan-ttp
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https://ent.siteintelgroup.com/Jihadist-Threat-Statements/aqis-condemns-iskp-claimed-pakistan-suicide-bombing-asserts-u-s-root-cause-of-such-attacks.html
https://ctc.westpoint.edu/al-qaida-in-the-indian-subcontinent-an-appraisal-of-the-threat-in-the-wake-of-the-taliban-takeover-of-afghanistan/#:~:text=Indeed%2C%20as%20U.N.,from%20Bangladesh%2C%20India%20and%20Myanmar%20%E2%80%A6
https://ctc.westpoint.edu/al-qaida-in-the-indian-subcontinent-an-appraisal-of-the-threat-in-the-wake-of-the-taliban-takeover-of-afghanistan/#:~:text=Indeed%2C%20as%20U.N.,from%20Bangladesh%2C%20India%20and%20Myanmar%20%E2%80%A6
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commented on this attack can be seen as another indication of the ongoing symbiotic relationship between the Taliban and the al-
Qaeda network. 
In what could be interpreted as a sign of ISIS-K’s weakening position in the north of Afghanistan, ISIS-K-linked outlets carried a plea 
by the group to the people of the Panshir Valley to join them in their resistance to the Taliban. Panshir Valley is the last remaining 
area of operations of the National Resistance Front of Afghanistan (NRF), 
which brings together fighters who continue to be loyal to the Islamic 
Republic of Afghanistan. As highlighted in the previous report, the Taliban 
are engaged in an increasingly violent campaign against the NRF. Therefore, 
this is an apparent attempt of ISIS-K to take advantage of this situation and 
expand its social support base in the area. 
 
Aug 28 – Afghanistan’s Taliban have banned female visitors from a national 
park for not covering their faces or wearing traditional hijab when visiting the 
site. Mohammad Khalid Hanafi, the Taliban minister for the propagation of 
virtue and prevention of vice, announced the ban during a recent visit to the 
central Bamiyan province, which is home to the popular Band-e-Amir park. 
 
Of course, ISIS-K-linked and pro-ISIS propaganda outlets continued their 
ideological attacks against the Taliban regime. In July, Afghan Shiites 
celebrated Ashura with religious processions in Afghanistan. Pro-ISIS outlets 
repeatedly mocked the Taliban, claiming that they were religious deviants for 
not preventing the celebration of these Shiite religious festivals. Indeed, the 
Taliban regime allowed these religious celebrations to go ahead but placed 
a number of restrictions on them, citing security reasons. 
A second issue highlighted in pro-ISIS-K propaganda outlets in July was the developing commercial relationship between the Taliban 
regime and China. Indeed, as claimed by pro-ISIS-K propaganda outlets, there are multiple media reports that the Haqqani-led 
Taliban Ministry of Interior Affairs has agreed with Chinese company Huawei to install security cameras to increase domestic security. 
Furthermore, at the beginning of July, the Taliban regime announced that it had begun extracting oil in Afghanistan’s northern Sar-e 
Pol province, reportedly through a contract with a Chinese company. In January 2023, the Taliban regime signed a contract with 
Xinjiang Central Asia Petroleum and Gas Co (CAPEIC) for this project. 
In an apparent attempt to give the impression that the Chinese are slowly taking over Afghanistan, pro-ISIS-K propaganda posts 
repeatedly emphasized a video that allegedly shows Chinese women cycling in Kabul without headscarves. These propaganda posts 
argued that while the Taliban oppress Afghan women, they let foreign women violate even basic Islamic clothing requirements. 
Indeed, the United Nations Assistance Mission In Afghanistan (UNAMA), in the July update of its regular human rights reporting, 
highlighted increasing restrictions on Afghan women and girls, such as the decision of the Taliban regime in May that only males 
would be allowed to attend the entrance exam for specialized medical training. 
Finally, pro-ISIS-K propaganda outlets picked up on the meeting between U.S. officials and the Taliban in Qatar. At the end of July, 
Thomas West, special representative for Afghanistan; Rina Amiri, special envoy for Afghan women; and Karen Decker, chief of the 
U.S. Mission to Afghanistan based in Doha, met with a delegation led by Taliban foreign minister Amir Khan Muttaqi. This was the 
first official bilateral meeting since the Taliban took over power by force in Afghanistan in August 2021. The spokesman of the Taliban 
foreign ministry, Abdul Qahar Balkhi, claimed after the meeting that, among other issues, both sides had discussed the removal of 
sanctions, a topic that was not confirmed by the official readout from the U.S. side. Of course, pro-ISIS-K propaganda outlets used 
this meeting to argue that the Taliban regime has become a client of the U.S., particularly since during the meeting, the Taliban 
restated their commitment that Afghanistan will not be used to attack the U.S. or its allies. 
Demonstrating the increasing role that ISIS affiliates in West Africa play for this terror network, ISIS-K Voice of Khorasan web 
magazine headlined its 27th issue at the end of July with an article on ISIS operations in that region. The article highlights the 
increasing difficulties of international and United Nations forces caused by the military coups in Mali and Burkina Faso and highlights 
that the coup in Niger will result in a further withdrawal of international forces. The article claims that ISIS has many supporters and 
its operations are successful, including inflicting casualties on al-Qaeda. Indeed, the operational areas of 
the two ISIS affiliates in the region, Islamic State West Africa Province (ISWAP) and Islamic State Greater 
Sahara (ISGS), continue to increase in the region. Since March 2022, ISGS has renamed itself to Islamic 
State Sahel Province, an elevation from an ISIS-affiliated group to an ISIS “province” status. Its fighters 
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https://www.counterextremism.com/sites/default/files/2023-06/CEP-KAS_Paper%202_Status%20of%20ISWAP%20and%20ISGS%20in%20West%20Africa%20and%20Sahel_June%202023.pdf
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https://reliefweb.int/report/burkina-faso/actor-profile-islamic-state-sahel-province
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now regularly clash with forces belonging to Jamaat Nusrat Al-Islam wal-Muslimin (JNIM), the coalition of al-Qaeda-linked groups in 
the region. 
 

The day terrorism shook Iran 
By Soheila Zarfam 
Source: https://www.tehrantimes.com/news/488510/The-day-terrorism-shook-Iran 

 Aug 29 – Iranians commemorate National Day of Fight against Terrorism on August 30, which is considered a dark day in their 
country’s history. 
On a Sunday afternoon in 1981, only three years after the Islamic Revolution and amidst a full-scale war against Iran by its neighbor 
Iraq, a terrorist attack sent shockwaves throughout Iran. The country’s President Mohammad Ali Rajai and Prime Minister 
Mohammad Javad Bahonar were assassinated in an attack on a high-ranking meeting.  
The two figures who had dedicated their lives to serving their country were attending a council meeting at the Islamic Republic Party's 
building, discussing the pressing issues facing the country. Little did they know that a security personnel, entrusted with protecting 
them, would betray that trust and proceed to assassinate them. 
The security man, named Massoud Kashmiri, entered the room with a briefcase that contained a bomb. In an instant, lives were lost, 
and the two senior officials were killed. The explosion also took the lives of two servicemen and a woman who happened to be 
passing by the building. 
Mujahedin-e-Khalq, a terrorist organization, proudly claimed responsibility for the cowardly attack. They admitted to giving 
Kashmiri the mission to assassinate the two top officials.  
The news of the loss quickly spread across the country. The Tehran Times was one of the outlets that covered the tragedy and the 
countless reactions to it. According to a report published by the Tehran Times on September 1, hundreds 
of thousands of people attended the funeral ceremony of Bahonar and Rajai to bid farewell to the two 
beloved officials. Iran’s parliament released a statement after the attack urging people to not lose hope 

https://www.counterextremism.com/blog/cep-kas-sahel-monitoring-july-2023
https://www.counterextremism.com/sites/default/files/2023-06/CEP-KAS_Paper%201_Development%20of%20al-Qaeda%20in%20the%20Western%20Sahel%20Region_June%202023.pdf
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and to continue their mission toward full freedom. “Once again people like Banisadr, Bakhtiar, the MKO, and other hypocrites, have 
used their political and military fronts to undermine the Islamic Revolution. They have used all their powers to shatter the power and 
firmness of the Islamic republic, but to no avail, for the ship of the revolution is sailing at full speed ahead,” read the statement.  
Other officials congratulated the two men’s martyrdom, saying “No power can stain divine light” and that the revolution will continue 
despite “plots of the enemies”. 
“The martyrdom of these two pure sons of Islam took place to show once again the feebleness and the wickedness of terrorism,” 
said the then Defense Minister Mousa Namjoo. 
More than four decades after Bahonar and Rajai’s assassination, the two figures are still regarded as role models for their sincerity, 
perseverance, enthusiasm, and hard work. That’s while the terror organization responsible for their killing has not been able to take 
a breather from nonstop misery ever since. 
The MKO, which was once on Washington’s list of terrorist organizations, began an unsuccessful quest to find safety soon after the 
Iran-Iraq war ended. The terrorists were first relocated from their primary camp, Ashraf, in Iraq’s Diyala Province to Camp Hurriyet, 
a former U.S. military base in Baghdad, where they lived under constant fear of getting targeted by Iranian forces. They were later 
sent to another camp in Albania until 2023 when their residence was raided by Albanian police. Some reports suggest the group 
should be looking for a new shelter as their kingpin, Maryam Rajavi, was banned from entering the Eastern European country and 
the group was put under investigation by Albania’s judiciary.  
It seems that the terrorists who thought they would be able to change the course of Iran’s history by assassinating top figures and 
killing innocent civilians have finally reached their end.  

 

What to Make of CNN’s Exclusive About an ISIS Smuggler Who Moved Uzbeks Over 

the Border 
By Todd Bensman  
Source: https://cis.org/Bensman/What-Make-CNNs-Exclusive-About-ISIS-Smuggler-Who-Moved-Uzbeks-Over-Border 
 
Aug 29 — Feverish FBI manhunts for potential terrorists who crossed the southern border and got lost in the mix are nothing new in 
America, especially amid the most voluminous mass migration crisis in U.S. history sparked by President Joe Biden on Inauguration 
Day 2021. As I have documented in America’s Covert Border War: The Untold Story of the Nation’s Battle to Prevent Jihadist 
Infiltration and afterward, the FBI since 9/11 has mounted desperate manhunts for Somalis, Saudis, and Lebanese who got in over 

the border undetected or who were presumed to have 
crossed, like this suspected Yemeni terrorist in 2021. 
 
Uzbek migrants outside a Tapachula, Mexico, hotel after 

crossing in from Guatemala and on their way to the U.S. 

border. January 2022 photo by Todd Bensman 

 
Just last month, a report by the U.S. Department of Homeland 
Security’s Office of Inspector General showcased a series of 
disturbing crisis-related government failings that last year cut 
loose a border-crossing Colombian who was on the FBI’s 
terrorism watch until an urgent post-discovery hunt netted him 
two weeks later in Florida. To date since inauguration, nearly 

260 people on the terror watch list have been caught crossing the border. 
Now, in a laudable (though somewhat surprising) exclusive story, the notably liberal CNN reports that yet another FBI manhunt is 
underway for a dozen Uzbekistanis brought in over the southern border by a “human smuggler with ties to ISIS”, who may not have 
been a card-carrying “member” of the group, but who held “personal sympathies with the organization”. 
The report cites “multiple US officials” plus National Security Council spokesperson Adrienne Watson acknowledging that this 
discovery set off a U.S. homeland security manhunt to identify and assess the smuggled (and quickly released) Uzbeks for “possible 
criminal threats” even though they did not flag on any watch list when they crossed. 
The cable news network said the episode was so alarming that “an urgent classified intelligence report 
was circulated to President Joe Biden’s top Cabinet officials in the morning briefing book.” At American 
behest, Turkish authorities have now arrested the smuggler, who is said to be cooperating. 

https://www.toddbensman.com/americas-covert-border-war/
https://www.toddbensman.com/americas-covert-border-war/
https://www.nationalreview.com/corner/sneaking-somalis-across-mexican-border-mark-krikorian/
https://www.chron.com/news/nation-world/article/Central-America-on-guard-for-al-Qaida-1959787.php
https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-2005-jul-03-adna-border3-story.html
https://cis.org/Bensman/Mexico-Freed-Suspected-Yemeni-Terrorist-Migrant-and-Left-Americans-Find-Him
https://cis.org/Bensman/Government-Report-Faults-Border-Crisis-Premature-Release-Suspected-Terrorist
https://www.cbp.gov/newsroom/stats/cbp-enforcement-statistics
https://www.cbp.gov/newsroom/stats/cbp-enforcement-statistics
https://www.cnn.com/2023/08/29/politics/migrants-us-southern-border-smuggler-isis-ties/index.html
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CNN even included in its excellent reporting, without counter, a statement that lands as especially surprising given that the network 
loudly and repeatedly pooh-poohed the border infiltration threat as fabricated fear-mongering when President Donald Trump warned 
aloud about it: 
For some counterterrorism officials, it shows that the U.S. is deeply vulnerable to the possibility that terrorists could sneak across the 
southern border by hiding amid the surge of migrants entering the country in search of asylum. 
Now, the administration is spinning out political narratives that can only confuse Americans. It’s not that big a deal, they’re saying. 
The smuggler wasn’t an ISIS “member” as though that’s a thing. Yes, Uzbeks and lots of Central Asians are crossing the border, but 
they just want a better life. 
But most problematic is this claim included in the CNN report: America’s homeland security system is firing on all pistons, as 
evidenced by the resulting manhunt to track down the Uzbeks for questioning! 
This is where I hope to offer some clarity, as someone who worked closely among those very counter-terrorism officials on that very 
border infiltration threat issue during my nine years with the Texas Department of Public Safety’s intelligence division and as someone 
who even wrote a whole book about it. 
 
America’s Border Counter-Terrorism Programs Are in a State of Collapse 
For starters, the U.S. intelligence community keeps a list of nations of terrorism concern whose citizens are supposed to be tagged 
as “special interest aliens” when they are encountered at the border. Uzbeks are on that list because Uzbekistan is a Muslim-majority 
nation where terrorist organizations are known to operate. 
The tag alerts national security agencies of encounters with Uzbeks and others so that federal agents (often the FBI but also ICE 
intelligence and, for a time, my team at Texas DPS) can conduct eyeball-to-eyeball interviews with them looking for indicators of 
terrorism involvement or dishonesty. 
That interview process, absolutely essential to effective border counter-terrorism, clearly did not happen in the case of these dozen 
Uzbeks, as evidenced by administration claims that it has to track them down in the American interior to interview them post-entry. 
Americans should understand that chasing down Uzbeks to interview them is not a sign of success, but of a failure that endangers 
the nation because bad ones have that precious time and freedom to plot and attack. 
Uzbeks are classified as special interest aliens and tagged for in-depth border interviews for good reason, too. Here in America and 
in Europe, Uzbek immigrants turned out to be terrorists who were free to actually attack and shed blood. 
Who can forget the Halloween night attack in 2017 by 29-year-old Uzbek immigrant Sayfullo Habibullaevic Saipov? He plowed a 
truck into a crowd of bicyclists and pedestrians in lower Manhattan, crushing eight to death and terribly disfiguring many others, just 
blocks from the World Trade Center in the name of the ISIS. A judge just sentenced Saipov to life in prison in March. 
That Saipov attack occurred just four days after after a judge issued a 15-year prison sentence to Abdurasul Hasanovich Juraboev, 
another Uzbek immigrant found guilty of terrorism charges for ISIS. Authorities said Juraboev posted an online threat to kill then-U.S. 
President Barack Obama for ISIS and spoke of planting a bomb on Coney Island if the group ordered it. The FBI arrested him in 
February 2015 after the Uzbek bought a plane ticket to Istanbul, Turkey, on his way to join Islamic State in Syria. 
Neither of these Uzbeks entered via the border, but the more important point is that, had they tried that even four or five years ago, 
they would have faced deep interrogation about their lives and personal histories at the hands of trained homeland security officials, 
plus national security investigation. That’s clearly not happening anymore, and this is only the latest case in point. 
 
Escalating Terrorist Border Infiltration Threat as Mass Migration Continues 
The DHS Office of Inspector General report about the Colombian who got through the border despite matching the FBI’s terrorism 
watch list explains why agents went on that post-entry manhunt. The mass migration volumes of the Biden era crushed Border Patrol 
agents and blew up all counter-terrorism systems as personnel struggle just to keep the migrants moving into the interior, this report 
clearly states. 
All of the pertinent agencies were simply too overwhelmed to send communications or read their own email under pressure from 
Washington to quickly process migrants, which decreased the time available to review each file. 
The July OIG report’s conclusion confirmed my own earlier reporting about the unexplained releases of special interest aliens. 
As I have reported, for instance, a Lebanese-Venezuelan migrant who swam the Rio Grande from Matamoros to Brownsville, Texas, 
in early December 2021 was on the FBI terror watch list. Amid the border chaos that month, the FBI recommended ICE keep him 
locked up until deportation due to "substantive high side derogatory intelligence", labeling him a "high risk" 
and a "flight risk". 
But instead, ICE headquarters ordered the man released for fear that, due to his weight, he might catch 
Covid-19. He was free and pursuing an asylum claim in Detroit last I checked. 

https://www.rferl.org/a/us-uzbekistan-15-years-prison-islamic-state-support/28821041.html
https://www.chicagotribune.com/nation-world/chi-nyc-terror-plot-20150407-story.html
https://cis.org/Bensman/Government-Report-Faults-Border-Crisis-Premature-Release-Suspected-Terrorist
https://cis.org/Bensman/Biden-Admin-Released-Suspected-Terrorist-United-States-After-He-Illegally-Crossed-Border
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The Albergue Assabil/Mesquijta Taybah shelter in Tijuana, the first migrant shelter in 

Mexico catering to U.S.-bound Muslims hoping to cross the southern border. 

November 2022 photo by Todd Bensman. 

 
The breakdown is evident on the Mexican side, too. In April 2021, Mexican immigration 
officials caught a watch-listed Yemeni named Ahmed Mohammed Ahmed just as he 
was about to cross into Del Rio, Texas. In normal times, U.S.-Mexico collaboration on 
terrorist travel threat issues runs deep. Between 2014 and 2019, Mexico deported 19 
suspected migrant terrorists, in collaboration with the FBI stationed in-country. 
But not this time. Mexico ended up attempting to deport Ahmed, but he came right back 
in July 2021, the busiest month in the history of both nations up to that time. Rather 
than deport Ahmed a second time, the Mexicans simply let him go. In a hint as to just 
how problematic the Americans found this, Homeland Security issued a "be on the 
lookout" bulletin for Ahmed to law enforcement throughout Texas. It's unclear whether 
anyone ever found him. 
If cases like these do not convince Americans that a nationally endangering 
counterterrorism breakdown has occurred because of the mass migration crisis, my 
November 2022 report about the Muslim-only migrant shelter in Tijuana should leave 
no doubts. 

At the shelter, which opened in April 2022, I met Uzbeks and Tajikistanis staying there to rest up for their illegal border crossings. I 
met Chechens, Syrians, and Somalis, a concentrated smorgasbord of special interest aliens that would have drawn intense U.S. 
agency interest had it existed prior to 2021. But the shelter’s director told me that no American or Mexican intelligence agency had 
ever reached out to collect information in all of its seven months existence, which she kept on all guests and was willing to hand over 
if any agency ever asked. I’ve meant to check back on that. But I’m guessing that when I do, I’ll find that nothing has changed. 
 

Todd Bensman is the Center for Immigration Studies’ Texas-based Senior National Security Fellow. He is the author of "Overrun: 
How Joe Biden Unleashed the Greatest Border Crisis in U.S. History" and "America’s Covert Border War: The Untold Story of the 
Nation’s Battle to Prevent Jihadist Infiltration". Prior to joining CIS in August 2018, Bensman led homeland security intelligence efforts 
for nine years in the public sector. Bensman’s body of work with policy and intelligence operations is founded on more than 20 years 
of experience as an award-winning journalist covering national security topics, with particular focus on the Texas border. 

 

Book Release: From Security Science to Security 

Culture by Juliusz Piwowarski, Darko Trifunović, 

published in 2023 by RIEAS – Research Institute 

for European and American Studies, Athens, 

Greece and INIS – Institute for National and 

International Security 
Copyright @ 2023 RIEAS - Research Institute for European and American 
Studies, Athens, Greece and INIS- Institute for National and International 
Security, Belgrade, Serbia.  

 
Aug 27 – Studying security encompasses analyzing various aspects related to 
security, including threats, challenges, and responses.  
By studying security issues and their implications, this book develops a 
comprehensive understanding of them. Among the threats societies face armed 
conflict, terrorism and cyberattacks. 
⚫ Read more 
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ISIS Women in Court: Jennifer W. – Taking Responsibility  
Source: https://www.counterextremism.com/blog/isis-women-court-jennifer-w-taking-responsibility 

 
The women who left Germany to join ISIS and returned are standing trial. This CEP blog series follows the trials of some of these 
female returnees, including Monika K. (read here), Nadine K. (here and here), Marcia M. (here), and Jennifer W. (first part here). An 
overview of the state of prosecutions in Germany can be found here (available in English and German) and recent developments in 
repatriation here. 
 
Aug 30 – On August 29, 2023, Jennifer W. was once again standing before the 
Higher Regional Court in Munich. After the public prosecutor successfully appealed 
her first conviction in October 2021, another set of judges had to decide the adequate 
sentence for the crimes that Jennifer W. committed in Iraq eight years ago. These 
new judges sentenced Jennifer W. to 14 years in prison for her membership in the 
so-called Islamic State (ISIS) and, inter alia, a crime against humanity in the form of 
enslavement resulting in death. This increased her original sentence by four years. 
 
A Crime Against Humanity 
In summer 2015, Jennifer W. and her husband Iraqi national Taha Al J., enslaved, 
exploited, and abused Yazidi woman Nora T. B. and her five-year-old daughter Reda, resulting in the girl’s death. In 2021, a German 
court sentenced Taha Al J. to life imprisonment for his ISIS membership and, inter alia, genocide. Weeks earlier, Jennifer W. was 
convicted of ISIS membership and her role in the crimes against Nora T. B. and Reda. However, the court sentenced her to 10 years 
in prison for a “less serious case” of enslavement, effectively limiting the maximum prison sentence that could be imposed.  
 
Not a "Less Serious Case" of Enslavement 
Both the defendant and the public prosecutor appealed the verdict. The Federal Court of Justice in Karlsruhe (BGH) rejected the 
defendant’s appeal but followed the prosecutor’s arguments. In March 2023, the BGH found that the judges in the earlier case did 
not adequately consider all aggravating circumstances, especially the “inhuman motives and goals of the defendant.” Under the 
German criminal code, the circumstances in which a crime has been committed influence the sentencing decision. The BGH largely 
lifted the judges’ decision and referred Jennifer W.’s case back to another senate of the Munich Higher Regional Court.  
During the second trial in summer 2023, the judges indeed found that “mitigating factors did not outweigh” the aggravating elements 
of her case and that consequently Jennifer W.’s was not a “less serious” case of enslavement. For example, aggravating 
circumstances included the length of the enslavement of several weeks and that the victims were not able to tell how long their 
enslavement would last. In addition, the court found that the defendant’s behavior after the crime increased the seriousness of her 
crime. Directly after Reda’s death, Jennifer W. held a weapon to Nora T. B.’s head, threatening to kill the mother if she did not stop 
crying. After her return to Germany, Jennifer W. also tried to travel a second time to Iraq. Most importantly, the court followed the 
prosecutor’s argument that Jennifer W.’s crimes must be considered in the larger context of the genocide against the Yazidi 
community. Recognizing the defendant’s “inhumane motivation” as well as the co-plaintiff’s severe and ongoing psychological 
suffering sends a strong signal to the Yazidi community and victims of terrorism in general. 
Mitigating circumstances included that Jennifer W. had no criminal record (like almost all German female returnees); the five years 
of pre-trial detention as a terrorism suspect, which includes increased security related restrictions; and that in the end, she largely 
admitted to the charges and demonstrated remorse.  
 
“No one can imagine what life was like with [Taha Al J.]” 
An interesting aspect of this second trial was indeed Jennifer W.’s personal development. In 2021, she had admitted to some of the 
charges, including traveling to ISIS territory, living in women’s guest houses, and her husband’s ISIS membership. However, Jennifer 
W. denied having exploited Nora T. B. or having forced her to pray. At that time, the defendant also argued that she did not dare to 
help the child out of fear of being pushed or locked up by her husband—a reasoning difficult to comprehend. Two years later, Jennifer 
W. admitted that she had “relativized or contested” some aspects of the situation during her first trial. She confirmed that Reda had 
in fact died, something that the defense had tried to dispute during the first trial.  
It is difficult to say whether Jennifer W. has genuinely begun to reflect on her actions. Despite her 
admissions, the prosecutors continued to highlight that she does not display “heartfelt remorse” and 

https://www.counterextremism.com/blog/isis-women-court-monika-k-crowdfunding-islamic-state
https://www.counterextremism.com/blog/isis-women-court-nadine-k-what-role-yazidi-genocide
https://www.counterextremism.com/blog/isis-women-court-nadine-k-time-reflect
https://www.counterextremism.com/blog/isis-women-court-marcia-m-perfect-cover
https://www.counterextremism.com/blog/isis-women-court-jennifer-w-enslavement-resulting-death
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pointed out her “ambivalent behavior” during pre-trial detention. Jennifer W.’s defense lawyer admitted to this “ambivalence” but 
argued that she “was on the right path.” Indeed, in her final statement, Jennifer W., while crying apologized again for not having done 
anything to prevent Reda’s death and for her behavior during the first trial. Jennifer W. declared that she now understood that, maybe 
for the first time in her life, she must take responsibility for her actions. At the same time, Jennifer W. still seemed to partly blame her 
inaction on her husband’s aggressive nature. Jennifer W. also said she was “misunderstood” when criticized for not showing strong 
emotions in public and cited her mental stress. 
 
Bringing German ISIS Members to Justice 
Jennifer W.’s verdict is not yet legally binding, but it is unlikely that the decision will be appealed again. If confirmed, the final 
sentence of 14 years would be the longest sentence ever handed to either a female or male returnee in Germany. Partly, this 
is due to the difficulties in accessing usable evidence in these complex trials. Only few German male returnees have been charged 
with core international crimes, and as of August 2023, none have been charged with crimes against the Yazidi minority. This is also 
due to the fact that the German government has repatriated all women and minors willing to return, while at least 37 male fighters 
with a connection to Germany remain detained in Northeast Syria. Without a roadmap for their repatriation, these men remain 
unlawfully detained and are not held accountable for their crimes either in Syria or in Germany. 
When Jennifer W. received her verdict, her face was petrified. For her, the hard work will start once she is transferred to regular 
detention. There, she can hopefully begin to really reflect upon her crimes and work on understanding the motivations that led her to 
join a terrorist organization and disregard basic human instincts. 
 

EDITOR’S COMMENT: Going in court means spending German citizens money. It is better to leave these women to continue 

“enjoying” their dreams in Middle East. 

 

Can the Taliban contain Islamic State in Afghanistan? 
By Nadeem Ahmed Moonakal  
Source: https://www.lowyinstitute.org/the-interpreter/can-taliban-contain-islamic-state-afghanistan 
 
Sep 01 – Ever since the Taliban takeover of Afghanistan, Islamic State affiliates have increased attacks in the country 
in a bid to delegitimise the new rulers. The attacks by the Islamic State-Khorasan Province (variously labelled ISK, ISKP, or ISIS-K) 
underscore the fragile security situation within Afghanistan and the risks for proliferation into the region. 
The Taliban has provided repeated assurance that it will honour the 2020 Doha Agreement, which includes commitments to prevent 
the use of Afghan territory by any “international terrorist groups or individuals” including ISK for activities against the United States, 
its allies or any other nations. Similar pledges have been extended to neighbouring countries through individual bilateral meetings 
and agreements. The Taliban has consistently downplayed the threat of ISK in the country despite contrary evidence.  
ISK has targeted religious minority groups in Afghanistan across the past two years, particularly Hazaras, and has adopted extreme 
tactics such as suicide bombings to maximise the impact of attacks. According to assessments by rights agencies, since the Taliban 
assumed control of Afghanistan in 2021, ISK has claimed responsibility for more than a dozen attacks, resulting in the deaths and 
injuries of at least 700 people. Last year, ISK claimed responsibility for bombings in Kabul that resulted in the deaths and injuries of 
more than 120 people. ISK claimed the killings of Taliban officials, including the governor of Balkh province and the acting governor 
of Badakhshan province. ISK also claimed responsibility in June for a suicide attack on a memorial service in the northeast city of 
Faizabad. 
The organisational structure of ISK remains poorly understood – the secrecy in which the group functions further complicating efforts 
to disrupt attacks.  
A recent United Nations Secretary-General report into the continued danger posed by Islamic State highlighted 
the lingering concern regarding the proliferation of weapons in South Asia, the Middle East and Africa. Of 
particular concern was the accessibility of small arms and light weapons to Islamic State and its 
regional partners, along with the increasing use of airborne drones and improvised explosive devices. 
The report also noted regional apprehension about the abundant weapons and military equipment 
within Afghanistan and their potential spillover into neighbouring countries. Should ISK attract 
disenfranchised and marginalised fighters, this could not only increase pressure on the Taliban but 
also create fresh opportunities for ISK to acquire military equipment. 
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https://www.hrw.org/news/2022/09/06/afghanistan-isis-group-targets-religious-minorities#:~:text=Since%20the%20Taliban%20took%20over,injuring%20at%20least%20700%20people.
https://twitter.com/UNAMAnews/status/1556325999859613697
https://www.afghanwitness.org/reports/iskp-claim-two-high-profile-assassinations-in-balkh-and-herat-#:~:text=The%20next%20day%2C%20a%20suicide,the%20Taliban's%20takeover%20in%202021.
https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/bomb-explodes-afghanistan-memorial-ceremony-taliban-official-99924482
https://www.thehindu.com/news/international/nato-calibre-weapons-being-transferred-to-isil-k-by-taliban-al-qaeda-affiliated-groups-like-ttp-un-report/article67188133.ece
https://www.smallarmssurvey.org/sites/default/files/resources/Situation%20Update-Smuggling-Dynamics-under-Taliban-Rule-Final.pdf
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Iran’s Foreign Minister Hossein Amir-Abdollahian recently asserted that Islamic State militants from Syria, Libya and Iraq had 
relocated to Afghanistan, heightening regional concerns. The Taliban was quick to refute the allegation and reaffirmed a commitment 
to combatting terrorist organisations. 
But it is Pakistan where the locus of concern has centred. Islamabad has accused the Taliban of making a half-hearted response to 
militancy, with Islamic State claiming responsibility for a  recent attack in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province. Continued ISK attacks in 
Pakistan would further compound fragility there, especially considering recent reports showing a 79 per cent increase in armed group 
attacks this year. 
The organisational structure of ISK remains poorly understood – the secrecy in which the group functions further complicating efforts 
to disrupt attacks. ISK is believed to have local elements encompassing primarily Pashtun fighters from Afghanistan and Pakistan 
as well as members from loosely connected foreign militant groups. While Pashtun militants have represented the group publicly, 
foreign fighters remain hidden in the valleys, thought to be protected by the locals and allowing ISK to be adaptable and resilient. 
Since emerging five years ago, ISK has survived battles with the United States, the former Afghan republic government and now the 
Taliban. 
The Taliban’s primary aim is to eliminate any domestic challengers to its rule in Afghanistan. Taliban fighters have conducted several 
raids in recent months on suspected ISK hideouts in the country. Amid growing tensions, ISK, for its part, threatens attacks on 
international aid workers in an attempt to deter cooperation between Western aid groups and the Taliban. 
 

Nadeem Ahmed Moonakal is a research scholar at Rasanah: International Institute for Iranian Studies, Riyadh. He writes on the 
security and political developments in the Middle East and South Asia and his research focuses on the emerging geopolitics of the 
Middle East. 

 

Israel and the threat of the "Mad Soldier" terror attacks  
By Shaul Shay (Senior research fellow at the International Institute for Counter-terrorism (ICT) at the Interdisciplinary Centre Herzliya 
and former deputy head of Israel’s National Security Council) 
Source: https://www.rieas.gr/images/editorial/shaulaug23.pdf  
 
Aug 20 – In May 2023, a member of the Tunisian security forces opened 
fire on worshipers leaving the synagogue in Djerba, killing two of them and 
two members of the Tunisian security forces and injuring others before 
being killed by the force that secured the synagogue. In June 2023, an 
Egyptian policeman from Sinai entered the territory of the State of Israel 
and killed three IDF soldiers. In both cases, the attack was carried out by 
a member of the security forces, who acted alone. 
This article will discuss the phenomenon of the lone terrorist belonging to 
the security forces whose action is similar to a broader phenomenon of 
lone terrorist's attacks which has been nicknamed "lone wolf attacks". In several cases where a member of the security forces carried 
out an attack, the authorities of the country to which he belonged chose to claim the terrorist's insanity and therefore I call these 
attacks the "Mad Soldier" attacks. The "Mad Soldier" attack has serious implications both for the country that is the victim of the 
attack and for the country whose security forces the terrorist belonged to, and for the relations between the countries. Attacks of this 
type have occurred in various parts of the world, but the article will discuss only attacks that were directed against the State of Israel 
or against Jewish targets in the world. 
 

How Often Are AR-Style Rifles Used for Self-Defense? 
By Jennifer Mascia 
Source: https://www.homelandsecuritynewswire.com/dr20230906-how-often-are-arstyle-rifles-used-for-selfdefense 
 
Sep 06 – On August 26, an avowed white supremacist opened fire in a Dollar General in a Black neighborhood in Jacksonville, 
Florida, killing three people. As in many high-profile racist shootings in recent years, including Buffalo, El 
Paso, and Pittsburgh, the assailant used an assault-style rifle. 
Hours after the Jacksonville story broke, the National Rifle Association tweeted that “millions of law-abiding 
citizens own and use AR-15s to defend themselves and their families.” It’s true that more gun owners are 

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2023/7/23/taliban-rejects-claims-that-leaders-of-isil-sent-to-afghanistan
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2023/jul/31/islamic-state-pakistan-suicide-bombing-taliban
https://www.csis.org/analysis/islamic-state-threat-pakistan-trends-and-scenarios
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2023/8/2/attacks-in-pakistan-buttressed-by-regions-militant-landscape-analysts-say
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2023/4/4/taliban-carries-out-deadly-raid-on-isil-hideout-in-afghanistan
https://www.rieas.gr/images/editorial/shaulaug23.pdf
https://twitter.com/NRA/status/1695585936824824076
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buying AR-style rifles for protection. In March, The Washington Post estimated that 16 million Americans owned an AR-
15, and asked 400 of them why. The most common reason given: self-defense. 
 Other gun owners say AR-style rifles aren’t practical for self-defense, including former Washington, D.C. police officer 
Michael Fanone, who responded to the January 6 Capitol insurrection. An NRA member and former gun seller, 
Fanone wrote after the Uvalde, Texas, school massacre that an AR-style rifle is “the last gun that I would recommend” 
for self-defense. 
One reader asked us to get to the bottom of this, writing: “Many gun owners claim to buy assault-style rifles for defense. 
So how many documented cases are out there where someone actually defended themselves with an assault-style rifle?” 
 
What the Data Says 
First, we went to Gun Violence Archive, the only resource that aims to track all individual incidents of gun violence in 
America. We searched the database for entries tagged with “assault weapon” — which is how the ATF refers to AR-style 

rifles and is defined by GVA as “AR-15, AK-47, and all variants defined by law enforcement” — and “defensive use,” 
going back to GVA’s launch in 2014. The search returned 190 incidents. 
We eliminated 20 because they featured AR-style rifles and unarmed self-defense, meaning someone other than the 

victim had or used a gun. 
That left us with 170 incidents. Each dot represents one incident. 

As we combed through, we eliminated 109 incidents because the firearm used in self-defense was 
not an AR-style rifle. 

In 13 incidents, the person wielding a firearm in self-defense was either a prohibited possessor or a minor. We 
didn’t include those because neither group could legally own or carry such firearms. 

And in five incidents, it was unclear if the AR-style rifle was used or who it belonged to. 
That left 51 incidents over a nine-and-a-half-year span in which legal gun owners brandished 
or used an AR-style rifle to defend life or property. That averages out to around five per year. 

The incidents largely occurred in states with loose gun access laws and high rates of gun ownership. 
Florida recorded the most incidents (10) with Texas close behind (7). 

 
Home Invasions, Arguments, Domestic Violence 

The most common situation in which a legal gun owner defended themselves with an AR-style rifle was 
a home invasion: 30 of the 51 incidents involved rifle owners confronting burglars or trespassers. In 20 

of the home invasions in which a gun was used defensively, one or more suspects was wounded or 
killed. In four of those incidents, the self-defense shooter was wounded; in one incident, the self-

defense shooter was killed. 
Four of the defensive gun use incidents, commonly referred to as DGUs, were business robberies. In two of those 

cases, the suspect was killed by the rifle carrier. The next most common circumstance for a rifle-involved DGU was 
an argument or fight (six), and intimate partner or family violence (five).  
Twice a rifle owner intervened in a mass shooting. The most recent instance was at a 2022 anti-police brutality 
demonstration in Portland, Oregon, after someone opened fire on a crowd of protesters, killing one person and 

wounding five others. A rifle-wielding protester shot the gunman in the hip, ending the rampage. 
Following a 2017 shooting at a church in Sutherland Springs, Texas, during which an Air Force veteran killed 

26 people, Stephen Willeford, a former firearms instructor who lived nearby, grabbed his AR-15 from his 
safe and fired at the shooter as he fled, hitting him twice. By disabling the shooter, who then killed himself, 

Willeford might have prevented further bloodshed, police said. (For his part, Willeford said he’s glad his shots weren’t the ones that 
killed the gunman: “We aren’t designed to take the life of another person,” he told Texas Monthly. “It damages us. It changes us.”) 
In total, 33 suspects were killed in the rifle-involved DGUs, and another 17 were wounded.  
One-third of the rifle-involved DGUs over the past decade didn’t result in injury or death. In five of those cases, people merely 
brandished a rifle to try to stop a fight, robbery, or domestic violence attack. In 13 instances, people used their rifles to fire 
warning shots.  
 
Most Suspects Weren’t Armed with Rifles — but Did Have Handguns 
In the vast majority of the incidents (40), the assailant was also armed with a gun, most commonly a 
handgun. In three incidents, the aggressor was reported to be unarmed. In only seven of the incidents 

https://www.thetrace.org/2022/06/ar15-rifle-assault-weapon-ban/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/interactive/2023/american-ar-15-gun-owners/
https://www.cnn.com/2022/06/05/opinions/guns-ar-15-uvalde-school-shooting-fanone/index.html
https://www.thetrace.org/2021/06/mark-bryant-gun-violence-archive-shooting-data-interview/
https://regulations.atf.gov/478-11/2021-28398#478-11-p610233270-c
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vRf0dwX21rnaFaDItpC8TfUflGHi21KrE5uAkq8x8v4EU1Wf8k0zRs-bFnR1Y41yLKihGdy53mO9hSH/pubhtml?gid=35974243&single=true
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vRf0dwX21rnaFaDItpC8TfUflGHi21KrE5uAkq8x8v4EU1Wf8k0zRs-bFnR1Y41yLKihGdy53mO9hSH/pubhtml?gid=166293204&single=true
https://www.gunviolencearchive.org/incident/2237697
https://www.texasmonthly.com/true-crime/stephen-willeford-sutherland-springs-mass-murder/
https://www.4029tv.com/article/man-who-shot-texas-church-gunman-shares-his-story/13437943
https://www.texasmonthly.com/true-crime/stephen-willeford-sutherland-springs-mass-murder/
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were the suspects also armed with an AR-style rifle. In one incident, a home invasion in Houston in 2019, an unarmed homeowner 
turned the tables on rifle-wielding burglars, grabbing one of their guns and killing him and two of his accomplices. 
 
Defensive Gun Use Carries Some Legal Risk 
“Stand your ground” laws in 30 states establish the right to use lethal force if you think your life might be in danger, regardless of 
whether that threat is equally lethal. But that’s not always enough to avoid arrest.  
In 11 of the rifle-involved DGUs, the self-defense shooter was detained. Nine self-defense shooters were arrested as a direct result 
of the DGU, while the other two were arrested for another reason, like the presence of drugs at the scene or involvement in an 
unrelated case. Of the self-defense shooters detained, three were briefly questioned and released. One self-defense shooter had 
their case presented to a grand jury, as is standard in many jurisdictions when someone is killed with a gun. Two had their charges 
dropped. Three had jury trials and were acquitted. 
The most prominent acquittal in such cases was that of Kyle Rittenhouse, who shot three people, two of them fatally, with an AR-
style rifle after a Black Lives Matter demonstration in Kenosha, Wisconsin on August 25, 2020. Rittenhouse, then 17, wasn’t legally 
allowed to purchase a gun, so an 18-year-old friend bought it for him. He was charged with homicide, attempted homicide, reckless 
endangerment, and being a minor in possession of a dangerous weapon. He was acquitted on all but the gun charge — the 
judge threw it out on the eve of jury deliberations after Rittenhouse’s lawyers pointed to an exception in the law that allows minors to 
possess long guns as long as they’re over 16 inches long. Because his gun possession was deemed to be legal, we kept it in 
our dataset. 
On May 31, 2019, a 41-year-old man in Warren, Michigan, grabbed an AR-15, which was propped up against the couch, and shot 
his live-in boyfriend, 30, who allegedly choked him after hours of drinking and arguing. He called 911 to report the shooting. 
Police said the gun was properly registered to him, but he was arrested and charged with second-degree murder, manslaughter, and 
two gun charges. He was ultimately acquitted by a jury. 
“I’ve never been in a situation where I couldn’t breathe at all,” the self-defense shooter testified. “I honestly thought I was going 
to die.” 
Some of those who used rifles in self-defense were arrested afterward because they weren’t allowed to own guns, so we didn’t 
include them in our final count.  
 
For a Few, Rifles Saved Lives 
In a 2019 case celebrated by gun-rights activists, a woman in Lithia, Florida, who was eight-months pregnant, fired on a pair of home 
invaders with her husband’s AR-10 rifle. She’d grabbed the gun from a bedroom after the burglars pistol-whipped her husband, held 
her 11-year-old daughter at gunpoint, and demanded money. She didn’t know how to use the rifle and struggled with it before 
squeezing off a single shot, killing one of the intruders. 
“(My wife) evened the playing field and kept them from killing me,” her husband said. (While the sheriff initially said the gun was 
legally owned, the woman’s husband later admitted to police that he sometimes sold marijuana out of the home; he does not appear 
to have been charged, so we included the incident in our dataset.) 
In at least two incidents, the person using an AR-style rifle in self-defense wasn’t a gun owner at all. When four men carrying “large 
rifles” broke into a home in Houston in 2019, the homeowner, who was unarmed, grabbed one of their guns and shot them, killing 
three of them.  
AR-style rifles can be unwieldy and complicated, and they’re not easily concealable. But for some, the weapon’s size is an asset. A 
man in Oswego, Illinois, who stopped a 2018 knife attack by brandishing an AR-15, said he grabbed the rifle over his handgun 
because “it’s just a bigger gun. I think a little bit more than an intimidation factor definitely played a part in him actually stopping.”  
The man, a firearms instructor, added: “The AR-15 is my weapon of choice for home protection. It’s light, it’s maneuverable. If you 
train and know how to use it properly, it’s not dangerous.” 
 
For Some, a Rifle Couldn’t Prevent Tragedy 
Sometimes an AR-style rifle stopped an attack but didn’t save a life. In Detroit in 2022, a man disarmed a rifle-wielding intruder and 
wounded his accomplice with it, then chased the other i 
ntruder and hit him with a rifle butt. But not before they’d killed his wife. 
In 2017, an intruder armed with a .25-caliber handgun broke into a home in Coffeyville, Kansas, and killed 
one of the occupants, 47-year-old Kimberly Bell. Another occupant of the home, Reginald Johnson, 50, 
heard the commotion and grabbed an AR-15. He killed the shooter — but not before the shooter returned 
fire, hitting Johnson, who died.  

https://www.gunviolencearchive.org/incident/1305294
https://giffords.org/lawcenter/gun-laws/policy-areas/guns-in-public/stand-your-ground-laws/
https://www.cnn.com/2021/11/02/us/kyle-rittenhouse-trial-kenosha/index.html
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/nation/explainer-why-did-the-judge-drop-kyle-rittenhouse-gun-charge
https://www.macombdaily.com/2021/12/01/warren-man-on-trial-for-killing-live-in-boyfriend-claiming-self-defense/
https://www.macombdaily.com/2021/12/04/warren-man-acquitted-of-all-charges-in-shooting-death-of-live-in-boyfriend/
https://www.tampabay.com/news/hillsborough/2019/12/16/robbers-barged-in-one-was-shot-dead-now-the-other-is-charged-with-murder/
https://www.baynews9.com/fl/tampa/news/2019/11/01/victim-of-violent-home-invasion-speaks--credits-wife-with-saving-his-life
https://www.ajc.com/news/national/florida-woman-months-pregnant-uses-fatally-shoot-armed-intruder/sZSsH85CB75Z1QFqbT0JXM/
https://www.tampabay.com/news/crime/2020/02/26/man-who-fled-lithia-home-invasion-was-an-accomplice-deputies-say-now-hes-charged-with-murder/
https://www.khou.com/article/news/crime/3-suspects-dead-another-injured-after-homeowner-opens-fire-during-east-houston-break-in/285-29b21dcb-0f08-43bb-8d1e-6bd7d8b559e2
https://wgntv.com/news/man-armed-with-ar-15-stops-attack-by-neighbor-in-oswego/
https://www.gunviolencearchive.org/incident/2342817
https://www.newson6.com/story/5e35fa2a2f69d76f6202c9da/coffeyville-police-release-new-details-of-fatal-triple-shooting
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On the National Gun Violence Memorial website, where gunshot victims are commemorated, Johnson was remembered as 
“Coffeyville’s big brother” who “always looked out for everyone.” He left behind two adult children and six grandchildren. Bell 
was remembered as “an angel on earth” who “prayed with me, for me, and for everyone.” She left behind three daughters and 
three grandchildren. 
 

Jennifer Mascia is a senior news writer and founding staffer at The Trace.  

 

Global Terrorism Index finds attacks down, but becoming more lethal 
Source: https://www.defenceweb.co.za/featured/global-terrorism-index-finds-attacks-down-but-becoming-more-lethal/ 
 
Sep 06 – The Institute for Economics & Peace’s (IEP) latest Global Terrorism Index (GTI) has found that last year, terrorism resulted 
in 6 701 deaths – 38% lower than at their peak in 2015 – but the lethality of attacks increased dramatically. 
Although the overall death toll from terrorism dropped by 9% in 2022, it is 
significant to emphasize that this decrease is entirely attributable to the 
Taliban’s transformation in Afghanistan from a terrorist organization to a state 
actor. Beyond Afghanistan, terrorism-related fatalities increased by 4%, 
highlighting the ongoing worldwide problem. 
The GTI’s most startling finding is the 26% increase in the deadly nature of 
terrorist assaults – the first rise in lethality in five years. This emphasizes how 
terrorist organizations’ strategies have evolved, with ever-worse results. Indeed, 
the lethality rate of the two deadliest terrorist groups is increasing. Islamic State 
(IS), the deadliest, saw an increase of 12% to 2.9 deaths per attack, while al-
Shabaab’s lethality rate is at its highest level since 2017, increasing by 32% to 
2.5 persons per attack. 
Islamic State and its affiliates carried out assaults in 21 different nations in 2022, 
demonstrating the resilience and global reach of these organizations. 
The 2023 edition of the GTI covers 163 nations and approximately 99.7% of the 
world’s population. Amongst its findings is that deaths have dropped since 2014 
and the number of people killed as a result of terrorism has noticeably 
decreased over time, with Iraq, Syria, and Nigeria recording the largest drops. 
This decrease illustrates the persistent difficulties in these areas while also 
showing success in the fight against terrorism. 
Fewer countries are losing citizens to terrorism: the number of nations suffering 
such incidents has decreased as a result of the decline in terrorism-related 
fatalities. Only 63 nations reported at least one death connected to terrorism in 
2019, the lowest number since 2013. 
 
Regional Differences 
The effects of terrorism have varied regionally, with some communities seeing improvements and others suffering. Contrasting 
tendencies have been observed in South Asia, Central America, and the Caribbean, highlighting the complexity of terrorism’s 
development. 
There have been major advancements in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region recently, with an 87% drop in deaths 
connected to terrorism since 2016. Afghanistan, previously the nation most severely affected by terrorism, now serves as a symbol 
of these constructive changes. 
Terrorist activity has shifted its focus in recent years to South Asia and sub-Saharan Africa. Since 2018, these areas have reported 
more fatalities from terrorism than MENA, reflecting the evolving dynamics of international terrorism. 
With 43% of all terrorist deaths worldwide, up 7% from the previous year, the Sahel region remains the global terrorist hotspot. Some 
of the deadliest and fastest-growing terrorist organizations in the world are based in this region. Many unidentified jihadists are 
operating in the Sahel – the GTI report found the rise in strikes by unidentified jihadists—whose deaths 
have increased eightfold since 2017—is a worrying phenomenon. These unidentified terrorists are 
responsible for 18 times more terrorism-related deaths in the Sahel region. 

Read: Experts 
contributions 

https://gunmemorial.org/2017/04/13/reginald-l-johnson
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Climate and ecological factors 
The GTI 2023 also emphasizes a connection between terrorism and environmental elements, particularly shocks brought on by 
climate disasters. The fact that terrorism seems to thrive in nations with deplorable ecological circumstances highlights the intricate 
relationship between environmental issues and security. 
 
Use of new technology 
A serious security issue is posed by the rapid development of drone technology and the use of it by terrorist organizations 
like IS, Boko Haram, and the Houthis. These organizations are increasingly using drones for a variety of operations, 
including attacks and surveillance. 
The latest Global Terrorism Index, in addition to quantifying the effects of terrorism, offers important insights into the shifting 
strategies, trends, and difficulties that many countries face internationally. The GTI continues to be an essential tool for policymakers, 
security specialists, and researchers in the ongoing battle against this danger as terrorism continues to adapt and alter. 
 

Islamic Radicalization in the Balkans  
Source: https://www.peterlang.com/document/1307454 
 
“Aspects of Islamic Radicalization in the Balkans After the Fall of Communism” is the second 
volume in the series South-East European History (Peter Lang Book Series South-East 
European History), edited by Mihai Dragnea and published by Peter Lang on behalf of the 
Balkan History Association (BHA). The volume which was edited by Mihai Dragnea, Joseph 
Fitsanakis, Darko Trifunović, John M. Nomikos, Vasko Stamevski and Adriana Cupcea, 
explores the channels through which Islamic fundamentalism has spread among Muslims in 
the Balkans since the early 1990s. The authors collectively examine political and religious 
ties between Balkan Muslims and various private organizations and state institutions in 
Muslim states, with a particular focus on the reception of Salafism and its Saudi version, 
Wahhabism. The volume also addresses the ideological climate that has generated 
volunteers for Islamic State in recent years. It is the outcome of a research project of the 
Balkan History Association. 
 
Table of Contents 
Preface (Isa Blumi, Stockholm University) 
Introduction: Post-communist Encounters in Islamic Faith and Security in the Balkans (Mihai Dragnea) 

https://www.peterlang.com/document/1307454
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Chapter One: Constructing a New Threat: The Securitization of Islam in Post-war Kosovo (Joseph Coelho) 
Chapter Two: Islamic Radicalization in Kosovo: A Case in Multi-layered Identity (Henrique Schneider) 
Chapter Three: Salafism in Albania between Deculturation and Post-socialist Legacy (Gianfranco Bria) 
Chapter Four: Mainstream and Online Media, a Useful Tool on Fighting Violent Extremism in Albania (Iris Luarasi) 
Chapter Five: Building a Community Resilient to the Islamic Radicalism: A Case Study of the Muslim Community in Montenegro 
(Marko Savić and Almedina Vukić Martinović) 
Chapter Six: Risks for Islamic Fundamentalism and Radicalism after the Fall of Communism in Bulgaria (Bogdana Todorova) 
Chapter Seven: Missionary Islamic NGOs in Romania: Da’wah Materials Disseminated among Muslims in Romania (Cornel Andrei 
Crișan) 
Chapter Eight: Mujahideen in Bosnia and Herzegovina from 1992 until 1995 (Mijo Beljo and Lucija Zadro) 
Chapter Nine: Foreign Fighters and Global Jihad in the Balkans: The Case of Bosnia and Herzegovina (Michalis Marioras) 
Chapter Ten: Factors That Moderate Islamic Radicalization in North Macedonia (Zhidas Daskalovski) 
Chapter Eleven: “Islamic Terrorism” in the Serbian Sandžak under Salafi Influence (Darko Trifunović) 
Chapter Twelve: Beyond the Balkans: Islamist Terrorism in Europe with Balkan Connections (Klemen Kocjančič) 
Conclusion: The Trajectory of Islamist Militancy in the Balkans (John Nomikos and Joseph Fitsanakis) 
 

New US intelligence suggests al Qaeda unlikely to revive in Afghanistan, but 

officials warn ISIS threat remains  
By Natasha Bertrand and Katie Bo Lillis (CNN)  
Source: https://edition.cnn.com/2023/09/08/politics/us-intelligence-al-qaeda-afghanistan/index.html 

Destroyed Humvees used during the war against the Taliban are seen stacked to be sold as scrap metal in Kandahar City, 

Afghanistan, on June 12, 2023. Rodrigo Abd/AP  

 
Sep 08 – New US intelligence assessments suggest that is “unlikely” al Qaeda will revive in Afghanistan and Pakistan and that 
counterterrorism operations by the Taliban in Afghanistan have degraded the Islamic State’s presence 
there, two senior US officials said on Friday. The assessments described by the officials in a briefing to 

https://www.cnn.com/world/asia/afghanistan
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reporters paints an optimistic picture of the overall terrorist presence in Afghanistan, suggesting it has been waning despite the US 
military’s withdrawal from the country in 2021.  
Since the chaotic withdrawal from Afghanistan – and as the US has shifted intelligence resources away from counterterrorism 
priorities to focus on China and Russia – the Biden administration has been at pains to emphasize that it retains “over the horizon” 
capabilities to track terrorism threats emanating from South Asia.  
Still, some US officials have privately raised concerns that as the US has transitioned intelligence assets away from the Middle East 
and South Asia, the Biden administration may struggle to track the threat posed by ISIS, which continues to operate in ungovernable 
areas in Syria and elsewhere.  
ISIS-Khorasan, the Afghanistan affiliate of ISIS, has continued to attack high-profile targets inside Afghanistan. ISIS-K attacks have 
killed and wounded dozens of civilians since the Taliban took over in 2021, part of an attempt to undermine the Taliban’s rule and 
erode public confidence in its assurances of security.  
ISIS-K carried out the Abbey Gate bombing that killed 13 US servicemembers in 2021 – the last to die in America’s longest war. 
Between late 2022 and early 2023, the group attacked the Pakistani and Russian embassies, hit a hotel where Chinese business 
representatives were staying and carried out an explosion at an air force compound, CNN has reported.  
“ISIS-K is a threat that we are certainly concerned about, from an external operations perspective,” one of the officials said. “But it’s 
a fundamentally different kind of threat than what we saw from al Qaeda on 9/11.”  
The officials added that intelligence shows ISIS-K has been under increasing pressure from the Taliban and many of its key leaders 
have fled the country in recent months, the officials said.  
“ISIS Khorasan members involved in media, facilitation and recruitment in support of external operations are increasingly moving to 
neighboring countries to evade the Taliban [counterterrorism] campaign,” the official said.  
The officials said that the threat from al Qaeda, meanwhile, is at its lowest point in decades.  
“Al Qaeda is at its historical nadir in Afghanistan and Pakistan, and its revival is unlikely,” one of the senior officials told 
reporters in a briefing, adding that the group’s “ability to threaten the United States from Afghanistan or Pakistan is probably at its 
lowest point” in decades. That is at least partly because al Qaeda has lost one of its primary targets: US troops, the official said. The 
US withdrew its forces from Afghanistan in August 2021, leaving al Qaeda without a “proving ground” to train fighters and operatives.  
After a US drone strike killed al Qaeda leader Ayman al-Zawahiri in August 2022, the group was left without “leadership talent” and 
“strategic guidance,” the official added. The Taliban claimed at the time that they did not know Zawahiri was residing in the Afghan 
capital of Kabul when the US targeted him.  
Notably, the US assessments downplaying a terrorist resurgence appear to contrast with a report released in June by the United 
Nations’ Sanctions Monitoring Team, which assessed that al Qaeda “is in a reorganization phase,” and had been establishing new 
training facilities in Afghanistan’s Kunar and Nuristan provinces.  
The report also said that ISIS-K “continues to pose a significant threat within Afghanistan, and Member States are concerned about 
its potential to develop external operations capability and to project a threat into the region and beyond.”  
Asked about the contrast between the US and UN assessments, one of the senior officials said the UN report was “wildly out of 
whack” with intelligence collected by the US and its partners.  
“We have tried to engage with those who produced the report to understand where it comes from better and ideally, educate them 
back,” the official said. “The bottom line is, that report is an outlier within the UN system.”  
 

9/11 Analysis: From Reagan’s Al Qaeda Sponsored War on Afghanistan to George 

W. Bush’s 9/11 
By Michel Chossudovsky | Sep 11, 2023 
Source: https://michelchossudovsky.substack.com/p/911-analysis-reagan-al-qaeda-bush-911  
 
Highlights 

• Osama bin Laden, America’s bogeyman, was recruited by the CIA in 1979 at the very outset of the US-sponsored jihad. He 
was 22 years old and was trained in a CIA-sponsored guerrilla training camp. 

• The architects of the covert operation in support of “Islamic fundamentalism” launched during the Reagan presidency played 
a key role in launching the “Global War on Terrorism” in the wake of 9/11. 

• President Ronald Reagan met the leaders of the Islamic Jihad at the White House in 1985 

https://www.cnn.com/2023/05/19/asia/isis-k-attacks-afghanistan-taliban-cmd-intl/index.html
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N23/189/74/PDF/N2318974.pdf?OpenElement
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N23/189/74/PDF/N2318974.pdf?OpenElement
https://michelchossudovsky.substack.com/p/911-analysis-reagan-al-qaeda-bush-911
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• Under the Reagan administration, US foreign policy evolved towards the unconditional support and endorsement of the 
Islamic “freedom fighters”. In today’s world, the “freedom fighters” are labelled “Islamic terrorists”. 

• In the Pashtun language, the word “Taliban” means “Students”, or graduates of the madrasahs (places of learning or coranic 
schools) set up by the Wahhabi missions from Saudi Arabia, with the support of the CIA. 

• The Soviet-Afghan war was part of a CIA covert agenda initiated during the Carter administration, which consisted  in 
actively supporting and financing the Islamic brigades, later known as Al Qaeda. 

 

Michel Chossudovsky is an award-winning author, Professor of Economics (emeritus) at the University of Ottawa, Founder and 
Director of the Centre for Research on Globalization (CRG), Montreal, Editor of Global Research. 

 

How We Uncovered the Shared Personality Profile of Violent Extremists 
By Joanna Lindström 
Source: https://www.homelandsecuritynewswire.com/dr20230912-how-we-uncovered-the-shared-personality-profile-of-violent-extremists 

 
Sep 12 – Violent extremism – be it political or religious – is a persistent global problem, which has escalated considerably in the 
US in the last decade. Why do some people resort to violence for their cause? 
Research on the causes of violent extremism has often focused on social or political explanations. It has particularly investigated 
Islamist extremism and marginalized individuals or groups in society. Social and political factors no doubt play a role. But could there 
also be shared psychological characteristics among individuals who endorse group-based violence in different contexts? And could 
this extend to non-political forms of violence? In a series of studies, my colleagues and I have unpacked the basic psychology of 
violent extremism. Almost every month, there are reports in the news of violent extremism or politically motivated violence in the 
west. These include terror attacks in Europe, the storming of the Capitol in Washington, and violence occurring at political 
demonstrations (both left- and rightwing). Different forms of violence seem to have different motivations. Rightwing extremism aims 
to preserve the status quo whereas leftwing extremism aims to overthrow it. 
But if we take a closer look at the rhetoric of known terrorists, such as the London 7/7 bombers, the Christchurch mosque shooter  — 
or Islamist, rightwing and leftwing movements – they appear to have one thing in common. They all feel that their group, or a group 
they support, is unjustly disadvantaged. 
 
Humility and Emotional Sensitivity 
We wanted to unpick the influence of personality on whether an individual endorses violence for their cause. Not everyone who thinks 
that their group is unjustly disadvantaged resorts to violence. This begs the question of whether basic personality traits are at play. 
We’ve uncovered common personality and social psychological factors among those who endorse group-based violence in different 
contexts. In three studies, we gathered survey responses from 394 Black Lives Matters supporters in the US (during the 2020 
protests), 252 immigration-critical Swedes, and 445 football supporters in Sweden. 
We included measures of personality from the Hexaco personality inventory and social psychological factors. We also included items 
measuring support for violence, violent behavioral intentions and self-reported violence and aggression. Each of these measures 
was adapted for the specific context and type of violence. Individuals who endorsed violence for their cause indeed scored highly on 
feelings of “group-based relative deprivation” — that their group was unjustly disadvantaged. When it came to personality, individuals 
who endorsed violence, and reported violent intentions or actual engagement in violence, scored low on the personality traits known 
as “honesty-humility” and “emotionality”. Honesty-humility is a personality trait which captures the extent to which an individual is 
humble, fair and genuine in their interactions with others. Emotionality, on the other hand, as measured by the Hexaco inventory, 
refers to the tendency to experience fear, anxiety and sentimentality. Low emotionality can make it harder to empathize with the 
suffering of others. It may also mean you are less likely to worry about the consequences of your actions. 
Individuals low on these two traits may therefore be more inclined to endorse violence for their cause. They are likely to have a 
general tendency towards antisocial behavior. They are also less fearful and anxious about the risks of their behavior. 
 
The Modesty Factor 
To follow up, we looked closer at the humility aspect of the honesty-humility trait. We thought this might explain why members of 
structurally advantaged groups, in particular, perceive that their group is unjustly disadvantaged. Modesty 
refers to a person’s belief about themselves in relation to others. Those high in modesty see themselves 
as no better than others, whereas those low in modesty feel superior and entitled to privileges. 

https://www.csis.org/analysis/pushed-extremes-domestic-terrorism-amid-polarization-and-protest
https://www.csis.org/analysis/pushed-extremes-domestic-terrorism-amid-polarization-and-protest
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/10576100600704069
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk/4206800.stm
https://www.isdglobal.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/The-Great-Replacement-The-Violent-Consequences-of-Mainstreamed-Extremism-by-ISD.pdf
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk/4206800.stm
https://www.splcenter.org/fighting-hate/extremist-files/ideology/alt-right
https://blacklivesmatter.com/about/
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/13684302231154412
https://hexaco.org/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/16138875/
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1088868314523838
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In two studies, we gathered survey responses from structurally advantaged and disadvantaged groups. We looked at the association 
between modesty and feelings of “group-based relative deprivation”. We first gathered survey responses from 171 white Americans 
and 163 black Americans, asking them the extent to which they felt unjustly disadvantaged as a white or black American. We then 
also gathered responses from 156 men and 153 women of mixed backgrounds, asking them the extent to which they felt unjustly 
disadvantaged as a man or woman. 
As we expected, we found that members of structurally advantaged groups (men and white Americans) who scored low on modesty 
were more inclined to endorse the perception that their group was unjustly disadvantaged than those who scored high on modesty. 
This pattern of results was not observed among structurally disadvantaged groups (women and black Americans). 
Thus, personality traits can illustrate why some members of structurally advantaged groups perceive their group as disadvantaged 
– despite history and statistics suggesting otherwise. Low modesty predisposes them to feel that their group is not getting what they 
are entitled to. This has implications for understanding why some people endorse the rhetoric of, for example, the alternative (“alt”) 
right and involuntary celibate (“incel”) movements. Due to an immodest and hence entitled disposition more generally, people endorse 
the rhetoric that their group is not getting what they deserve. 
These findings suggest that both basic personality traits and social factors help explain why individuals endorse group-based violence 
for their cause. Research solely focusing on social or social-psychological factors — and neglecting the role of personality — is 
missing an important piece of the “puzzle” of violent extremism. 
 

Joanna Lindström is PhD Researcher in Psychology, Stockholm University. 

 

How ‘war on terror’ was fought and won in Southeast Asia – for now 
Source: https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2023/9/15/how-war-on-terror-was-fought-won-in-southeast-asia-for-now 

Indonesian special forces take part in an antiterrorism drill in Jakarta in 2018 [File: Tatan Syuflana/AP 

Photo] 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0092656623000181
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Sep 15 – In the early 2000s, the potential for terror attacks in Southeast Asia appeared dramatically different from today. Indonesia 
was rocked by the Christmas Eve church bombings on December 24, 2000, that killed 18 people. Just six days later, Metro Manila 
in the Philippines experienced similar bombings that killed 22 people. 
In 2002, a series of bombings ripped through a popular nightlife spot in Bali, Indonesia, killing more than 200 people and leaving at 
least another 200 wounded. 
In the following years, the JW Marriott Hotel, the Philippine Stock Exchange and the consulate, all in Indonesia’s capital Jakarta, 
were attacked, as were other locations across Southeast Asia. 
The group responsible for the attacks, and others, was Jemaah Islamiyah (JI), whose members aspired to establish a hardline Islamic 
state in Indonesia and across wider Southeast Asia. 
Often referred to by its initials, JI was alleged to have operatives in Singapore, Malaysia, Cambodia and the Philippines, and was 
said to be linked to other groups, including al-Qaeda and the Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF) in the Philippines’ Mindanao island. 
Though JI was responsible for a long list of atrocities and hundreds of casualties in the early 2000s – its last recorded attack was the 
bombing of a police compound in West Java province in 2011 – the group, and the fear of terror attacks, is largely forgotten in the 
region now. 
So, how did Indonesia’s and other governments in Southeast Asia effectively curtail a regional threat while the United States-led “war 
on terror” left entire countries shattered and regions of the world in chaos following the September 11, 2001 attacks on the US? 
“The early 2000s certainly felt dangerous at the time,” Zachary Abuza, a professor at the National War College in Washington, DC, 
told Al Jazeera. 
“But the Bali bombing really shook Indonesia out of its complacency. The new terrorism law changed the public perception of the 
perceived level of danger and the authorities had free rein to do their work without political interference,” Abuza said. 

Indonesian forensic policemen walk past destroyed cars near the site of 2002 bomb blasts at Kuta on Indonesia’s resort island of 

Bali [File: Beawiharta/Reuters]  
 
‘It broke JI’s back’ 
At the time of the Bali bombings in late 2002, Indonesia did not have specific and targeted antiterrorism legislation, although this was 
quickly drafted and signed into law in 2003 and applied retroactively to some of the perpetrators of the 
attack on the popular holiday island. Three senior members of JI, Imam Samudra, Ali Ghufron and Amrozi, 
were quickly arrested, prosecuted, and executed in 2008 for their roles in masterminding the bombings. 
A fourth perpetrator, Ali Imron, was sentenced to life in prison. 

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/1/7/indonesian-alms-boxes-ji
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2009/5/8/singapore-terror-leader-captured
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2003/10/20/raid-on-jemaah-islamiyah-hideout
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/9/10/how-9-11-southeast-asia-hardline
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/9/10/how-9-11-southeast-asia-hardline
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2022/9/11/decades-after-9-11-muslims-battle-islamophobia-in
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2022/1/20/indonesia-jails-prominent-former-ji-member-over-bali-bombings
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2022/1/20/indonesia-jails-prominent-former-ji-member-over-bali-bombings
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In 2003, Hambali, a Malaysia-based member of JI, allegedly responsible for securing funding for the group, was arrested in Thailand 
after spending months hiding out in the Cambodian capital, Phnom Penh. 
Renditioned by the US, Hambali was tortured at CIA “black sites” before being transferred to the US military’s notorious Guantanamo 
Bay detention camp in Cuba where he remains imprisoned to this day for his alleged role in the Bali bombings. 
Indonesia and other governments in the region continued to close the net between JI members and their leaders. 
In 2007, Abu Dujana, the head of JI’s military operations, was arrested. In 2010, Abu Bakar Bashir, the “spiritual head” of the 
organisation, was captured and sentenced to 15 years in prison. He was released early in January 2021. 
“When people were arrested, it broke JI’s back,” Abuza said. 
“But JI as an organisation still existed and the government gave it ample space to exist, allowing it to run its madrasas [Islamic 
educational institutions], charities and businesses,” he said. 
The Indonesian government officially declared JI an illegal organisation in 2008, but authorities took a more measured approach by 
continuing to allow its members a degree of autonomy provided they did not engage in violence. 
 
‘Jihad as a spiritual struggle’ 
According to Farihin, a member of JI based in Indonesia, the organisation remains active, although it has now changed its philosophy 
to one of pacifism and focuses on works such as religious teaching and other socially-minded causes. 
“There is no focus on violence now,” he told Al Jazeera. 
“Only on jihad as a spiritual struggle to guard against our personal sins as individuals,” he said. 
“All religions have this concept in some form.” 
While Farihin still describes himself as a member of JI, he said the original grouping has fractured and splintered many times over 
the years, owing to people having different views and opinions. 
These differences of opinion are regularly cited as another reason for the success of the regional approach to the so-called “war on 
terror” – a mix of internal political disputes and external security operations. 
By 2007, Abuza recounted, JI was “riddled by factionalism” as remaining members of the organisation jostled for power and clashed 
on how to create a blueprint for their operations moving forward. 
“Abu Dujana had different ideas for the organisation and felt that bombing foreigners was not the way to achieve its aims,” Abuza 
said. “Enough people in JI thought it was best to lie low after the Bali bombing and that the attack had not been productive,” he said. 
“Abu Dujana was not arguing that killing foreigners was morally wrong, just that it was not productive as, with each attack and 
subsequent arrests, the organisation was getting weaker.” 
 
Counterterrorism work continues 
Indonesia also came a long way in regards to creating an effective counterterrorism framework that has significantly weakened 
networks of potential attackers across the region, said Alif Satria, a researcher at the department of politics and social change at the 
Centre for Strategic and International Studies in Indonesia. 
“First is the creation of Densus 88 in 2003 through the help of other countries. This has ensured that Indonesia has a well-functioning 
counterterrorism unit with the necessary intelligence and operational skills to dismantle networks,” Satria told Al Jazeera. 
Densus 88 or Counterterrorism Special Detachment 88, was a unit formed in 2003 under the umbrella of the National Police and was 
funded, equipped, and trained in part by the US and Australia. 
Satria added that another milestone was the creation of Indonesia’s National Counterterrorism Agency (BNPT) in 2010. 
Deradicalisation programmes led by the police in the early 2000s were also critical in ensuring that those arrested did not re-engage 
with hardline groups once they were released. 
“As a result, Indonesia has managed to keep its recidivism rate at around 11 percent,” he said. 
However, the counterterrorism work conducted by the Indonesian authorities is still in progress. 
 
Who will emerge next? 
Open-source data collection shows that between 2021 and 2023, more JI members were arrested than members of other groups 
such as Jamaah Ansharut Daulah (JAD), an ISIL-affiliated group responsible for recent attacks in Indonesia and the wider region. 
Some of the more recent incidents include the 2018 Surabaya bombings in which three Christian churches were attacked in the city 
of Surabaya by a husband and wife and their four children, one of whom was just nine years old. Fifteen 
people were killed. 
The same group was also behind the Jolo Cathedral bombings in Sulu in the Philippines in 2019 that killed 
20 people. 

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2022/1/13/after-16-years-in-guantanamo-will-hambali-get-a-fair-trial
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2023/4/24/hambali-faces-not-great-not-horrific-conditions-as-trial-looms
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2007/12/12/trial-opens-for-ji-military-chief
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/1/8/indonesian-hardline-cleric-abu-bakar-bashir-freed-from-prison
https://www.aljazeera.com/opinions/2016/7/12/the-returning-jihad-isil-in-southeast-asia
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“Between 2021 and 2023, there were some 610 people arrested, 42 percent of whom were JI and 39 percent JAD and other pro-
Islamic State groups,” Satria said. 
“For me, that goes to show that, despite not conducting attacks, JI is very much still active, be it in conducting recruitment, fundraising 
or preparing for its regeneration,” he said. 
Abuza agreed with that cautious tone, saying the lack of clear leadership on a global scale for hardline groups had also contributed 
to a general sense of quintessence. But that could quickly change. “These organisations are living organisations and respond to the 
external environment,” Abuza said. “Everyone is waiting to see what happens in the Middle East and who emerges as a leader,” he 
said. “Someone will,” he added. 
 

Erdoğan Protects ISIS Network in Turkey 
By Abdullah Bozkurt 
Source: https://www.meforum.org/63550/erdogan-protects-isis-network-in-turkey 
 
Sep 05 – The Islamist government of President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan prevented the Turkish parliament from investigating 

nongovernmental organizations that were used as 
fronts to raise funds and recruit jihadists for the Islamic 
State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS). 
The motion to open a parliamentary investigation into 
ISIS-linked NGOs was submitted to the Speaker's 
Office by the main opposition Republican People's 
Party (CHP) on May 27, 2019. The move came after 
several ISIS suspects identified some NGOs as hubs 
for trafficking ISIS fighters and moving funds during 
court hearings on deadly terrorist attacks in Turkey. 
Yet the parliament, controlled by Erdoğan's ruling 
Justice and Development Party (AKP) and its far-right 
nationalist backers, has never put the motion on the 
agenda, effectively killing the proposal to launch a 
legislative inquiry into the ISIS network in the country. 

Under the current bylaws, parliamentary investigation committees have no sanctioning authority, and their reports have the status of 
recommendations. But the establishment of such committees helps expose wrongdoings in government institutions, motivate judicial 
authorities to launch criminal proceedings if necessary and inform the public about government actions. 
The Erdoğan government fears a parliamentary inquiry may expose links between ISIS cells and some factions within the Turkish 
government. A string of deadly terrorist attacks in 2015, blamed on ISIS, helped Erdoğan sustain his regime and regain the majority 
in parliament he had briefly lost in the summer 2015 elections. 
2015 was an exceptional year for Turkey in terms of back-to-back terrorist attacks that hurt the opposition parties, which were forced 
to cancel campaign rallies under the threat. On July 20, 2015, 33 people died in a suicide bomb attack in the Suruç district of Şanlıurfa 
province. On October 10, 2015, 103 people were killed in a bomb attack on a crowd gathered in front of the Ankara Train Station. 
Both were blamed on ISIS, although the terrorist group has never officially claimed responsibility for either. 
In an intelligence report published earlier by Nordic Monitor, it was revealed that İlhami Balı, the mastermind behind these deadly 
attacks, stayed in a hotel under the control of Turkish intelligence agency MIT in Ankara on May 25-27, 2016. His connection to the 
agency suggested Balı's actions were directed by MIT, which coordinated clandestine operations within ISIS for political goals to 
help President Erdoğan in elections. 
Balı, born in Reyhanlı in the Turkish border province of Hatay on March 17, 1982, was operating in an al-Qaeda cell before joining 
the al-Nusra Front in the initial years of the conflict in Syria. Al-Nusra was supported by the Erdoğan regime, which was hoping to 
oust the Bashar al-Assad government in Damascus and replace it with an Islamist puppet regime. 
A Turkish court had previously convicted Balı — in an investigation predating the 2011 Syrian crisis — on charges of membership in 
al-Qaeda and sentenced him to three years in prison. Balı relocated to Syria in 2012. He later moved to ISIS, which tasked him with 
serving as the ISIS border chief (emir) responsible for the smuggling of jihadists and logistical supplies 
and the transfer to Turkey of wounded ISIL militants along the Turkish-Syrian border. 
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In the general election of June 7, 2015, the ruling AKP lost its majority and was unable to form a government on its own for the first 
time since 2003. While it was predicted that a coalition government would be formed, a new election on November 1, 2015 was 
declared as permitted under the constitution by Erdoğan, who undermined the coalition negotiations. Between June 7 and November 
1,862 people, including security officers, 
civilians and outlawed Kurdistan Workers' 
Party (PKK) militants, lost their lives in Turkey. 
Following the terrorist attack at the Ankara 
Train Station, then-prime minister Ahmet 
Davutoğlu said the popularity of the governing 
AKP had increased in the aftermath of the 
incident. Appearing on public television, 
Davutoğlu said the government could not 
arrest suicide bombers until they acted, even 
though the government had a list of names of 
potential suicide bombers. 
In fact, the ISIS network in Turkey was well 
known to the police and intelligence service. In 
a classified MIT report dated 2015, it was 
estimated that some 10,000 to 12,000 
Salafists lived in Turkey. The report named the 
provincial leaders of the ISIS network and 
identified NGOs actively working on behalf of 
ISIS. 
In 2016 the Erdoğan government summarily 
and arbitrarily shut down over 1,600 
associations and foundations, mainly that were linked to opponents of the Erdoğan regime from the Gülen movement, a group that 
is critical of Erdoğan on a range of issues, from corruption to the government's links to armed jihadist groups. Yet those linked to 
ISIS were not touched, and they continued their operations, in some cases under new names and formations. 
The Erdoğan government has proven to be lenient and forgiving when it comes to punishing dangerous jihadists from al-Qaeda and 
ISIS. It kept delaying the implementation of many recommendations made by the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) to align Turkish 
laws and regulations with global rules for preventing the financing of terrorism and money laundering activities. 
As a result, in October 2021, Turkey was placed under monitoring by global money-laundering watchdog FATF for shortcomings in 
combatting money laundering and terrorism financing. FATF's listing of Turkey on its grey list of countries means the Erdoğan 
government has strategic deficiencies in combatting money laundering and terrorist financing. 
A US Treasury report on programs to combat terrorist financing and activities to disrupt ISIS financing released on January 4, 2021 
indicated that the terrorist group continues to rely on "logistical hubs" inside Turkey for its finances. 
"ISIS continued to use money services businesses, including hawalas, to move funds in and out of Iraq and Syria, often relying on 
logistical hubs in Turkey and in other financial centers," the US Treasury report said. 
In recent years many individuals and entities based in Turkey have been designated as financial facilitators for ISIS by the Department 
of the Treasury's Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC). The designations confirmed a pattern in which ISIS has been using the 
financial system in Turkey to fund its network while the authorities shy away from clamping down on ISIS cells. 
Turkey was also accused by UN investigators of being an important hub in raising funds for ISIS-affiliated groups across the region. 
 

Abdullah Bozkurt, a Middle East Forum Writing Fellow, is a Swedish-based investigative journalist and analyst who runs the Nordic 
Research and Monitoring Network and is chairman of the Stockholm Center for Freedom.  

 
 
 
 

Turkish foreign policy 
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INTERPOL and UN Team Up to Counter CBRNE Threat 
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New issue of the CBRNe World 
Source: https://cbrneworld.com/  
August issue of CBRNe World is now available for download via https://lnkd.in/gtDgvEN (you need 
to be logged in). Interviews with Bonnie Jenkins, US Under-Secretary of State for Arms control and 
International Security, Gregory Koblentz & Filipa Lentzos on their biolab research, Adriana 
Volenikova & Anna Predvichna on OSCE's CBRN initiatives and not forgetting CBax (Christina 
Baxter) looking at problems with home-made chili pepper sprays.  
Also, a great chance to find our more about CBRNe Convergence in Knoxville and CBRNe 
Convergence Asia in Singapore! 
 

Operation Precise Response  
Source: https://www.privatephotoreview.com/2023/08/operation-precise-response/  
 
Aug 25 – Highly trained troop hone their skills during live agent chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear (CBRN) training at 
Exercise Precise Response on Canadian Forces Base Suffield in Alberta, Canada. Every year at the end of July NATO Troops from 
Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden and the United 
Kingdom during the annual exercise often kicking off with the Medicine Hat Stampede parade.  
 Due to the expertise of Suffield’s unique facilities, its live-agent environment and remote location, the Defence Research and 
Development Canada (DRDC) Suffield Research Centre in Suffield, Alberta, offers NATO with a unique ability to facilitate realistic 
CBRN training on a multinational scale and enhance coalition CBRN preparedness. Every year, allies from around the world come 
to Canada to test, challenge and coordinate scientific capabilities in realistic CBRN scenarios. 

 

EDITOR’S COMMENT: Strange position for antidotes (and number) 
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Powered exoskeleton designed to take the strain out of senior care  
Source: https://newatlas.com/robotics/german-bionic-apogee-plus-powered-exoskeleton/ 
 
Aug 31 – Most of German Bionic's power suits are designed to assist 
workers in industrial facilities, but the company's latest device is 
aimed at supporting healthcare professionals in hospitals, elderly 
care or rehab units. 
Following its introduction at VivaTech 2023 in Paris in June to 
"support caregivers in their day-to-day work," German Bionic has 
now launched the Apogee+ powered exoskeleton to the North 
American market. 
It's pitched as a "personal lift assist" for nurses, care workers and 
other healthcare professionals who need to get to grips with a 
patient, elderly care resident or someone undergoing physical 
therapy – without needing to risk strain or injury to themselves, or 
break out complicated support equipment (such as harnesses and 
cranes). 
Full specs have not been revealed, but the exosuit is reported to 
offer up to 66 lb (30 kg) of back relief per lift, as well as active walking 
support, and is available with leg straps and vest sizes to suit a 
range of user sizes. It also features hand grips towards the rear of 
the monocoque framework to give the patient something to hold 
onto during a lift maneuver. 
The Apogee+ benefits from IP54 waterproofing, which means that 
care workers don't have to worry about covering or protecting the 
device while washing or showering patients. The structure is 
reported to have "less surface area for bacteria and germs to 
accumulate" while also making the device easier to disinfect.  
Though not mentioned in the press materials, it's likely that the 
system makes use of the same off-the-shelf battery pack as the company's sixth-generation industrial-focused Apogee power suit,  
which is good for around four to five hours of per-charge use. And the Plus model is  fully connected, allowing users and admins to 

tap into real-time metrics. 
"With its full range of features, our new Apogee+ power suit is 
designed to help ease the extremely demanding working conditions 
in these system-critical professions, making the jobs safer and more 
sustainable," said company founder and CEO, Armin G. Schmidt. 

"Based on our early success in the European market, we firmly 
believe that our smart exosuits will soon become an 
indispensable part of everyday practice at health clinics and 
nursing homes here in the US." 
The Apogee+ is up for sale now starting from US$9,990, with 
Robotics-as-a-Service leasing also available for $299 per month. German Bionic will be at the MEDICA 
tradeshow in Düsseldorf between November 13 and 16 to showcase and demonstrate the technology. 

https://newatlas.com/robotics/german-bionic-cray-x-5th-generation-exoskeleton/?itm_source=newatlas&itm_medium=article-body
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EDITOR’S COMMENT: It would have been interesting to test this exoskeleton under a Level-A ensemble and for evacuation 

of victims’ operations. 

 

Asking ChatGPT about mustard gas 
By the Editor of the “C2BRNE Diary” 
 
Mustard gas was first introduced in WWI. Since then, no antidote is available in the market other than BAL. Why is that? 
ChatGPT 
Mustard gas, also known as sulfur mustard, was indeed first introduced as a chemical weapon during World War I. It is a highly toxic 
chemical compound that can cause severe injury to the skin, eyes, respiratory system, and other organs. While it's true that there is 
no specific antidote widely available for mustard gas exposure, there are several reasons for this: 

1. Complex Mechanism of Action: Mustard gas exerts its toxic effects through multiple mechanisms, including damaging 
DNA, proteins, and cell membranes. This complexity makes it challenging to develop a single antidote that can counter all 
of its effects. 

2. Variability in Exposure: The severity of mustard gas exposure can vary depending on factors such as the duration and 
concentration of exposure, the route of exposure (skin, eyes, respiratory system), and individual susceptibility. Developing 
a one-size-fits-all antidote is difficult due to this variability. 

3. Historical Use and Abandonment: After the widespread use of mustard gas in World War I and its condemnation as a 
chemical weapon, research on developing antidotes may have been limited. This may have hindered the development of 
effective countermeasures. 

4. Ethical Considerations: Research involving toxic agents like mustard gas raises ethical concerns, particularly when it 
comes to human testing. Developing antidotes requires conducting controlled studies, which may be ethically problematic. 

5. Lack of Incentive: There has been limited commercial incentive for pharmaceutical companies to invest in the development 
of antidotes for chemical warfare agents like mustard gas, as their use is prohibited under international law. 

However, it's essential to note that while there may not be a specific antidote for mustard gas, medical treatment can still be effective 
in mitigating its effects and managing the symptoms of exposure. Treatment typically involves decontaminating the affected area, 
administering supportive care, and addressing specific symptoms such as respiratory distress or skin injuries. 
Research into antidotes and treatments for chemical warfare agents continues in various countries for security and defense purposes. 
Still, the development and availability of such antidotes are typically closely controlled and not widely distributed due to concerns 
about misuse and proliferation of chemical weapons. Additionally, efforts to prevent the use of chemical weapons are primarily 
focused on international treaties and disarmament agreements, such as the Chemical Weapons Convention. 
 
Can AI help overcome the clinical trials burden and provide a valid mustard gas antidote? 
ChatGPT 
Artificial intelligence (AI) has the potential to significantly accelerate drug discovery and development, including the search for 
antidotes to toxic substances like mustard gas. However, it's important to understand the complexities and challenges involved in 
developing antidotes and the role AI can play in this process. 
Here's how AI can help overcome the clinical trials burden and contribute to the development of a valid mustard gas antidote: 

1. Drug Discovery and Repurposing: AI algorithms can analyze large datasets of chemical compounds and biological 
interactions to identify potential drug candidates that may be repurposed for antidotal purposes. By rapidly screening existing 
drugs and compounds, AI can expedite the search for antidotes. 

2. Predictive Modeling: AI can create predictive models based on chemical structures and known toxicological data to 
estimate the potential effectiveness and safety of candidate antidotes. This can reduce the number of compounds that need 
to be tested in clinical trials. 

3. Drug Target Identification: AI can assist in identifying specific biological targets or pathways affected by mustard gas 
exposure. Understanding these targets can aid in designing more precise antidotes. 

4. Clinical Trial Optimization: AI can help optimize the design and management of clinical trials. It can identify appropriate 
patient populations, predict patient responses, and even suggest adjustments to trial protocols in real-time, potentially 
reducing the time and resources required for trials. 
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5. Data Integration: AI can integrate and analyze a wide range of data sources, including genomic, proteomic, and clinical 
data, to identify potential biomarkers of mustard gas exposure and response to antidotal treatment. 

6. Drug Formulation: AI can assist in optimizing the formulation and delivery of antidote compounds, ensuring they are 
effective and safe for administration. 

While AI can accelerate many aspects of drug discovery and development, developing a mustard gas antidote is a complex and 
highly regulated process. The safety and efficacy of antidotes must be rigorously tested in preclinical and clinical trials to ensure they 
are safe and effective for human use. The ethical and regulatory challenges of testing antidotes for toxic agents like mustard gas are 
significant, and these challenges must be addressed in any research or development efforts. 
Additionally, the development of antidotes for chemical warfare agents may be subject to strict governmental and international 
controls to prevent misuse. Collaboration between the scientific community, regulatory agencies, and organizations focused on 
chemical weapons disarmament is essential in addressing these challenges and advancing research in this field. 
 

Easy, Robust, and Repeatable Online Acid Cleavage of Proteins in Mobile Phase 

for Fast Quantitative LC-MS Bottom-Up Protein Analysis─Application for Ricin 

Detection 
By Siddharth Jadeja, Alena Myslivcová Fučíková, et al.Denis K. Naplekov,  
Anal. Chem. 2023, 95, 33, 12339–12348 

Source: https://pubs.acs.org/doi/full/10.1021/acs.analchem.3c01772 
 

Abstract 

Sample preparation involving the cleavage of proteins into peptides is the first critical step for successful bottom-up proteomics and 
protein analyses. Time- and labor-intensiveness are among the bottlenecks of the commonly used methods for protein sample 
preparation. Here, we report a fast online method for postinjection acid cleavage of proteins directly in the mobile phase typically 
used for LC-MS analyses in proteomics. The chemical cleavage is achieved in 0.1% formic acid within 35 s in a capillary heated to 
195 °C installed upstream of the analytical column, enabling the generated peptides to be separated. The peptides generated by the 
optimized method covered the entire sequence except for one amino acid of trastuzumab used for the method development. The 
qualitative results are extraordinarily stable, even over a long period of time. Moreover, the method is also suitable for accurate and 
repeatable quantification. The procedure requires only one manual step, significantly decreasing sample transfer losses. To 
demonstrate its practical utility, we tested the method for the fast detection of ricin. Ricin can be unambiguously identified from an 
injection of 10 ng, and the results can be obtained within 7–8 min after receiving a suspicious sample. Because no sophisticated 
accessories and no additional reagents are needed, the method can be seamlessly transferred to any laboratory for high-throughput 
proteomic workflows. 

Big city harbors and other coastal areas experience an ever increasing amount of sea 
traffic. In addition to human transportation by ferries, the amount of transportation of 
goods and bulk material is constantly growing. The risk of accidents, or even 
intentional incidents, in these busy areas is higher than in open seas. 
When this happens, fire and rescue services are the first actors on scene, and they 
are responsible for handling the dangerous situations. The risk of and incident 
involving hazardous chemicals, biological agents or radioactive materials is normally 
low, but if anything related to these so called CBRN materials is involved, the 
seriousness of the situation grows drastically. 

https://environics.fi/references/cbrn-monitoring-in-fire-boats-fire-boat-7-from-hong-kong-fire-services/#msdynttrid=s0hpQv3QiOtqasCBBtWJ-D5pGu4jfshf4KJACRDK3Co
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Japan has plenty to offer in the field of detecting threats 
By Yoshiyuki Sagara 
Source: https://www.japantimes.co.jp/commentary/2023/09/07/japan/sensing-technology-spotlight/ 
 
Special chemical control unit members emerge from an entrance to 

Kasumigaseki subway station in Tokyo on March 20, 1995. The 

Aum Shinrikyo cult released sarin nerve agent on several trains in 

Tokyo that day, killing 13 people. | REUTERS  

 
Sep 07 – If Russia were to use nuclear weapons in Ukraine, would 
there be any health issues for Russian soldiers on the ground? 
When I put this question to a European researcher well-versed in 
the Russian military's state of affairs, he said, "There would be no 
problem. Since the time of the Soviet Union, Russia has prepared 
for a nuclear war." 
"If Russia used low-yield nuclear weapons, Russian soldiers would 
be safe as long as they stay inside armored vehicles equipped with 
filters that can remove radioactive materials. That is what Russian 
soldiers are taught," he said. 
Looking at the current situation of the war in Ukraine, it is 
strategically difficult to imagine that Russia would dare to go up the escalation ladder by using nuclear weapons. 
Still, at least tactically, we should assume that Moscow has been considering in advance the conditions in which to actually use 
nuclear weapons. 
Nevertheless, in March 2022, it was reported that Russian forces who seized the site of the Chernobyl nuclear disaster picked up 
radioactive materials without using protection against radiation. 
This shows that the soldiers weren’t sufficiently prepared or trained for radiation protection, indicating that Moscow places little 
importance on the safety of soldiers in deciding whether to use nuclear weapons. 
 
Chemical weapons 
The Soviet Union is also known to have developed biological and chemical weapons during the Cold War. 
It was researching biological weapons using smallpox, Ebola virus and anthrax, and was developing and manufacturing chemical 

weapons such as sarin, VX and Novichok nerve agents. 
 
Trenches dug by the Russian military are seen in an area 

with high levels of radiation called the Red Forest, near the 

Chernobyl nuclear power plant, in Ukraine in April 2022. 

Russian troops reportedly picked up radioactive materials 

in the area around the plant without using protection against 

radiation. | Reuters  

 
Russian President Vladimir Putin announced in 2017 that 
the country had destroyed all of its chemical weapons. But 
in 2020, Alexei Navalny, the leader of the anti-government 
movement, became the subject of an attempted murder, 
when he was poisoned with Novichok. 
Russian officers are believed to have used the nerve agent 
to poison Navalny. 
The United States also possessed chemical weapons, but 

U.S. President Joe Biden announced in July that the country had completed the destruction of all of its chemical weapons. 
The Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons, an international organization established under 
the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC), also verified the completion of the destruction of chemical 
weapons declared by the U.S. 
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This means that all chemical weapons from the stockpiles declared by all 193 CWC member states have been verified as destroyed. 
However, the U.S. government has been criticizing Russia and Syria, claiming that the two countries still possess chemical weapons 
and have used them in atrocities against their people. 
North Korea is also believed to possess biological and chemical weapons. 
Furthermore, the development of artificial intelligence in the field of drug discovery is posing the risk of chemical weapons being 
produced and used not only by states but also by terrorists. 
A research team trained an AI-powered drug discovery model using data on insecticides and other toxic substances. It identified 
more than 40,000 potentially deadly molecules in just six hours. 
The molecules included known chemical warfare agents and VX, which was used to assassinate Kim Jong Nam, the half-brother of 
North Korean leader Kim Jong Un. 
There are states and terrorists in the world with intentions to use weapons of mass destruction and who have actually used them. 
How can we prepare for such threats? 
 
Sensing technologies 
Chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear threats are collectively referred to as CBRN threats. They have a common 
characteristic of the agents being invisible, unless spraying equipment is used or they are loaded onto warheads. 
Hence, to protect citizens from CBRN threats, it is extremely important to first "detect" them. 
Nerve agents used for chemical weapons are also essentially odorless. 
The 1995 sarin attack on the Tokyo subway by the Aum Shinrikyo cult killed 13 people and injured more than 5,800 people. 
Some victims noticed an irritating smell at the site, possibly because the sarin used in the attacks remained unrefined and had low 
purity. If the sarin had been odorless, the number of victims could have been even higher. 
The U.S. government has regarded CBRN threats as a serious national security threat and recognizes the significance of detection. 
In February 2022, the Biden administration’s National Science and Technology Council (NSTC) updated its list of critical and 
emerging technologies (CETs) that can play an important role in America’s innovation and strengthen national security. 

The CET list was initially created in 2020 under U.S. President 
Donald Trump's administration, designating 20 science and 
technology areas. 
Under the Biden administration, the NSTC revised the list, 
designated 19 areas and specifically identified key subfields for 
each area. 
 
Mustard gas-filled projectiles are seen inside a chemical storage 

igloo at the Pueblo Chemical Depot in Pueblo, Colorado, in an 

undated photo provided by the U.S. Army Chemical Materials 

Activity in March 2015. The U.S. said in July that it had 

completed the destruction of all of its chemical weapons. | U.S. 

Army Chemical Materials Activity / via Reuters  

 
One of the areas listed is "advanced and networked sensing and 
signature management," with CBRN threat detection and 
characterization identified as key subfields. 

Sensing is a technology that uses sensors to detect nuclear, biological or chemical substances, as well as pathogens, and convert 
them into data to measure their quantities. 
The Tokyo sarin attack was what prompted Washington to focus on early detection of CBRN threats. 
In 1998, the Argonne National Laboratory, the U.S. Department of Energy’s science and engineering research center, launched a 
chemical warning and response enhancement system called the Program for Response Options and Technology Enhancements for 
Chemical/Biological Terrorism (PROTECT), which combines detectors, cameras and software to quickly alert security officials of a 
chemical release on subway systems. 
In addition, following attacks in 2001, in which powdered anthrax spores were deliberately put into letters that were mailed through 
the U.S. postal system killing five people, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) established 
its BioWatch program for early detection of bioterrorism and, since 2003, the department began discreetly 
setting up detectors for chemical and biological agents at major subway stations in the country. 

https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2017/02/19/asia-pacific/politics-diplomacy-asia-pacific/malaysia-searching-four-north-korean-suspects-kim-jong-nam-murder/
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/japantimes/uploads/images/2023/09/06/249998.jpg
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However, the system has been plagued by false positives and high running costs. Many sensors were turned off at stations as a 
result. 
 
Biosecurity 
In Japan, following the sarin attacks in Tokyo and anthrax attacks in the U.S., public institutions like the National Research Institute 
of Police Science and the Japan Science and Technology Agency worked with a number of Japanese firms to develop detection 
devices. 
BioBulwark, a briefcase-shaped biological agent detection system, can detect, in around an hour, roughly 20 types of pathogens that 
are likely to be used in bioterrorism attacks. 
This system was installed in multiple police departments. 
Also, Japan can now manufacture portable detectors that can identify chemical agents such as nerve agents. 
However, these systems and devices have not been put into practical use widely in society, partly because of limited domestic 
demand. 
Companies that developed the devices sought to sell them to government agencies in foreign countries, but couldn’t give a positive 
response when asked how widely they were used in Japan. 

Moreover, to assess devices for biological and chemical 
agents, it is necessary to secure the cooperation of research 
institutions with biosafety level 4 facilities — laboratories 
with the highest level of biological safety that work with 
highly dangerous and exotic microbes such as the Ebola 
virus — as well as the Self-Defense Forces and foreign 
militaries. But such coordination has been insufficient. 
 
Personnel from the Self-Defense Forces take part in a 

nuclear, biological and chemical weapons exercise at New 

Chitose airport in Hokkaido in July 2012. | Reuters  

 
As COVID-19 spread from China to the rest of the world, 
biosecurity attracted renewed attention. Japan has been 
offered a great opportunity for its sensing technology to leap 
onto the world stage. 

Upgrading technologies to make CBRN threat-sensing devices mobile and more intelligent will contribute to protecting people's lives 
through the rapid detection of threats. 
What is needed is a constant monitoring system connecting detectors installed in public transport systems such as stations and 
airports, stadiums where a large number of spectators gather and government facilities — namely, a high-performance alarm system 
that can detect not only fires but also CBRN threats. 
By linking it to networks, the system can also be used to automatically report the detection of highly toxic substances, such as sarin, 
to first responders including police and fire departments. 
Furthermore, during contingencies and on battlefields, sensors can be loaded on drones and gas masks to be used to grasp the 
situation and secure the safety of personnel. 
Japan making advances in research and development of Internet of Things technologies related to health care, including sensing 
devices, is also serving as a tailwind. 
Thanks to Japanese companies, applications of biochips — a collection of microminiaturized test sites that can perform a multitude 
of biochemical reactions from a very small amount of blood or saliva to detect pathogen or virus infections or allergies — are spreading 
in society. 
It is believed that biochips can also be used to sense biological substances. 
Cutting-edge semiconductor technologies including microfabrication, circuit design and packaging can be utilized for biochips as 
well. The Defense Ministry and SDF have also shown an interest in sensing technology. 
The ministry conducted joint research with the U.S. Defense Department between 2017 and 2022 on a portable system that 
recognizes color changes in chemical agent detector paper. The ministry’s Defense Technology Guideline 
2023 document lists faster and more accurate sensing and visualization of invisible things as being among 
the important technology areas to help defend the nation at all times. 
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K Program 
Sensing technology nurtured in Japan is now coming under the spotlight on a new stage — economic security. 
Based on the Economic Security Promotion Act, the government designates cutting-edge emerging technologies that need to be 
nurtured as specified critical technologies.In 2022, the administration of Prime Minister Fumio Kishida designated 27 technologies in 
such fields as marine, space and aviation, and launched the Key and Advanced Technology R&D Through Cross Community 
Collaboration Program, dubbed the "K Program." A total budget of ¥500 billion has been allocated to it so far. 
On Aug. 28, the Kisihida administration decided to add 23 technologies to the list of designated critical technologies. 
Included in the list was a high precision multigas sensing system technology that enables quick and accurate detection and 
identification of a variety of substances. It is noteworthy that the government's plan is aimed at creating an analyzing system that can 
detect toxic substances not only at stations or airports but also at disaster sites and factories. 
In other words, the Japanese government has in mind to develop and deploy "multiuse" technologies that can be used 
widely for disaster prevention, public safety, defense and the private sector, to support a safe and secure society. 
Whether it be the defense industry or the manufacturing industry, a technology to swiftly detect potential hazards will lead to better 
protection of people’s lives. A major challenge to implementing sensing technology in society until now was prevention of false 
detection. It is vital to improve the accuracy of detection while increasing the number of agents and toxic substances that can be 
detected. In addition, the detection capabilities can be enhanced by combining the technology with Japanese firms' network cameras, 
which were used in conflict zones such as Iraq, and with image analyzing AI, which has made great strides. 
 
Multiuse technologies 
The enthusiasm of government officials and researchers who once witnessed the tragedies of the sarin gas and anthrax attacks led 
to the development of detection technology. Today, the world is facing threats from states that possess weapons of mass destruction 
and don't hesitate to sacrifice their own soldiers in using them, as well as terrorists. 
CBRN threat detection technologies are multiuse technologies that need to be developed with collaboration from experts, including 
police and defense officials, first responders, medical personnel, industries and academics. 
There should be no organizational silos in advancing the social application of technologies to protect people's lives. 
The K Program, backed by hundreds of billions of yen, should have the convening power to gather the wisdom of Japan and build 
an ecosystem for critical technologies. Japan should also conduct joint research on the technologies with the U.S. and other partner 
countries so that they can be used in international cooperation initiatives. 
One such initiative is Official Security Assistance (OSA) — Japan’s new cooperation framework to provide other countries’ armed 
forces with equipment and assistance for infrastructure development to bolster their defense capabilities. 
Like surveillance radar systems, sensing technologies that quickly detect threats should be considered a form of OSA, which Japan 
can confidently offer overseas to contribute to the world. 
 

Yoshiyuki Sagara is a senior research fellow at the Asia Pacific Initiative and the Institute of Geoeconomics. Geoeconomic Briefing 
is a series featuring researchers at the IOG focused on Japan's challenges in that field. It will also provide analyses of the state of 
the world and trade risks, as well as technological and industrial structures. 

 

One Product Only: FAST-ACT® 
Decontaminate + Contain + Neutralize 

Source: https://fast-act.com/  
 
FAST-ACT® immediately decontaminates, contains, or 
neutralizes acids, bases, and other chemical hazards 
(including CWAs) – safely and in a single response tool. FAST-
ACT® provides safety benefits beyond traditional measures. 
The broad range of utility makes FAST-ACT® a valuable tool 
for a variety of environments, including public and commercial 
transportation, government facilities, laboratories, production 
facilities, shopping and entertainment venues, police, fire, and 
other emergency response, healthcare facilities, any place 
where hazardous chemicals are a potential threat. 

https://fast-act.com/
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DSEI 2023: Avon Protection unveils new CBRN and military diving concepts 
Source: https://www.shephardmedia.com/news/defence-notes/dsei-2023-avon-protection-unveils-new-cbrn-and-military-diving-
concepts/ 

 
Sep 12 – Avon Protection's first CBRN protective suit concept is on display at DSEI, developed in partnership with OPEC CBRNe. 
The full-body garment is designed to integrate with Avon's existing CBRN respiratory masks,, including the FM50 air purifying 
respirator (APR) and EXOSKIN boots and gloves for military and first responder markets.  
The new suit concept follows a contract award by the NATO Support and Procurement Agency (NSPA) for EXOSKIN boots and 
gloves in July, and will give users a fully integrated CBRN ensemble option from a single supplier.  
'We find that the current mix-and-match approach to protective equipment leaves the wearer subject to certain weaknesses at the 
points where different systems connect – such as the hood opening around a mask visor, over the helmet, or where the suit meets 
the boots or gloves,' Justin Hine, director of strategy and capability at Avon said.  
'With this new concept, we started with our range of CBRN masks, EXOSKIN boots and gloves, and Team Wendy ballistic helmets, 
and designed the suit to integrate seamlessly with them – ensuring not only vastly improved safety levels, but also increased user 
comfort.' 
Avon is also showcasing a new APR system for applications that do not require full CBRN protection. The Modular integrated Tactical 
Respirator (MiTR) is a low-burden, high-performance respiratory protection system.  
It uses a non-traditional, integrated low-profile filter, and is built around a positive pressure goggle, with a novel integration design 
that enables the wearer to don the mask without removing their helmet.  
In the underwater domain, Avon is integrating new capabilities to improve two-way C2 and situational awareness for military divers 
during training and operations.  
Integration of a Sonardyne transceiver into the MCM100 multi-role rebreather will allow divers to remain 
connected to commanders on diver delivery vessels, surface vessels and the wider network.  
This will improve real-time safety and give commanders greater oversight on geolocation and data such 
as oxygen and CO2 levels, system alerts, vital signs, and battery life, received from the MCM100.  
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Additionally, an improved head-up display allows divers to see information projected in their line of vision, allowing hands-free 
capability. 
 

Fatal poisoning in Bordeaux wine bar 
Source: https://www.thedrinksbusiness.com/2023/09/fatal-poisoning-in-bordeaux-wine-bar/ 
 
Sep 13 – One person has died and 12 are in hospital following an outbreak of food poisoning allegedly caused by sardines in a 
popular Bordeaux bar. 

French local authorities have warned anyone who visited the Tchin Tchin Wine Bar in Bordeaux between 4-10 September to watch 
out for worrying health symptoms after nine people were seriously affected by a case of toxic poisoning known as botulism. 
Eight patients are in intensive care and one person has died (32yo Greek woman living in France) after dining in the bar, with the 
suspected cause of the deadly bacteria being “home-preserved” sardines. 
Benjamin Clouzeau, head of the Intensive Care Unit at Bordeaux University Hospital, warned that others may have been poisoned 
without yet knowing it, and urged the media to publish the details in case people visiting Bordeaux had passed through the bar, which 
is popular with tourists, and returned home without receiving a diagnosis. 
Those hospitalised by the outbreak were from the US, Canada and Germany. 
The ARS Nouvelle-Aquitaine said that people should “immediately consult a doctor if experiencing any symptoms”. 
Botulism is a serious neurological condition caused by a toxin produced by the bacteria Clostridium Botulinum. 
The condition can lead to respiratory and muscular paralysis, and it is thought to be fatal in around 5%-10% of cases. 
Initial symptoms of botulism include “fatigue, weakness and dizziness, followed by blurred vision, a dry mouth and difficulty swallowing 
and speaking,” according to France’s Institute Pasteur. 
The majority of cases are linked to food poisoning caused by cured meats, and home-made preserves. 
The Bordeaux Tourism website describes Tchin Tchin Wine Bar as “a privileged place to discover organic and biodynamic wines”. 
The same source says that the wine menu at the bar boasts “original, clean, digestible and healthy wines” 
but makes no mention of food. 
Tchin Tchin Wine Bar is on the Rue Emile Duployé. At the time of writing, the bar was “temporarily closed”. 

https://greekcitytimes.com/2023/09/14/france-the-greek-woman-botulism/
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Shocking: Chemical weapons seized at Eötvös Loránd University? 
Source: https://dailynewshungary.com/shocking-chemical-weapons-seized-at-eotvos-lorand-university/ 
 
Sep 16 – Chemical compounds classified as chemical weapons may have been found in one of the laboratories of  ELTE (Budapest), 

RTL Híradó reported. Nearly 40 vials containing dangerous 
substances were seized by the authorities on Tuesday 
evening at the Faculty of Natural Sciences. According to RTL, 
sarin, mustard gas and tabun were among the substances. 
ELTE did not confirm or deny that these substances were 
involved. As they wrote, on Tuesday evening, in one of ELTE’s 
laboratories, researchers discovered an old-labeled chemical 
that was originally considered dangerous but is now presumed 
to be completely degraded. The competent authorities were 
immediately informed, and they promptly secured the site. The 
residues found were transported for testing and destruction. 
ELTE researchers, teachers and students were not in any 
danger during the incident, and on-site tests in the laboratory 
environment did not reveal any harmful substances. Teaching 
and research in the building could continue unhindered the 
next morning.  
 
Quick and unfriendly death 
The response from the National Police Headquarters revealed 
that an investigation has been launched into the case, and “in 

the interest of the ongoing proceedings” they are not disclosing any details. According to security policy expert József Kis-Benedek, 
the listed agents belong to the category of chemical weapons. “They cause quick and unfriendly deaths,” he said. According to him, 
similar nerve agents had been used in Iraq, among other places. “Even a little can result in serious injuries,” he added. According to 
József Kis-Benedek, this is why these agents are used in war situations. They are not substances that are harmless in a civilian 
environment. The security policy expert stressed that universities can store and use these dangerous substances for experimental 
purposes if they have been declared to the TEK (Counter Terrorism Centre). Otherwise, if a citizen becomes aware of the use of 
neurotoxins, they should immediately notify the authorities.  
 
Update: official police statement  
Yesterday, a statement appeared on the website of the Hungarian police: “On the evening of 12 September 2023, unknown chemicals 
were found in a laboratory at Eötvös Loránd University (ELTE). Following the notification of the authorities, several units of both the 
police and the Hungarian Defence Forces went to the scene and all incriminated substances were transported to the MH Sordó 
László 102nd Chemical Warfare Regiment, MH HAVÁRIA Laboratory for identification. The National Investigation Office of the 
Hungarian Police Service has initiated criminal proceedings in the case with the involvement of the chemical protection experts of 
the Hungarian Defence Forces.” The primary expert tests concluded that the substances found in the university laboratory did not 
contain any toxic compounds dangerous to humans. Further expert investigations are ongoing.” 
 

Biomarkers for Detection of Exposure to Nitrogen Mustards 
Source: https://globalbiodefense.com/2023/09/20/biomarkers-for-detection-of-exposure-to-nitrogen-mustards/ 
 
Sep 20 – Sensitive and convenient detection methods for amino alcohol are of great importance to identify nitrogen mustard exposure 
in forensic analysis. As blister agents, these nitrogen mustards could cause injuries to mucous membranes by alkylating free affinity 
sites present in biomolecules, which can even lead to physiological abnormalities or death. The chemical synthesis of sulfur mustards 
or nitrogen mustards could be achieved with commercially available reagents and convenient experimental 
procedures, in contrast to the complex processes involved in synthesizing nerve agents. 
In a new study, a GC-MS/MS method for simultaneous quantification of nitrogen mustard metabolites both 
in plasma and urine was established and fully validated.  

https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2023/ra/d3ra04697d
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New Method Improves Quantification of Ricin in Complex Matrices 
Journal of Chromatography A, 11 October 2023. 

Source: https://globalbiodefense.com/2023/09/20/new-method-improves-quantification-of-ricin-in-complex-matrices/ 
 
Sep 20 – Ricin is a highly toxic protein toxin that poses a potential bioterrorism threat due to its potency and widespread availability. 
It is included in the list of chemicals prohibited by the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) and the Biological Weapons Convention 
(BWC). However, the accurate quantification of ricin through absolute mass spectrometry (MS) using a protein standard absolute 
quantification (PSAQ) strategy is not widely practiced. 
In a new study, researchers develop a novel approach for the absolute quantification of ricin in complex matrices using recombinant 
single-chain and full-length mutant ricin as the protein internal standard, instead of isotope-labeled ricin, in conjunction with ultra-
high-performance liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (UHPLC-MS/MS). 
To simplify protein expression, the A-chain and B-chain of the ricin mutant internal standard (RMIS) were directly linked to replace 
the original interchain disulfide bonds. 
By employing internal protein standards, this quantitative strategy overcomes the challenges posed by variations in extraction 
recoveries, matrix effects, and digestion efficiency encountered when working with different matrices. The method was thoroughly 
validated using a milk matrix. 
 

Sultan Haitham City in Seeb to set a new benchmark in smart city development 
Source: https://timesofoman.com/article/131740-sultan-haitham-city-in-seeb-to-set-a-new-benchmark-in-smart-city-development 

The recently-launched Sultan Haitham City is expected to set a new benchmark in smart and sustainable city development which is 
expected to be a boon for the future generations and benefit all segments of society. 
Themed “Treasure the Future”, Sultan Haitham City will be built in Wilayat of Seeb and 
will showcase 12 global standards of quality of life and welfare. 

The project will cover an area of approximately 15 million square metres, with a 
focus on utilising green spaces estimated to be 2.9 million square metres. The 
city will house 100,000 residents and will have 20,000 residential units of 
different styles. 

With emphasis on affordable costing, advanced integrated facilities and modern 
lifestyles, “the launch of the City is the beginning of  a long-term project aimed at 
urbanisation of governorates across the Sultanate of Oman,” according to Zaina Al 
Harthy, Director at the National Program for Investment and Exports Development 
(Nazdaher). 
Speaking to Times of Oman’s sisterly radio channel Al Shabiba, Zaina said: “The 
proposed city will serve as an example of a planned and sustainable city in the region. 
In the future, similar projects will be launched in the rest of the governorates of the 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0021967323005988
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Sultanate of Oman with the aim of creating integrated cities that are sociable and suitable for all segments of society so that everyone 
can lead a good quality of life.” Engineer Fuad Al Kindi, Chairman of Oman Society of Engineers, said: “The name, Sultan Haitham 
City, carries a lot of significance and we all are confident that once it comes up, it will reflect the name in a befitting manner. The 
location of the city, which is near the Al Baraka Palace in the Wilayat of Seeb, symbolises the importance of the project. It is a 
pioneering project that will serve sustainable development and benefit citizens.” Engineer Fuad added: “The transport network in the 
proposed Sultan Haitham City has been analysed thoroughly and plans are in place to shape it according to needs of the future. Lot 
of studies and planning has been done to ensure the best services, development, human well-being, health, and quality of life in the 
city.” 
Fahad Al Ismaili, Chairman of Mysaaf Group, said: “The proposed Sultan Haitham City project will be the starting point for future 
cities in the country and be an example of sustainability. It simulates modern life and epitomises the aspirations of young people in 
Oman. The futuristic city will guide us to development and is a real estate renaissance.” 
The proposed Sultan Haitham City is the fruitful outcome of the comprehensive transformation approach espoused by the Ministry 
of Housing and Urban Planning. It envisages transition into sustainable urban development that benefits thriving communities through 
the implementation of national strategic projects for urban development in line with Oman Vision 2040. 
The residential housing units range between separate villas, semi-attached villas, townhouses and flats. The housing units will be 
distributed over 19 integrated residential neighbourhoods, supplied with various facilities and services to meet the needs of the 
residents. It will have 24 mosques and a grand mosque. The city will also have 11 health facilities, including two health centres to 
cater to the needs of 20,000 patients and another set of six health centres with a capacity to serve 10,000 patients. 
The city will have a referral hospital with a capacity of 1,200 beds, a private hospital and a centre to serve persons with 
disability and elderly people. The city will have 39 government and private schools covering all levels of education. The city 
welcomes all segments of society, with their diverse social and cultural backgrounds. It offers all segments an easy access to its 
social and recreational facilities, thereby consolidating the bonds of belonging and cultural diversity. Strategic locations for community 
facilities have been carefully selected to allow residents access them with complete ease. The strategy allows residents to jointly use 
public facilities, such as parking lots, playgrounds and parks, and contributes to achieving optimal use of spaces and amenities in 
the heart of the metropolis. The design of the new city’s external areas is inspired by the natural surroundings, with options for utilising 
the natural shade of trees during the daytime, which will be much in harmony with the urban structures. The overall idea is to provide 
natural outdoor spaces in the vicinity of buildings and well-designed streets. 
The city has also been designed to raise the quality of life by optimising the use of solar energy as a sustainable source. In this setup, 
waste energy production systems and wastewater outputs will act as key factors in the protection of natural resources. The outcome 
will be the control of waste and the recycling of materials. 

With its fascinating and captivating designs, the city promises transition into a future of happiness and prosperity. Yet, its concepts 
will never miss out on the country’s heritage. While it builds a vision for the future of generations that celebrate modern life, it will 
also build solid grounds for harmony among cultural groups. 
 
Internal Transport Network 
Sultan Haitham City will establish an internal transport network designed to provide convenient access to 
different facilities. This network will be accessible to both public and private transportation, ensuring ease 
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of movement within the city. In addition, the city will include pedestrian passages and bicycle paths, promoting eco-friendly 
transportation options and aligning with the objective of sustainability. 
 
Sustainable Living and Community Services 

With a strong focus on sustainability, Sultan Haitham 
City is designed to enhance the quality of life by 
utilizing sustainable resources. The city will 
incorporate various measures, such as the utilization 
of solar energy, efficient wastewater treatment, 
recycling, and a sustainability system to preserve and 
protect valuable resources. These initiatives are 
aimed at creating an environmentally resource-
efficient living environment within the city. 
Sultan Haitham City is set to begin construction soon 
and is expected to be completed within three years. 
The city will offer diverse housing options to 
accommodate individuals from different income 

groups. Its inauguration at Bait al Baraka Palace showcased digital panels highlighting the city's sustainable housing choices and 
commitment to preserving cultural heritage. With 19 residential neighborhoods, each equipped with various facilities and services, 
Sultan Haitham City aims to meet the needs of its residents. 
 

CBRNE challenges 

By the Editor of the “C2BRNE Diary” 
 
This is a fascinating project! And it can become a security prototype as well – especially regarding asymmetric (CBRNe) threats. In 
that respect, it would have been ideal to incorporate certain preemptive defensive measures in the overall design of the new city. 
Early incorporation means less money spent and higher practicality to counter a real incident. In that respect, the 19 neighborhoods 
should have a (sleeping) mass decontamination facility to be activated in a real incident. Artificial intelligence combined with advanced 
robotics can provide autonomy in these structures operating with solar energy. These decon stations are ideal for female victims who 
cannot remove their clothes in public. The second pylon of the city’s CBRNe defense is the preparedness of ALL hospitals and health 
centers city-wide to accept contaminated casualties. Fixed decon stations in all healthcare facilities can be ready at no time avoiding 
the possibility of secondary contamination by the incoming contaminated victims that will arrive there with their own means or public 
transportation. Finally, if more women are recruited in the CBRN crews this will ease the handling of special groups (children, elderly, 
pregnant) and people with disabilities. In addition, educating the populace about the new threats and what they can do about them 
will help people understand the threat and minimize the stress elicited by the unknown. 
What is the possibility/risk of a real CBRNe incident? Nobody can answer this question. But even if it is one in a million, what if it 
happens tomorrow? What would be the consequences of not being prepared? What would be the consequences for the nation? 
What would be the financial cost for the years thereafter? These questions justify the cost of preparedness and provide a more 
relaxed sleep at night! 
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https://nct-events.com/event 

https://cscm-congress.org/conference 
 
The 2023 CSCM World Congress will be held 
at Hotel Croatia. Situated across the bay from 
the historic walls of Dubrovnik, Hotel Croatia is 
a leading five-star resort and conference hotel 
on the southern part of the Adriatic Sea.  Hotel 
Croatia’s architecture blends seamlessly with 
its natural surroundings. Shaded by a pine tree 
forest, while offering spectacular sea views, all 
487 rooms feature balconies, which overlook 
the Adriatic Sea or Cavtat Bay. State-of-the-art 
facilities include numerous gourmet 
restaurants, a spa center, and two beaches. 
Hotel Croatia is ideal for a broader experience 
of the Dubrovnik Riviera.  Suited for business 
and relaxation alike, the Hotel Croatia serves 
as an excellent base for exploring the city of 
Dubrovnik and the Dubrovnik Riviera. The 2023 CSCM World Congress will be held under the 
auspices of the Government of the Republic of Croatia.  In addition, we will enjoy active 
participation of the RACVIAC Center for Security Cooperation throughout the organization of the 
Congress as well as many other international and national organizations. 

Dubrovnik, Dubrovnik, 
Croatia 23-27 
October 2023 

https://nct-events.com/event
https://cscm-congress.org/conference
https://cscm-congress.org/23-28-april-2023/
https://nct-events.com/subscribe-to-cbnw-magazine?
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https://istanbulkbrn.org/ 
Within the body of Istanbul Aydın University, under the coordination of Istanbul Aydın University Environment and Human Health 
Application and Research Center (ÇEVSAM) and CBRN Defense Policy Development Association the 1st of the "Istanbul CBRN 
Days" will be held. This meeting, which will provide the opportunity to share the knowledge and experience of very valuable 
participants on this subject in the national sense, will accelerate the development of scientific infrastructure and studies on CBRN 
DEFENSE in our country and related institutions and organizations, will ensure that experts and employees in this field get to know 
each other, share their work and contribute to the increase of cooperation between them. We hope to be found. 

CBRN environment; It covers a large number of dead, injured, and environmental 
effects, especially those who have been infected with biological warfare agents, 
exposed to chemical warfare agents and/or toxins, and injured as a result of the 
effects of nuclear weapons and radiation. The COVID-19 pandemic, which has 
been affecting the whole world for almost the last 3 years, has enabled us to better 
understand the Biological threat of the CBRN concept, and in a sense, it has 
revealed how intense and difficult management of CBRN events can cause and 
can cause mass losses. The threat of CBRN weapons, which started with the 
terrorist attack of September 11, 2001, and made a name for itself in the recent 
Syrian internal conflicts in the Middle East geography, including our country, has 
taken its place in the asymmetric war, and unfortunately, these agents are 
expected to be used in both war and terror environment in the future.  
We think that this meeting, which will bring together many scientists, public and 
private sector representatives, will bring together many scientists, public and 

https://istanbulkbrn.org/
https://istanbulkbrn.org/en/homepage/
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private sector representatives, based in Istanbul, which is the apple of the world's eye, and present the latest developments and 
technologies in the field of CBRN DEFENSE, and we think that this meeting will partially fill the deficiency of our Istanbul in this field. 
At the end of the event, we hope to see all the participants among us who will contribute to the "1st Istanbul CBRN Days", where we 
aim to raise awareness about CBRN threats and dangers. 
You can find more detailed information about the KRBN Days, which we plan to be held in Florya (Halit Aydın) Campus of Istanbul 
Aydın University on October 20 – 21, 2023, and which we think will create an important added value for our country, at 
https://istanbulkbrn.org/  

 
https://cbrneworld.com/events/knoxville 
 
2023 sees us back in the great state of Tennessee! 2019’s Nashville event was a crowd favourite, and 
this year will see us move from the home of country music to the home of radiation detection – Knoxville! 
Knoxville is the host city to the world famous Oak Ridge National Laboratory/Y12 facilities, and we’ll be 
bringing chemical and biological defence to match their nuclear excellence! 
This will be our traditional two day conference and exhibition, with streamed sessions to allow delegates 
to choose their learning path. We’re also planning on two pre-event workshops, more information will be 
announced soon, but one will be on ‘Improved radiological response.’   
The exhibition already promises to be the largest in the US in 2023, with space for over 70 vendors, 
covering all aspects of CBRN response. As usual the programme has some of the most knowledgeable 
CBRN speakers from around the world, more information on which can be found on the speakers page.  

We are excited to be working with the Oak Ridge Enhanced Technology and Training Center (ORETTC) for our pre conference 
workshop on the 7th November. Workshop attendees will have the rare opportunity to visit the Oak Ridge Enhanced Technology and 
Training Center (ORETTC)—part of NNSA’s Y-12 National Security Complex. This is usually closed to international visitors, but 
CBRNe Convergence has negotiated a chance to be educated by some of the best rad/nuke professionals worldwide! 
Delegates will learn about some of the latest radiological/nuclear response training methods and techniques being used in the newly-
opened, state- of-the-art Emergency Response Training Facility (ERTF) on the ORETTC campus. The $15.1M facility enables the 
development of innovative approaches for emerging technological challenges and risk mitigation for critical infrastructure. ERTF 
provides local, state, national, and international organizations and government agencies with access to hands-on experience in high-
consequence operations, emergency management, state-of-the-art technology, training evaluation and performance testing, and 
other advanced technical and tactical training areas. 
 

https://ciprna-expo.com/  
 
There are 16 critical infrastructure sectors whose assets, systems, and networks, whether physical or 
virtual, are considered so vital to the United States that their incapacitation or destruction would have a 
debilitating effect on security, national economic security, national public health or safety. Presidential 

https://istanbulkbrn.org/
https://cbrneworld.com/events/knoxville
https://cbrneworld.com/events/knoxville/speakers-knoxville
https://www.y12.doe.gov/
https://ciprna-expo.com/
https://web.cvent.com/event/96eff272-af9e-43d0-ad3b-e1548d319ca9/summary?utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_content=NCS%E2%81%B4%20Announces%202023%20Conference%20Agenda&utm_campaign=Conference%20Agenda%20-%20Push%20Out
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Policy Directive 21 (PPD-21): Critical Infrastructure Security and Resilience advances a national policy to strengthen and maintain 
secure, functioning, and resilient critical infrastructure. This directive supersedes Homeland Security Presidential Directive 7. 
We must be prepared! 
The Nation’s critical infrastructure provides the essential services that underpin American society. Proactive and coordinated efforts 
are necessary to strengthen and maintain secure, functioning, and resilient critical infrastructure – including assets, networks, and 
systems – that are vital to public confidence and the Nation’s safety, prosperity, and well-being. 
Critical infrastructure must be secure and able to withstand and rapidly recover from all hazards. Achieving this will require 
integration with the national preparedness system across prevention, protection, mitigation, response, and recovery. 
This directive establishes national policy on critical infrastructure security and resilience. This endeavor is a shared responsibility 
among the Federal, state, local, tribal, and territorial (SLTT) entities, and public and private owners and operators of critical 
infrastructure (herein referred to as “critical infrastructure owners and operators”). This directive also refines and clarifies the critical 
infrastructure-related functions, roles, and responsibilities across the Federal Government, as well as enhances overall coordination 
and collaboration. The Federal Government also has a responsibility to strengthen the security and resilience of its own critical 
infrastructure, for the continuity of national essential functions, and to organize itself to partner effectively with and add value to the 
security and resilience efforts of critical infrastructure owners and operators. 
The Critical Infrastructure Protection and Resilience North America conference will again bring together leading stakeholders from 
industry, operators, agencies and governments to collaborate on securing North America. 
The conference will look at developing on the theme of previous events in helping to create better understanding of the issues and 
the threats, to help facilitate the work to develop frameworks, good risk management, strategic planning and implementation. 
  

The escalating prevalence of natural, incidental, and intentional CBRNe (Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear, and Explosive) 
threats has underscored the crucial need to enhance risk analysis, preparedness, mitigation, response, and recovery capabilities in 
the face of unconventional events or incidents. In response to this demand, we are pleased to announce a comprehensive training 
course designed to equip participants with the essential knowledge and skills required for the effective management of CBRNe 
events at both regional and national levels. Moreover, the course goes beyond theoretical learning, offering a unique practical 
exercise conducted at the CBRN Department of University of Health Sciences. This activity will provide trainees with hands-on 
experience and practical insights, ensuring their preparedness to handle real-life scenarios. 
 
Training program general objective: The Course covers an extensive range of essential subjects related to CBRNe materials, 
prevention, protection measures, medical procedures, risk assessment, response to CBRNe events/incidents, and inter-agency 
coordination and communication. Throughout the Course, attendees will actively participate in discussions and interactive sessions, 
fostering a dynamic learning environment. To ensure a comprehensive training experience, CBRN exercise simulations will be 
conducted using EMS training manikins, PPEs, gas masks, along with a decontamination station. The organizing institutions will 
issue a final certificate of attendance. 
 
Target Group: This specialized course is tailored to cater to emergency management personnel, 
emergency medical services, fire service personnel, governmental administrative staff, healthcare 
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professionals, law enforcement personnel, armed forces, public health officials, public safety communications experts, and public 
works personnel. By attending this comprehensive training program and participating in the practical exercise at the state-of-the-art 
facilities of the CBRN Department at the University of Health Sciences, participants will be equipped with the necessary expertise to 
confidently handle CBRNe events and effectively collaborate with diverse agencies during crises. 
 
Course Main Topics: 
•CBRNe risks and new threat scenarios. 
•CBRN agents 
•CBRNe detection 
•CBRNe protection 
•CBRNe decontamination 
•CBRNe events medical management 
Place and Dates: 2-day training with tech lectures & live exercises by international experts at CBRN Department of University of 
Health Sciences, Ankara, Turkey. Dates: 19-20 Sept 2023. Working time: 09:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m./01:00 p.m. - 05:30 p.m. 
 
Directors: Prof. Levent Kenar (University of Health Sciences, Faculty Staff of CBRN Dept., Professor of CBRN Defence and 
Laboratory Medicine), Prof. Roberto Mugavero (President European Centre for Disaster Medicine – Observatory on Security and 
CBRNe Defence, Faculty staff University of the Republic of San Marino University of Rome “Tor Vergata” - DIE), Prof. Dr. Selçuk 
Kılıç (University of Health Sciences, Head of CBRN Dept.) 
 
Course Fee: 300 Euro. Payment via bank transfer. Coffee breaks and lunch are included for both days of the Course. 
 
⚫ Contact: via email cemec.info@iss.sm 

mailto:cemec.info@iss.sm
https://www.egyptdefenceexpo.com/welcome
https://www.asiandefense.com/2023/en/index.asp
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The ABSA International Conference is the largest biosafety and biosecurity conference in the world! The conference will provide 
solutions to tackle your most challenging issues, present fascinating case studies, and showcase the latest developments in biosafety 
and biosecurity. ABSA International’s educational sessions offer insights into the ever-changing world of biosafety and biosecurity, 
keeping you updated on the latest techniques and best practices. You’ll have opportunities to network with your peers and discuss 
common issues, share advice, and exchange ideas. There will also be commercial exhibits showcasing the latest technologies in 
biosafety and biosecurity. 

https://www.ibmata.org/events/  

Omaha, Nebraska, USA 

https://www.ibmata.org/events/
https://absaconference.org/
https://www.eodcoe.org/en/events/nato-eod-demonstrations-trials-2023/
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The International Border Management and Technologies Association (IBMATA) is a not for profit international non-
governmental organisation (NGO) committed to the safe and secure movement of people and goods across international 
borders. 
The challenges facing border agencies across the globe – whether run by immigration, customs, police, or a combination of these – 
have never been greater. 
In a world of globalisation, the volume of people and goods crossing borders continues to rise year on year. Managing these volumes 
whilst meeting public expectations of facilitation and security is becoming ever more complex. 
The demands of both the international freight and travel industries for modern and innovative approaches to border control are 
increasing annually. Border agencies are relying increasingly upon technology – whether visible, in the form of automated border 
controls, or invisible such as data analytics and risk assessment – to manage these pressures. 
At the same time threats posed by international organised crime, terrorism, smuggling, trafficking, and irregular migration must be 
met. 
Border agencies cannot solve these pressures alone. 
More than ever, they need help not just from other government departments and agencies, but also from other international partners 
and stakeholders. 
 
Who can join? 
Membership is open to members of the following groups or organisations: 
• All government departments and agencies charged with the responsibility of managing the international movement of people, 

goods and materials across national borders; including pre-entry, on-entry and after entry applications; 
• Intergovernmental organisations with a vested interest in the management of people and goods across international borders; 
• Non-governmental organisations with a vested interest in the management of people and goods across international borders; 
• Transportation companies (including airlines, shipping companies, rail operators, freight forwarders) with a legitimate interest in 

supporting our aim; 
• Port, airport, and other management entities with a legitimate interest in supporting our aim; and 
• Those technology suppliers, business integrators and other private sector entities who support the safe and secure movement of 

people and goods across international borders whilst facilitating flow, in accordance with the aims of the organisation. 
 
https://cbrneworld.com/events/asia-24 
 
Singapore was one of the first places we held 
a CBRN conference when we started CBRNe 
World in 2006, and it continues to excel, not 
just in South East Asia but the world. There are 
multiple agencies that allow it to have such a 
position, but pre-eminent among these is the 
Singapore Civil Defence Force (SCDF). SCDF 
initiatives have brought CBRN excellence to 
every aspect of the field, from collecting 
evidence through to initiatives to allow the 
public to create safe spaces for themselves 
should the worst happen. 

We have done multiple interviews and articles with them over the years that explain these projects, but now after 15 years we thought 
it was time for you to see them yourself! For three days in January we will host an event in the heart of the SCDF’s CBRNE defence 
capability, the Civil Defence Academy (CDA). 
The CDA has recently benefited from a multi-million dollar improvement to a facility that already managed to pack a great deal into 
a relatively small space. Due to Covid it will have only recently finished the third, and final stage, of its improvement, and we will be 
hosting the event at the facility! 
Delegates will get an opportunity to visit the new facility and gain an increased understanding of the 
investment in first responder training that the SCDF has made. In addition to this there will be an exhibition 
of leading companies interested in SE Asia. 
 

https://cbrneworld.com/events/asia-24
https://cbrneworld.com/magazine/archive/using-100-percent-of-my-brain/download
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sting, Testing 

⚫ 
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Pandemic by numbers (as of September 24, 2023) 

* over 30 million cases | numbers in parenthesis are patients of the previous month 

 

Newly identified pathway provides insight into long COVID brain fog  
Source: https://newatlas.com/medical/newly-identified-pathway-provides-insight-into-long-covid-brain-fog/ 
 
Aug 23 – A new study has identified a key metabolic pathway that is abnormally activated in people with brain fog, a common 
symptom of long COVID. The discovery opens the door to developing a way of diagnosing, monitoring and treating people with the 
condition. 
Long COVID can lead to cognitive deficits such as poor concentration, impaired thinking, forgetfulness, and mental fatigue, commonly 
called brain fog. Researchers from the University of New South Wales Sydney and St Vincent’s Hospital have now identified a 
biological pathway linked to the condition. 
“Long COVID is a multi-organ disease, so people are differently affected across several of their body functions,” said Lucette Cysique, 
the study’s lead author. “This is not surprising as the immune system is involved across all body functions. However, we know that 
besides fatigue, cognitive changes are the most common symptoms associated with long COVID.” 
The researchers recruited 128 unvaccinated participants with confirmed mild-to-moderate SARS-CoV-2 infection through the Sydney 
St Vincent’s Hospital COVID-19 ADAPT study. Participants were followed up at two, four, and 12 months. 
“At each of these points, the patients went through lots of tests, including on their mental health, physical health and cognitive health, 
and patients also had tests for various blood biomarkers on four occasions,” Cysique said. 
Based on their knowledge of a particular pro-inflammatory biological pathway, the kynurenine pathway, in other infectious diseases, 
the researchers investigated its involvement in long COVID. They noticed that, at two months, when the kynurenine pathway was 
the most activated, 60% of those with mild cognitive deficits, such as inattention and poor concentration, showed an abnormal 
activation of the pathway. 
“As the immune response takes place, it activates the kynurenine pathway across a period of four months on average – this is much 
longer than it should be,” Cysique said. “Because the kynurenine pathway is pro-inflammatory, the entire body, including the brain, 
is flooded by inflammatory products over a prolonged period. And we know that the kynurenine pathway impacts the central nervous 
system.” 
No other blood biomarkers, sex, or clinical factors, such as pre-existing or COVID-related mental health, disease severity, smell or 
respiratory function, were associated with the changes in cognition. 
While the study only included unvaccinated participants, because the testing was conducted before they’d received their first vaccine, 
most people had long COVID resulting from mild COVID-19 infection. 
“With vaccination, many of us will still experience mostly mild symptoms,” said Cysique. “Hence, the results are still relevant, 
especially in the context of reinfection.” 
Given that a study published last year found that the immune precursor of the kynurenine pathway was associated with persistent 
chest and fatigue symptoms, the researchers say the current findings linking the pathway to cognitive deficits are unlikely to be 
coincidental. 
“While this latest study is a cohort study with factors that remain unmeasured, the convergence of evidence for the importance of the 
kynurenine pathway in long COVID, and the associated brain fog, is not by chance,” said Cysique. 
The researchers say their discovery may help identify and treat patients with long-COVID-related brain fog. 
“These findings lay the foundation for the kynurenine pathway as a potential diagnostic and monitoring marker, as well as a possible 
therapeutic target,” Cysique said. 
The researchers plan to expand the study cohort to include vaccinated participants and to continue follow-up for up to 24 months 
after the infection date. 
 
⚫ The study was published in the journal Annals of Clinical and Translational Neurology. 
 

 CASES DEATHS COUNTRIES & 
TERRITORIES 

MOST AFFECTED 
COUNTRIES* 

COVID-19 (689,124,038) 

695,724,537  

(6,881,401) 

6,919,334  

 
229 

USA, India, Brazil, France, 
Germany, Japan, S. Korea 

The pandemic 

is OVER! 

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/acn3.51825#:~:text=Interpretation-,The%20kynurenine%20pathway%20relates%20to%20post-acute%20COVID-19%20objective,enabling%20biomarker%20and%20therapeutic%20possibilities.
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/
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The Battle Against the Fungal Apocalypse Is Just Beginning 
Source: https://www.wired.com/story/the-battle-against-the-fungal-apocalypse-is-just-beginning/ 
 
 Aug 25 – In February, a dermatologist in New York City contacted the state’s 
health department about two female patients, ages 28 and 47, who were not 
related but suffered from the same troubling problem. They had ringworm, a 
scaly, crusty, disfiguring rash covering large portions of their bodies. Ringworm 
sounds like a parasite, but it is caused by a fungus—and in both cases, the 
fungus was a species that had never been recorded in the US. It was also 
severely drug-resistant, requiring treatment with several types of antifungals for 
weeks. There was no indication where the patients might have acquired the 
infections; the older woman had visited Bangladesh the previous summer, but 
the younger one, who was pregnant and hadn’t traveled, must have picked it up 
in the city. 
That seemed alarming—but in one of the largest and most mobile cities on the planet, weird medical things happen. The state 
reported the cases to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, and the New York doctors and some CDC staff wrote up an 
account for the CDC’s weekly journal. 
Then, in March, some of those same CDC investigators reported that a fungus they had been tracking—Candida auris, an extremely 
drug-resistant yeast that invades health care facilities and kills two-thirds of the people infected with it—had risen to more than 10,000 

cases since it was identified in the US in 2016, tripling in just two years. In 
April, the Michigan Department of Health and Human Services rushed to 
investigate cases of a fungal infection called blastomycosis centered on a 
paper mill, an outbreak that would grow to 118 people, the largest ever 
recorded. And in May, US and Mexican health authorities jointly rang an 
alarm over cases of meningitis, caused by the fungus Fusarium solani, 
which seemed to have spread to more than 150 clinic patients via 
contaminated anesthesia products. By mid-August, 12 people had died. 
All of those outbreaks are different: in size, in pathogen, in location, and the 
people they affected. But what links them is that they were all caused by 
fungi—and to the small cadre of researchers who keep track of such things, 
that is worrisome. The experts share a sense, supported by incomplete data 
but also backed by hunch, that serious fungal infections are occurring more 
frequently, affecting more people, and also are becoming harder to treat. 

“We don’t have good surveillance for fungal infections,” admits Tom Chiller, an infectious disease physician and chief of the CDC’s 
mycotic diseases branch. “So it’s hard to give a fully data-driven answer. But the feeling is definitely that there is an increase.” 
The question is: Why? There may be multiple answers. More people are living longer with chronic illnesses, and their impaired 
immune systems make them vulnerable. But the problem isn’t only that fungal illnesses are more frequent; it is also that new 
pathogens are emerging and existing ones are claiming new territory. When experts try to imagine what could exert such widespread 
influence, they land on the possibility that the problem is climate change. 
Fungi live in the environment; they affect us when they encounter us, but for many, their original homes are vegetation, decaying 
plant matter, and dirt. “Speculative as it is, it's entirely possible that if you have an environmental organism with a very specific 
ecological niche, out there in the world, you only need a very small change in the surface temperature or the air temperature to alter 
its niche and allow it to proliferate,” says Neil Stone, a physician and fungal infections lead at University College London Hospitals. 
“And it's that plausibility, and the lack of any alternative explanation, which makes it believable as a hypothesis.” 
For this argument, C. auris is the leading piece of evidence. The rogue yeast was first identified in 2009 in a single patient in Japan, 
but within just a few years, it bloomed on several continents. Genetic analyses showed the organism had not spread from one 
continent to others, but emerged simultaneously on each. It also behaved strikingly differently from most yeasts, gaining the abilities 
to pass from person to person and to thrive on cool inorganic surfaces such as plastic and metal—while collecting an array of 
resistance factors that protect it from almost all antifungal drugs. 
Arturo Casadevall, a physician and chair of molecular microbiology and immunology at the Johns Hopkins 
Bloomberg School of Public Health, proposed more than a decade ago that the rise of mammals over 

https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/72/wr/mm7219a4.htm
https://www.cdc.gov/media/releases/2023/p0320-cauris.html
https://www.wired.com/story/the-strange-and-curious-case-of-the-deadly-superbug-yeast/
https://www.wired.com/story/the-strange-and-curious-case-of-the-deadly-superbug-yeast/
https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/newsroom/alerts/blastomycosishhe.html
https://funguseducationhub.org/interim-guidance-matamoros-fm-outbreak-5_20_23/
https://funguseducationhub.org/interim-guidance-matamoros-fm-outbreak-5_20_23/
https://www.cdc.gov/hai/outbreaks/meningitis-epidural-anesthesia.html
https://www.wired.com/story/a-vaccine-against-valley-fever-finally-works-for-dogs/
https://www.wired.com/tag/climate/
https://www.wired.com/story/the-desperate-race-to-neutralize-a-lethal-superbug-yeast/
https://journals.plos.org/plospathogens/article?id=10.1371/journal.ppat.1002808
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dinosaurs was propelled by an inherent protection: Internally, we’re too hot. Most fungi flourish at 30 degrees Celsius or less, while 
our body temperature hovers between 36 and 37 degrees Celsius. (That’s from 96.8 to the familiar 98.6 degrees Fahrenheit.) So w  
hen an asteroid smashed into the Earth 65 million years ago, throwing up a cloud of pulverized vegetation and soil and the fungi 
those would have contained, the Earth’s dominant reptiles were vulnerable, but early mammals were not. 
But Casadevall warned of a corollary possibility: If fungi increased their thermotolerance, learning to live at higher temperatures as 
the climate warms, mammals could lose that built-in protection—and he proposed that the weird success of C. auris might indicate 

it is the first fungal pathogen whose adaptation to warmth allowed it to find a new 
niche. 
In the 14 years since it was first spotted, C. auris has invaded health care in dozens 
of countries. But in that time, other fungal infections have also surged. At the height 
of the Covid pandemic, India experienced tens of thousands of cases of 
mucormycosis, commonly called “black fungus,” which ate away at the faces and 
airways of people made vulnerable by having diabetes or taking steroids. In California, 
diagnosis of coccidioidomycosis (also called Valley fever) rose 800 percent between 
2000 and 2018. And new species are affecting humans for the first time. In 2018, a 
team of researchers from the US and Canada identified four people, two from each 

country, who had been infected by a newly identified genus, Emergomyces. Two of the four died. (The fungus got its name because 
it is “emerging” into the human world.) Subsequently, a multinational team identified five species in that newly-named genus that are 
causing infections all over the world, most severely in Africa. 
Fungi are on the move. Last April, a research group from the Washington University School of Medicine in St. Louis examined the 
expected geographic range in the US of what are usually called the “endemic fungi,” ones that flourish only within specific areas. 

https://www.wired.com/story/98-degrees-is-a-normal-body-temperature-right-not-quite/
https://journals.asm.org/doi/10.1128/mbio.00061-10
https://journals.asm.org/doi/10.1128/mbio.01397-19
https://www.icjournal.org/pdf/10.3947/ic.2022.0008#:~:text=auris%20infections%20have%20spread%20globally,in%20immunocompromised%20and%20hospitalized%20patients.
https://www.icjournal.org/pdf/10.3947/ic.2022.0008#:~:text=auris%20infections%20have%20spread%20globally,in%20immunocompromised%20and%20hospitalized%20patients.
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanmic/article/PIIS2666-5247(21)00148-8/fulltext
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/why-deadly-black-fungus-is-ravaging-covid-patients-in-india/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/why-deadly-black-fungus-is-ravaging-covid-patients-in-india/
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/69/wr/mm6948a4.htm?s_cid=mm6948a4_w
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/24/4/17-1765_article
https://journals.plos.org/plospathogens/article?id=10.1371/journal.ppat.1007977
https://academic.oup.com/cid/article-abstract/76/7/1295/6821728?redirectedFrom=fulltext
https://academic.oup.com/cid/article-abstract/76/7/1295/6821728?redirectedFrom=fulltext
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Those are Valley fever in the dry Southwestern US; histoplasmosis in the damp Ohio River valley; and blastomycosis, with a range 
that stretched from the Great Lakes down the Mississippi to New Orleans, and as far east as the Virginia coast. Using Medicare data 
from more than 45 million seniors who sought health care between 2007 and 2016, the group discovered that the historically 
documented range of these fungi is wildly out of step with where they are actually causing infections now. Histoplasmosis, they found, 
had been diagnosed in at least one county in 94 percent of US states; blastomycosis, in 78 percent; and Valley fever in 69 percent. 
That represents an extension of range so vast that it challenges the meaning of endemic—to the point that Patrick Mazi, an assistant 
professor of medicine and first author on the paper, urges clinicians to cease thinking of fungal infections as geographically 
determined, and focus on symptoms instead. “Let’s acknowledge that everything is dynamic and changing,” he says. “We should 
recognize that for the sake of our patients.” 
Without taking detailed histories from those millions of patients, it can’t be proven where their infections originated. They could have 
been exposed within the fungi’s historic home ranges and then traveled; one analysis has correlated the occurrence of Valley fever 
in the upper Midwest with “snowbird” winter migration to the Southwest. But there is plenty of evidence for fungal pathogens moving 
to new areas, via animals and bats, and on winds and wildfire smoke as well. 
However fungi are relocating, they appear to be adapting to their new homes, and changes in temperature and precipitation patterns 
may be part of that. Ten years ago, CDC and state investigators found people in eastern Washington state infected with Valley fever, 
and proved they had acquired it not while traveling, but locally—in a place long considered too cold and dry for that fungus to survive. 
A group based primarily at UC Berkeley has demonstrated that transmission of Valley fever in California is intimately linked to weather 
there—and that the growing pattern of extreme drought interrupted by erratic precipitation is increasing the disease’s spread. And 
other researchers have identified cases of a novel blastomycosis in Saskatchewan and Alberta, pushing the map of where that 
infection occurs further north and west. 
The impact of climate change on complex phenomena is notoriously hard to prove—but researchers can now add some evidence to 
back up their intuition that fungi are adapting. In January, researchers at Duke University reported that when they raised the lab 
temperatures in which they were growing the pathogenic fungus Cryptococcus deneoformans—the cause of a quarter-million cases 
of meningitis each year—the fungus’s rate of mutation revved into overdrive. That activated mobile elements in the fungus’s genome, 
known as transposons, allowing them to move around within its DNA and affect how its genes are regulated. The rate of mutation 
was five times higher in fungi raised at human body temperature than at an incubator temperature of 30 degrees Celsius—and when 
the investigators infected mice with the transformed fungi, the rate of mutation sped up even more. 
Researchers who are paying attention to rising fungal problems make a final point about them: We’re not seeing more cases because 
we’ve gotten better at finding them. Tests and devices to detect fungi, especially within patients, haven’t undergone a sudden 
improvement. In fact, achieving better diagnostics was top of a list published by the World Health Organization last fall when it drew 
up its first ranking of “priority fungal pathogens” in hopes of guiding research. 
Multiple studies have shown that patients can wait two to seven weeks to get an accurate diagnosis, even when they are infected 
with fungi endemic to where they live, which ought to be familiar to local physicians. So understanding that fungi are changing their 
behavior is really an opportunity to identify how many more people might be in danger than previously thought—and to get out in 
front of that risk. “Patients are being diagnosed out of traditional areas, and we are missing them,” Mazi says. “All of these are 
opportunities to achieve better outcomes.” 
 

Chinese nanotechnology fueling advanced bio, cyber weapons, 

electronic warfare tools, study warns  
By Bill Gertz 
Source: https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2023/aug/26/study-warns-chinese-nanotechnology-fueling-advance/ 
 
Aug 26 – The Chinese military is building sophisticated biological weapons and small-scale electronic tools made with 
nanotechnology that could be used in covert warfare, a major study warns. 
“China’s invisible arsenals encompass a range of advanced weaponry that are distinctly focused on providing the Chinese 
Communist Party with a range of asymmetric warfare options, including the delivery of biological, biochemical and neurobiological 
weapons on target populations,” according to a report by three open-source intelligence analysts. 
The People’s Liberation Army, or PLA, is developing nanoweapons using highly sophisticated microscopic 
materials that enhance the effects of biological weapons, according to the report, titled “In the Shadows of 
Science: Unravelling China’s Invisible Arsenals of Nanoweapons.” It was made public earlier this month. 

https://www.wired.com/story/valley-fever-is-spreading-through-a-hotter-drier-western-us/
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/24/8/17-1595_article
https://journals.asm.org/doi/10.1128/microbiolspec.funk-0047-2016
https://www.wired.com/story/wildfire-smoke-may-carry-deadly-fungi-long-distances/
https://academic.oup.com/cid/article/56/6/847/310582
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2542519622002029?ref=pdf_download&fr=RR-2&rr=7f9bbce12cbab100
https://academic.oup.com/cid/article/68/2/188/5034009
https://www.wired.com/story/the-scary-science-of-mauis-wildfires/
https://www.pnas.org/doi/10.1073/pnas.2209831120
https://www.pnas.org/doi/10.1073/pnas.2209831120
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41579-023-00861-x
https://www.acpjournals.org/doi/10.7326/M22-2371
https://www.washingtontimes.com/topics/peoples-liberation-army/
https://www.washingtontimes.com/topics/china/
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The report warns that Chinese advancements in biotechnology raise new fears about dual-use, civilian-military applications to 
produce genetically engineered pathogens for biological warfare, including difficult-to-trace bioweapons. 
Other nanotechnology weapons in development include miniature electronics and sensors in nanodevices for conducting data theft 
and disrupting critical infrastructure without detection. 
Infrastructure attacks using nanorobots “could lead to blackouts, communication failures, or financial disruptions, posing severe 
threats to national security and stability,” the report said. 
“Moreover, with the integration of [artificial intelligence] into nano-devices, China’s military can create autonomous AI-driven nano-
weapons capable of making real-time decisions and executing cyber-attacks with unparalleled sophistication and unpredictability,” 
the study said. 
Beijing has long been considering such capabilities. The report cites a 2021 Chinese research paper that explains how “molecular 
communication” would target advanced networks with precision cyberattacks. 
Molecular communication is a nanotechnology that uses the release of tiny devices, such as molecules, into liquid or gas 
that can provide instructions to a receiver. 
One of the Chinese institutes that published the 2021 paper, the Shanghai Jiao Tong University, has been linked by the U.S. 
government to PLA cyberattacks against the U.S., the report said. 
Nanomaterials also could be employed to manipulate light and electromagnetic waves. Such technology would be used in advanced 
stealth warplanes, warships and military vehicles. 
Chinese nanotechnology will power autonomous weapons, such as nanorobots, in swarms for spying or military command and 
control. 
“These tiny yet powerful machines could be weaponized for tasks like reconnaissance, infiltration, or even targeted assassinations,” 
according to the intelligence analysts’ report. 
Combined nano-cyber-biological weapons are another area of deep concern. Experts warn that they could be used in hybrid Chinese 
weapons to infect computers, disrupt communications networks or control biological agents remotely. 
Other work in China includes “nanoparticle-enhanced energy weapons” to boost the power of directed energy weapons, such as 
lasers or electromagnetic pulse devices. These arms are designed to produce “more precise and devastating attacks,” the report 
warns. 
 
‘New domain of war’ 
The private study was published just days after the Pentagon released its first biological defense posture review. The review said 
China views biology as a “new domain of war” and is leveraging genetic engineering, precision medicine and brain sciences 
technology for military purposes. 
Deborah Rosenblum, U.S. assistant secretary of defense for nuclear, chemical and biological defense programs, last week raised 
the threat of advanced technology applied to biological arms. 
China and Russia pose the most serious threats related to biological arms, Ms. Rosenblum said. She noted that a major concern is 
the use of existing and emerging technologies for biological warfare programs. 
“We must maintain our momentum to prepare for any number of complex potential biological threats,” she said during a conference 
hosted by the Center for Strategic and International Studies, a Washington-based think tank. 
Ms. Rosenblum is the leader of the Pentagon’s new Biodefense Council, charged with improving defense and military measures 
against biological threats. 
The Pentagon said the main goal of its biodefense review is to improve homeland defenses from the “growing multi-domain threat 
posed by the People’s Republic of China.” 
The Chinese Foreign Ministry, in response to the Pentagon report, accused the United States of engaging in covert biological 
weapons development. 
“When it comes to biosecurity threats, the U.S. is the most active and suspected country in conducting bio-military activities,” Wang 
Wenbin, a ministry spokesman, told reporters recently. 
The open-source intelligence report was produced by a group called the CCP BioThreats Initiative and written by L.J. Eads, Ryan 
Clarke and Xiaoxu Sean Lin, who are experts in Chinese military and arms programs. All have experience in military, defense and 
intelligence services. They said Chinese advances in nanotechnology could make it more difficult to trace the source of public health 
crises, including pandemics. 
“While the CCP’s attempts to obfuscate the Wuhan Institute of Virology’s role in the SARS-CoV-2/COVID-
19 pandemic was unsuccessful, nanotechnology delivery systems would make future investigations and 
determinations of specific attribution more challenging,” the report said. 

https://www.washingtontimes.com/topics/china/
https://www.washingtontimes.com/topics/china/
https://www.washingtontimes.com/topics/china/
https://www.washingtontimes.com/topics/china/
https://www.washingtontimes.com/topics/peoples-liberation-army/
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China’s biological warfare work is conducted within civilian research institutes, frustrating efforts by intelligence agencies to gather 
detailed information on the threat. A key danger outlined in the report is China’s use of nanotechnology medicine that can produce 
medical advances but also be misused for bioweapons. 
“Nanoscale drug delivery systems could be tailored to deliver toxic agents specifically to target individuals or groups, making it 
challenging to trace the source of the attack,” the report said. 
A Chinese team of researchers at the Shenzhen Institute of Advanced Technology, National Center for Nanoscience and Technology, 
Institute of High Energy Physics, and the Kunming Institute of Zoology produced a nanomaterial that the institutes say can stop the 
spread of COVID-19 infections by trapping the SARS-CoV-2 virus. According to their report, the nanomaterial selectively binds to the 
virus spike protein, thus short-circuiting the infection process. Details were published in the journal Nature Nanotechnology. 
The Chinese military also could use the virus-stopping technology. 
“The adaptability and stealthy properties of nanomaterials could enable precise and undetectable delivery of harmful agents, posing 
significant risks to global biosecurity and necessitating strengthened international regulations and cooperation,” the report said. 
Using another nanotechnology designed to detect nerve agents, the Chinese military could design chemical agents that inhibit 
chemical activity “leading to severe nerve agent-like effects on the nervous system of the targeted individuals or populations,” the 
report said. “Additionally, the technology could facilitate targeted assassinations, as the detection systems might be used to identify 
and track specific individuals or groups exposed to toxic agents,” the report added. 
 
New weapons of war? 
The technology can be used for either defensive or civilian applications, but offensive military applications cannot be ruled out. 
The Chinese military is expected to develop genetically engineered pathogens with specific virulence or drug resistance profiles, 
allowing for targeted biological attacks against enemy forces or populations, the report said. 
U.S. intelligence agencies have obtained information that China is working on biological weapons designed to attack specific ethnic 
groups, a U.S. official with access to intelligence told The Washington Times in May 2020. 
The State Department’s most recent annual report on foreign nations’ compliance with arms agreements raised concerns that China 
has failed to comply with its obligations regarding germ weapons, based on work at Chinese military medical facilities. 
China’s biological research included activities with potential germ weapons applications, said the State Department, adding that 
China has “reportedly weaponized ricin, botulinum toxins, and the causative agents of anthrax, cholera, plague, and 
tularemia.” Other U.S. agencies are taking steps to curb Chinese biological weapons programs. 
The Commerce Department recently placed tighter controls on synthetic biology and genomic editing technology because of 
concerns that China is building toxin weapons, according to recent congressional testimony by Thea D. Rozman Kendler, assistant 
commerce secretary for export control. 
The Office of the Director of National Intelligence reported this year that progress in synthetic biology and genomic editing “could 
enable the development of novel biological weapons that evade detection, attribution, and treatment,” Ms. Rozman Kendler said. 
China could use the technology to achieve specific military and geopolitical aims. China “views nanotechnology-driven warfare as a 
core component of its asymmetric warfare strategy against the United States and its allies,” the intelligence analysts’ report said. 
“These research programs are not obscure ‘moonshots’; they are core strategic focus areas that are designed to be utilized over the 
near-term and within current state strategic circumstances, such as in Taiwan.” 
In a Taiwan conflict scenario, PLA troops could be immunized and deployed to areas where a specific weapons bacterial strain is 
released using nanotechnology delivery tools to eliminate enemy resistance, the report said. 
Remaining points of resistance to the Chinese invading force could be neutralized with neurobiological weaponry that would instill 
intense fear and other forms of cognitive incoherence to produce inaction. 
The result would allow the PLA to achieve absolute control over Taiwan or other areas while blunting any U.S. military intervention. 
“This scenario is based on known existing CCP research programs and what the clear strategic aims of those programs are,” the 
report said. 
 

Legionnaires Outbreak In Poland Being Investigated As Potential Bioterrorism  
Source: https://worldcrunch.com/world-affairs/legionnaires-outbreak-poland 
 
Aug 29 — An outbreak of Legionnaires' disease in southeastern Poland, near the border with Ukraine, is 
being investigated by the Agencja Bezpieczeństwa Wewnętrznego (ABW), Poland’s Internal Security 
Agency, as a potential attack of bioterrorism.  
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Since the outbreak began on Aug. 17, a total of 153 people have been hospitalized for Legionnairee's disease — a severe 
form of pneumonia— and 14 people have died.  

Stanisław Żaryn, Deputy Minister Coordinator of Special Services, released a statement on Monday with the initial findings of the  
investigation, which began on Aug. 25. "For now, it seems that we are not dealing with any deliberate actions against Poland," he 
said in a statement, reported on Polsat news.  
Żaryn, who said the investigation will continue, explained that if any such intentional 
actions actions are discovered, they would be classified as "bioterrorism.”   
 
Source of infection unknown   
The deaths from Legionnaires' disease, which spreads through contaminated 
droplets of water, were concentrated in the city of Rzeszów, which has seen a total 
of 103 hospitalizations, and the surrounding areas. Since the beginning of the war 
in Ukraine, the city has become a transport center for military equipment 
coming from the West into Ukraine — which piqued the interest of domestic 
security agents, who will continue to investigate the case in order to rule out the 
possibility of deliberate tampering with the water supply. 
Rzeszów Mayor Konrad Fijołek believes that climate change is to blame for the 
outbreak. "It seems that one of the elements that may be conducive to the 
development of bacteria is, unfortunately, the climate that is deteriorating and 
intensifying in our country", Fijołek told Radio ZET. “This may be one of the reasons, 
or one of a combination of causes, resulting in bacterial multiplication.” 
Since the outbreak began, the city has made the decision to close all swimming pools, water fountains and drinking fountains, and 
will continue to investigate the source of the disease in collaboration with the sanitary inspectorate. Municipal authorities have also 
conducted a disinfection of the water supply in Rzeszów and its surroundings.  
“The obtained results and information from epidemiological interviews do not provide grounds for determining the potential source of 
infection,” Adam Sidor, the provincial sanitary inspector, told Gazeta Wyborcza. 

 
X-ray image of lungs affected by Legionnaires' disease-linked pneumonia 

No joke  
Currently, all of those who died from the bacterial infection were individuals from 64 to 95 years old with 
preexisting health conditions. According to the WHO, Legionnaire's disease is the most dangerous 
infection linked to water-borne bacteria, with a death rate of 5-10%. Among people with preexisting 
conditions, this number rises to between 30 and 50%. Health professionals in Poland are continuing to 

https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/legionnaires-disease/
https://www.polsatnews.pl/wiadomosc/2023-08-28/stanislaw-zaryn-michal-kolodziejczak-i-anna-brylka-w-gosciu-wydarzen-transmisja-od-1920/
https://worldcrunch.com/focus/ukraine-refugees-poland-prenatal-care
https://worldcrunch.com/tag/ukraine-war
https://worldcrunch.com/tag/ukraine-war
https://zielona.interia.pl/polityka-klimatyczna/polska/news-prezydent-rzeszowa-rozwojowi-legionelli-sprzyjaja-zmiany-kli,nId,6992471#google_vignette
https://rzeszow.wyborcza.pl/rzeszow/7,34962,30130187,legionella-w-rzeszowie-abw-ujawnia-wstepne-ustalenia.html
https://www.wysokieobcasy.pl/wysokie-obcasy/7,100961,30117828,legionella-nie-musisz-pic-wody-zeby-zachorowac.html
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advise taking precautions, such as boiling all tap water in areas affected by the bacterium. “If someone starts to have symptoms of 
infection, they should see a doctor. Legionnaires' disease is no joke,” Dr. Lidia Stopyra, Head of the Department of Infectious 
Diseases and Pediatrics at the Stefan Żeromski Specialist Hospital in Kraków told Wysokie Obcasy magazine. "We should be careful 
until the source of infection is determined and the epidemic is under control, especially since the bacterium is starting to spread to 
other regions” 
 

Biotech promises miracles. But the risks call for more oversight  
By David Gillum, George Poste, Craig Woods, and Rachel Levinson 
Source: https://thebulletin.org/2023/08/biotech-promises-miracles-but-the-risks-call-for-more-oversight/ 

The "gene machine" was an early DNA synthesis machine produced in the 1980s. Progress in biotechnology, including significant 

advances in gene synthesis capabilities, heralds many advances, but may also require new systems of oversight to guard against 

biosecurity risks. Credit: National Museum of American History.  
 
Aug 31 – Some inventions, Abraham Lincoln once said, are of “peculiar value, on account of their great efficiency in facilitating all 
other inventions and discoveries.” Although many examples of disruptive ingenuity predate Lincoln’s 1860 speech, the list has grown 
rapidly since—and with revolutions seemingly occurring at a greater frequency. Consider electricity, aviation, antibiotics, vaccines, 
nuclear energy, space travel, the internet, and most recently, generative artificial intelligence. Like other groundbreaking innovations, 
many of these technologies can be put toward peaceful or malevolent ends, depending on the goals of who is using them. 
Now it’s the rise of biotechnology, a sector with its origins in the ability to sequence, synthesize, and edit the genes of organisms, 
that is joining the pantheon of advances that pose perplexing dual-use implications. Life sciences progress is creating both the 
potential for unprecedented benefits in medicine (and other areas) as well as new risks of harm from accidents, unforeseen 
consequences, or even deliberate abuse. There has never been a major technological disruption that countries haven’t sought to 
use for industrial or military superiority, or for terrorists and criminals in pursuit of their aims. The examples of historical bioweapons 
programs and bioterrorism suggest that these maxims will likely remain the case as the bioeconomy grows. 
Despite the dramatic pace of discoveries in the life sciences, however, the regulatory systems established for other dual-use risk 
domains, such as chemical and nuclear research, remain far more mature than those for oversight of the bioeconomy. This reflects 
fears stemming from the last century’s wars—the chemical trench warfare of World War I and nuclear 
bombings during World War II—as well as from the health and environmental consequences of accidents 
in the nuclear and industrial sectors like Chernobyl or the Deepwater Horizon oil well disaster. 

https://www.wysokieobcasy.pl/wysokie-obcasy/7,100961,30117828,legionella-nie-musisz-pic-wody-zeby-zachorowac.html
https://fas.org/publication/soviet_bw/
https://fas.org/publication/soviet_bw/
http://nti.org/analysis/articles/revisiting-aum-shinrikyo-new-insights-most-extensive-non-state-biological-weapons-program-date-1/
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The oversight of scientific research exists at international, national, state, and institutional levels and within multiple agencies and 
jurisdictions. Regulations, guidelines, and policies on the safety and security of scientific research have been ratified in many legal 
instruments. The outdated mode of biosecurity governance starts at the level of global diplomacy. 
The 1972 Biological Weapons Convention, now signed by 183 nations, was designed to prohibit the development, production, 
acquisition, transfer, and stockpiling of biological and toxin weapons. The type of hazards identified in the convention have not kept 
pace with advances in molecular biology, genetics, and synthetic biology. And within the United States and elsewhere, these powerful 
technologies, now increasingly combined with progress in engineering, autonomous robotics systems, and advanced computing, 
substantially complicate the development of all embracing regulatory and legislative oversight frameworks that look beyond simply 
controlling pathogen research to limit risks without constraining growth in the global bioeconomy. 
Developing a well-balanced oversight system will not be easy. Nonetheless, the expanding gaps in national and international 
governance of dual-use biotechnology dictate that this subject be a core component of national security policies. 
 
The evolution of biological dual-use risk oversight 
Building on experiments in the 1950s that established DNA as the genetic code of life, the science of manipulating genomes, 
modifying genetic control mechanisms, and creating novel biological functions and organisms not seen in nature progressed rapidly. 
But with these advances came increasing public concern over progress in genetic research. 
Paul Berg, a biochemist, played a role in precipitating the controversy over recombinant (hybrid) DNA with his work in the 1970s 
introducing bacterial genes into a virus known to cause tumors in rodents. Although Berg had planned to introduce the modified viral 
DNA to bacterial cells, concern over whether infected cells could escape and cause human cancers ultimately led him to pause the 
work. Berg and other scientists organized the Asilomar Conference on recombinant DNA in 1975 with the goal of assuaging public 
fears over the new technology and touting the capability of the scientific community to self-police. The now-famous conference led 
to guidelines for government-sponsored genetic engineering research, but no onerous new rules—arguably a light-touch oversight 
approach in the life sciences that has largely endured. 
In the almost 50 years since Asilomar, oversight of dual-use biotechnology in the United States has mainly focused on the original 
fears surrounding the Berg experiment: the risks associated with the manipulation of pathogens. This is likely in part a legacy of Cold 
War-era concerns about covert development of biowarfare agents—including by nations who signed on to the Biological Weapons 
Convention. What biosecurity policy still lacks is a holistic approach to regulation of the biotechnology-driven modifications of humans, 
animals, plants, and microorganisms. 
With the rise of several radical and terrorist groups over the last few decades, the prospect of bioterrorism by substate actors has 
heightened concerns over the misuse of pathogens. The 2001 anthrax attacks, for example, galvanized the US government and 
others to implement controls on the use and distribution of the microbial agents deemed most likely to be deployed by adversaries, 
the so-called “select agents.” 
In the same era, academic research demonstrating how science could be used to design and assemble synthetic viruses prompted 
the formation of the National Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity in 2005 to evaluate dual-use risk from federally funded 
biotechnology research, conducted primarily in academia. The board’s formation represented a departure from policy geared toward 
stemming bioweapons or bioterrorism and the US government’s focus remained clearly on pathogens. 
After research groups published studies on making highly pathogenic avian influenza airborne transmissible among mammals, the 
National Institutes of Health expanded their focus to consider biosecurity risks. The NIH’s oversight actions in 2014 and 2017 took 
aim at “gain-of-function” experiments, such as those that could induce specific mutations or modifications to enhance a pathogen’s 
virulence, transmission, or immune evasiveness. The COVID pandemic only intensified public and legislative concerns about 
pandemic diseases and the risk-benefit calculus involved in gain-of-function research. New recommendations in 2023 from the 
biosecurity advisory board sought to further tighten oversight of pathogen research and to increase biosafety measures against 
accidental release. 
 
Looming gaps 
While attention on pathogen research is clearly warranted, to better anticipate future risks originating from the life sciences research 
and the bioeconomy, regulators and the scientific community must now expand the horizon for dual-use research beyond a narrow 
focus on select agent pathogens. Trying to predict which pathogen will cause future harm, and whether it is existing or modified in 
nature or artificially created, is a continuous challenge. In addition, there are recent innovations in 
biotechnology that are raising biosecurity concerns: Artificial Intelligence (AI) could be used to develop 
blueprints for novel pathogens; experiments conducted using software and complex algorithms could 
predict the makeup of organisms that are more infectious and transmissible to humans, plants and 

https://www.nature.com/scitable/topicpage/isolating-hereditary-material-frederick-griffith-oswald-avery-336/
https://www.nature.com/articles/455290a
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/historical/1976_11_30_Vol_05_No_20.pdf
https://www.nih.gov/about-nih/who-we-are/nih-director/statements/statement-funding-pause-certain-types-gain-function-research
https://www.phe.gov/s3/dualuse/Documents/P3CO.pdf
https://www.phe.gov/s3/Documents/FESAP-guiding-principles.pdf
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animals; benchtop devices may eventually be used to synthesize nucleic acids to aid in the creation of pathogens; and personal 
genetic screening databases could potentially allow for the creation of targeted bioweapons. Broadening the aperture of what 
biosecurity oversight should encompass will be complex. 
The National Science Advisory Board’s policies on pathogenic organisms—which have so far been embraced by the US 
government—apply to federally sponsored research, most of which occurs in academia. But they do not address private sector 
research. As the advisory board’s latest set of recommendations points out, increased federal, state, and local government oversight 
of the private sector would help to create “a national culture of responsibility.” 
But even if existing biosafety and biosecurity regulations were expanded to include the private sector, which government agencies 
would have lead responsibilities for oversight of different types of biorisk remains ill-defined. Similarly, without international 
harmonization of dual-use guidelines, the prognosis for orderly and responsible global development of these technologies will remain 
problematic. 
The unifying principle in biotechnology research is understanding the varied genetic regulatory networks and molecular circuitry that 
encode biological functions in different life forms, from single-cellular microorganisms to humans. This knowledge provides the 
foundation for ever more precise manipulation of biological systems. The evolution of precision medicine, precision agriculture, 
environmental bioremediation, and novel industrial bioprocesses illustrates the myriad positive benefits of biotechnology—but the 
same insights into the organization of the molecular systems creates almost limitless vulnerabilities for their deliberate, targeted 
disruption. 
 
Technological convergence 
Dual-use life sciences progress isn’t occurring in a vacuum. 
A new oversight framework must address the implications of the confluence of the life sciences with engineering and large-scale 
computing platforms. The potential applications of using AI to expand the spectrum of chemical and biological weapons has attracted 
high-level attention in the United States and overseas. AI has already been used to simulate chemicals with increased toxicity and 
to design algorithms for pharmaceuticals that could also be used as biochemical weapons to disrupt diverse bodily functions. There 
are growing concerns that new AI platforms could develop proteins or synthetic biological constructs—and that could serve to make 
the process of developing biological weapons easier, by helping to lower barriers to access, like advanced scientific knowledge. 
Conversations about how to control AI have been going on for years. Yet, it is only now triggering a tsunami of panicked legislative 
hearings and media think-pieces. Even so, the daunting task of assessing the dual-use risk implications of AI and emerging 
biotechnologies has not yet reached the necessary level of conversation with a broader audience. Could ChatGPT and desktop gene 
synthesis machines be used to create the next pandemic pathogen or design ethnic specific bioweapons? Theoretically, yes (as 
described in a recent publication from MIT). A more pragmatic critique, however, is necessary to evaluate the technical barriers, skill 
gaps, and logistics implicit in making such hypothetical threats a reality. 
Open access 
Amid the dual-use risks posed by new biotechnology, there is another component that is lacking in, at least, US biosecurity 
governance: clear policies for dealing with information hazards. 
Earlier efforts to engage leading scientific journals to adopt editorial policies to identify open research source data that could be 
usurped for malicious intent have been largely unsuccessful. This was largely based on reflexive opposition from the academic 
research community as eroding the fundamental tenet of academic freedom, as well as the US National Security Directive 189, which 
calls for, “to the maximum extent possible, the products of fundamental research remain unrestricted.” Examples, however, abound 
about the potential risks of placing biotechnology information in the open literature. 
The federal government also has a moral imperative to develop and disseminate training and educational curriculum for life sciences 
researchers. Increasing the exposure that undergraduates and graduates in the life sciences get to biosecurity concerns would be a 
welcome reform. To encourage greater biosafety and biosecurity awareness, such training materials could be made into a 
requirement for receiving federal funds. 
 
A path forward 
Biotechnology is changing so quickly that rules adopted today are unlikely to match the speed and scale of life science innovation. 
In a narrow sense, regulators must provide clear guidance on how and when to report research with the potential to cause major 
harm and define accountabilities for failing to do so. More broadly, a renewed social and cultural awakening 
among life science communities on the scope of dual-use technologies in biological and medical research 
is long overdue. 

https://www.science.org/content/article/could-chatbots-help-devise-next-pandemic-virus
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Implementing a new oversight system will require: forming new coalitions of expertise drawn from government, academia, and 
industry; improving the coordination of biosecurity policies across government agencies both within countries and internationally; and 
the creation of systems and tools to identify, mitigate, and attribute misuse. US biosecurity policy focused on pathogen misuse for 
decades and failed to take into account the broader capabilities of biotechnology. At the same time, it has largely been focused on 
publicly-funded research while ignoring the role private resources play in advancing biotechnology. What is necessary is policymaking 
that is agile and that can adapt to the expansion of new dual-use technologies. 
Meaningful progress in domestic and global biotechnology governance may represent one of the grand challenges of the coming 
decade in shaping security policies while ensuring peace and commercial innovation. 
 

David Gillum is Associate Vice President of Compliance and Research Administration at the University of Nevada, Reno, an 
associate editor of Applied Biosafety, and past president of the American Biological Safety Association International. 
George Poste is Regents' Professor, Del E. Webb Chair in Health Innovation and Director of the Complex Adaptive Systems Initiative 
at Arizona State University. He is a member of the Council on Foreign Relations, ex-officio member of the Bipartisan Commission on 
Biodefense and prior member of the US Defense Science Board. 
Craig Woods is the Director of Infectious Disease and Biosecurity Projects for the Complex Adaptive Systems Initiative at Arizona 
State University. He is a veterinarian with over 20 years of experience in drug development and conducting human and veterinary 
clinical trials. 
Rachel Levinson is the Executive Director of Federal Research Engagement at Arizona State University. She is a twenty five-year 
veteran of science policy at the national level and was previously the Assistant Director for Life Sciences in the Office of Science and 
Technology Policy for the President of the United States. 

 

Korea may become 3rd country in the world to develop anthrax vaccine 
Source: https://www.koreabiomed.com/news/articleView.html?idxno=21969 
 
Aug 31 – Korea is expected to become one of three nations that have succeeded in developing an anthrax vaccine after developing 
the vaccine for 26 years. 
The Korea Disease Control and Prevention Agency (KCDA) said Thursday that it will apply for a product license for a domestically 
developed anthrax vaccine to the Ministry of Food and Drug Safety after recently completing the phase 2 clinical trial. 
If approved, Korea will be the third country in the world to successfully develop a human anthrax vaccine after the U.S. and 
the U.K. 
Notably, KDCA stressed that Korea will actually become the second country to commercialize anthrax vaccines after the 
U.S. because the U.K. has not commercialized its vaccine despite developing it. 
According to the KDCA, anthrax vaccine research began in 1997 in Korea, and the following year, a production strain was developed 
and patented. In 2002, it began joint development with GC, completing a phase 1 clinical trial in 2009 and a phase 2a study in 2012. 
The phase 2 study began in June 2021 and was recently completed. 
As anthrax is a high-risk pathogen, it cannot be tested on people, which means it can be replaced by an alternative phase 3 test on 
animals according to the Animal Rule, which allows for the approval of drugs and licensure of biological products when human 
efficacy studies are not ethical. 
Anthrax, a zoonotic disease, is classified as a Class 1 infectious disease, which includes the highest-risk infectious diseases and 
those with bioterrorism potential. 
While the disease is primarily seen in herbivores, humans can become infected through the skin or respiratory tract when they eat 
or handle infected animals. 
In Korea, anthrax has been reported in several clusters and sporadic outbreaks since 1952, with the last reported outbreak 
in 2000, killing two people. 
“Anthrax is not only a legal infectious disease but also a pathogen that can be used for bioterrorism, which is why we developed a 
vaccine for both response and preparedness as a national stockpile medicine,” said Kim So-hyun, a researcher at the KDCA’s high 
risk pathogens division. “Simply having an anthrax vaccine means that we can respond to bioterrorism events, which will act as a 
deterring factor for any possible bioterrorism events.” 
Kim also stressed that the development of the vaccine is also significant in terms of vaccine sovereignty. 
“Currently, all anthrax vaccines are imported from the U.S.," said Kim. "However, as we have our own 
vaccine, we can now use our own vaccines in case of a bioterrorism event.” 
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Will BA.2.86 ('Pirola'), the New Coronavirus Variant, Increase 

COVID-19 Cases? 
Source: https://www.yalemedicine.org/news/new-covid-variant-ba286-pirola 
 
Aug 31 – A new coronavirus variant, BA.2.86, is raising concern with public health experts, 
but it’s too early to know if this one is any more transmissible than current strains of the 
virus—or if it will even stick around.  
But there may be a reason to worry. This variant, which has unofficially been nicknamed 
“Pirola,” a combination of the Greek letters Pi and Rho, has more than 30 mutations to its 
spike protein compared to XBB.1.5, a variant of Omicron that had been the dominant strain 
in the United States before being surpassed recently by EG.5. The spike protein is how the 
coronavirus enters human cells.  
“Such a high number of mutations is notable,” says Yale Medicine infectious diseases specialist Scott 
Roberts, MD, adding that it is similar to the number of mutations that differed between Delta, one of the early strains of 
the coronavirus, and Omicron. 
“When Omicron hit in the winter of 2021, there was a huge rise in COVID-19 cases because it was so different from the Delta variant, 
and it evaded immunity from both natural infection and vaccination,” Dr. Roberts says. “The other concern is that this strain has been 
picked up in at least six countries, and the cases are unrelated. This suggests some degree of transmission in the [international] 
community that we’re not detecting.”  
We talked more with Dr. Roberts about BA.2.86.  
 
What do we know so far about BA.2.86? 
BA.2.86 is a newly designated variant of Omicron, 
which itself is a variant of SARS-CoV-2, the virus 
that causes COVID-19. BA.2.86 has additional 
mutations compared to previously detected 
Omicron subvariants. More specifically, it is 
derived from BA.2, an Omicron subvariant that 
circulated more than a year ago, Dr. Roberts 
adds.  
BA.2.86 was first detected in late July in Denmark 
and appeared in the U.S. in August. The fact that 
the known cases so far do not appear to be linked indicates that the strain is circulating more widely than believed, especially since 
COVID-19 surveillance has lessened, Dr. Roberts says.  
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), existing tests to detect and medications used to treat COVID-
19 (such as Paxlovid, Veklury, and Lagevrio) appear to be effective with BA.2.86, but this variant may be more capable of causing 
infection in people who have had COVID-19 or have been vaccinated against it. There is currently no evidence that the strain is 
causing more severe illness.  
What's more, at this time, the increase in COVID-19 hospitalizations in the U.S. is likely driven by XBB lineage viruses, not BA.2.86. 
 
What is most concerning about this new variant? 
Because BA.2.86 has so many mutations that make it different from other coronavirus strains, many medical experts wonder if it has 
the potential to bypass immune defenses both from natural infection and prior vaccination, Dr. Roberts explains.  
“Nobody knows right now, but studies are ongoing,” he says. “The biggest concern has been the number of mutation differences with 
BA.2.86. When we went from XBB.1.5 to EG.5, that was maybe one or two mutations, and they were expected. With every respiratory 
virus, as it spreads from person to person, it evolves gradually over time. But these massive shifts, which we also saw from Delta to 
Omicron, are worrisome.”  
The flu, Dr. Roberts points out, similarly sometimes has a massive change, such as with the swine flu in 
2009. However, sometimes these variants fade away and don’t amount to anything, he adds.  
“The big question is if BA.2.86 will have the same exponential growth that Omicron did—in terms of case 
numbers—or if it will die out, which is certainly what everyone hopes,” Dr. Roberts says.  

https://medicine.yale.edu/news-article/eg51-ba286-keeping-up-with-the-new-covid-19-subvariants/
https://medicine.yale.edu/news-article/eg51-ba286-keeping-up-with-the-new-covid-19-subvariants/
https://www.yalemedicine.org/news/5-things-to-know-omicron
https://www.yalemedicine.org/news/covid-eg5-eris-latest-coronavirus-strain
https://www.yalemedicine.org/specialists/scott-c-roberts
https://www.yalemedicine.org/specialists/scott-c-roberts
https://www.yalemedicine.org/news/5-things-to-know-delta-variant-covid
https://www.yalemedicine.org/news/covid-19-variants-of-concern-omicron
https://www.yalemedicine.org/conditions/covid-19
https://www.cdc.gov/respiratory-viruses/whats-new/index.html
https://www.yalemedicine.org/news/which-covid-test-is-accurate
https://www.yalemedicine.org/news/covid-19-treatment-drugs
https://www.yalemedicine.org/news/13-things-to-know-paxlovid-covid-19
https://www.yalemedicine.org/news/covid-19-vaccine-comparison
https://www.yalemedicine.org/conditions/flu
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As of Aug. 30, the CDC reports that the variant has been identified in at least four states in the U.S. in samples from either people or 
wastewater. The good news is that, thanks to the greater degree of herd immunity from infection and vaccination, the world is not as 
vulnerable to severe illness or infection from the coronavirus as it was in 2020, Dr. Roberts explains.  
“Since the original version of SARS-CoV-2, many people have gotten infected, and many have been boosted,” he says. “However, 
for many of us, it might have been a year or more since we’ve had a booster, so I would encourage everyone to get the updated 
shot, which is expected to come out in mid-September.”  
 
Will the new COVID-19 booster protect against BA.2.86? 
Scientists are evaluating the effectiveness of the forthcoming updated COVID-19 booster against BA.2.86, according to the CDC. 
Currently, the CDC says the updated vaccine is expected to be effective at reducing severe disease and hospitalization from BA.2.86.  
“My guess is that it will also offer an added layer of protection from infection, but it won’t be one hundred percent,” Dr. Roberts says.  
“With that being said, the CDC’s preliminary report says that we don’t have any evidence right now that BA.2.86 causes more severe 
disease, death, or hospitalization. We don't yet know how transmissible it is, and it's very possible it doesn't spread that well and we 
would see this peter out in a couple of weeks,” says Dr. Roberts. “But it’s important to remember that it’s still the same virus at its 
core, so the same prevention methods—masking, vaccination, and hand-washing, among others—can help people avoid infection.” 
 

Guatemala declares dengue health emergency 
Source: https://www.france24.com/en/live-news/20230831-guatemala-declares-dengue-health-
emergency 
 
Aug 31 – Health Minister Francisco Coma announced the measure that would 
remain in effect for three months and would entail widespread fumigation to 

eradicate mosquitos that carry the disease. 

According to health ministry data, more than 12,200 cases of dengue have 
been reported so far this year, more than double the number in the 
corresponding period of 2022. There have been 22 deaths. 

Civil protection official Walter 
Monroy said that with the 
approach of the rainy season, 
there will be more standing water 
for mosquitos to breed in. 
"The importance of this 
intervention and this interagency 
coordination is to prevent current 
cases from increasing," he said of the state of emergency. 
Guatemala recorded its highest-ever number of yearly cases in 2019, with more than 
50,000. Dengue is a disease endemic to tropical areas that causes high fevers, 
headaches, nausea, vomiting, muscle pain and, in the most serious cases, bleeding 
that can lead to death. The World Health Organization said in April that dengue and 

other diseases caused by mosquito-borne viruses are spreading faster and further due to climate change. 
 

US FDA approves Emergent BioSolutions' anthrax vaccine 
Source: https://www.reuters.com/business/healthcare-pharmaceuticals/us-fda-approves-emergent-biosolutions-
anthrax-vaccine-2023-07-20/ 
 
July 20 – Emergent BioSolutions (EBS.N) said on Thursday the U.S. Food and Drug Administration has approved its anthrax vaccine 
for use in adults aged 18 through 65. The vaccine, Cyfendus, has been approved for use following suspected or confirmed exposure 
to a type of bacteria and has to be administered together with antibacterial drugs. 
Anthrax is a potentially deadly infectious disease caused by exposure to the bacterium Bacillus anthracis. 
The bacteria most commonly affect hoofed animals such as goats, but people who come in contact with 
the spores can also become infected. 

https://www.cdc.gov/respiratory-viruses/whats-new/covid-19-variant-update-2023-08-30.html
https://www.yalemedicine.org/news/how-to-wash-your-hands
https://www.reuters.com/markets/companies/EBS.N
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Public health position available: Low pay. Promise of burnout and harassment. 

Master’s preferred.  

By Kimberly Ma 
Source: https://thebulletin.org/2023/09/public-health-position-available-low-pay-promise-of-burnout-and-harassment-masters-preferred/ 

 
Sep 01 – Will there be another pandemic after COVID? Considering that there have been at least four major international disease 
crises in the last 20 years alone—plus a number of smaller but still serious outbreaks—smart money would say, “yes.” But a look at 
trends in the US public health workforce, at first glance, suggests that government agencies have taken the opposite bet. The state 
and local health departments responsible for disease surveillance, vaccination campaigns, and assistance in natural disasters like 
wildfires or hurricanes are hemorrhaging workers, with an additional 130,000 at risk of leaving the profession by 2025. Unless 
something changes soon, there will be too few new employees to backfill empty positions—or to make up for the loss of invaluable 
institutional knowledge. 
One key to solving the public health workforce problem lies in figuring out how to sell these jobs as plausible career paths. That’s not 
as straightforward a proposition as it may sound at first. Many workers left these jobs in recent years after experiencing burnout or 
harassment. In fact, one large survey found a third of US workers in the field reported intimidation or other forms of negative treatment 
during the pandemic. Seeing public health workers getting “doxxed”—having personal information revealed online—or receiving slur-
ridden messages on social media certainly can leave a bad impression. 
But an equally big problem in public health isn’t personal, it’s structural: Money for salaries is dwindling and not keeping up with the 
cost of living or with obtaining higher education qualifications. 
Public health departments, like other organizations, prize job candidates with graduate degrees—especially from prestigious 
institutions. According to the US government, the percentage of 25- to 29-year-olds who got a master’s degree increased by more 
than 40 percent between 2010 and 2022. Master’s programs, however, often churn out graduates who may not be able to pay back 
high student loans (or cover the rent) on public health salaries. 
Getting a public health master’s degrees from a “top 10” U.S. News-ranked graduate program in the United States can take years 
and cost over $100,000. At the same time, some entry level jobs, while requiring a master’s degree, have starting salaries of less 
than $60,000—including in major cities with high costs of living. Add in other factors, such as high inflation, and an overall bleak 
monetary picture for public health workers emerges. The reality is, without an infusion of consistent funding in the near future, public 
health agencies may not be able to offer salaries sufficient to pay the bills for new master’s graduates. 
 
Lowering barriers to public health careers 
Andrew Pickett, the director of emergency preparedness and response for the Pennsylvania Department of Health, put it to me this 
way: “[T]o obtain new talent, public health needs to make it easier and more cost-effective to become a public health employee.” 
But the roles in a public health department are varied. Some do require high-level training—epidemiological analysis, for example—
while others do not. The latter might include positions dealing with administrative management, data input, 
and office coordination, where candidates without graduate degrees or public health experience could 
likely do some of the work. In Pickett’s organization, many employees didn’t come from another public 
health department, but they did have useful experience in areas such as customer service. Pickett expects 

https://debeaumont.org/news/2023/public-health-turnover-threatens-community-health-and-safety/
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2801505
https://www.cidrap.umn.edu/harassment-public-health-officials-all-too-common-pandemic
https://nces.ed.gov/programs/coe/indicator/caa
https://www.usnews.com/best-graduate-schools/top-health-schools/public-health-rankings
https://library.oapen.org/bitstream/handle/20.500.12657/75844/1/9781800647886.pdf#page=198
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most new hires will require training anyway, so his priority, he said, is hiring “people who are willing to learn.” Perhaps more public 
health departments could do well by casting a recruitment net that extends beyond master’s programs and also captures graduates 
from a broader pool of bachelor’s, certificate, or community college programs, or even employees from other sectors. This would 
amount to hiring based on skillsets, rather than educational qualifications or program prestige. 
Those unfamiliar with the public health funding structure may be puzzled by the whole premise of the issue. Why don’t public health 
departments simply provide more appropriate salaries? They would then be able to both hire bright young minds and keep existing 
staff, thereby growing the workforce instead of simply stanching losses. 
In an ideal world, this is what would happen. But the current system of public health funding in the United States is simply not 
formulated to allow for this wonderful, simple solution, and historical precedents do not suggest systemic change is in the cards any 
time soon. 
It is important to remember that Congressional decisions directly determine each year’s federal public health funds. Congressionally 
approved funds are distributed by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) to state and territorial health agencies, 
which then distribute money to local health departments as per each jurisdiction’s structure. However, history shows that public health 
writ large has been regularly subject to what is called the “boom and bust cycle,” in which funds come pouring in during or after an 
emergency, but then recede as the crisis becomes an afterthought. Overall, federal public health funding through the CDC has failed 
to keep pace with rising needs, and agencies are feeling squeezed as they struggle to serve the public at the same level but with 
fewer resources. 
There are, of course, the emergency funds that Congress approves to help support public health in times of crisis, like the Infectious 
Disease Rapid Response Reserve Fund. While this is a big pot of funding, it also tends to have strict constraints on the eligible 
activities or items that it can go towards. Contracted staff aside, long-term hiring outside of the immediate infectious disease crisis in 
question is rarely allowed under these grants. 
So the question is, while continuing to advocate for more funding for responding to disasters such as hurricanes, wildfires, or 
bioterrorist attacks, what can public health departments do in the meantime? In parallel with calling for greater and more sustained 
resources, they need to try to find workforce solutions right now, with an eye to current legal and administrative constraints. 
For many departments, keeping current employees on the job may be as important as hiring new ones. A solution to stemming the 
outflow of workers will require looking beyond salaries and financial numbers and toward issues related to mental health and 
professional growth. 
Mackenzie Raub, a former county public health agency staffer in Pennsylvania, told me that during her time supporting the COVID 
response, her department was in charge of running vaccination clinics. With an enormous pandemic workload, time, energy, and 
people were all stretched thin, she said. 
Then came a flood of COVID relief funding, and her agency was able to hire a large group of new staff. The apparent good fortune, 
however, proved short-lived. First, distribution of the COVID vaccine made by Johnson & Johnson was paused, and shortly after 
that, the overwhelming surge in need for vaccination clinics subsided in May 2021. Some staff, Raub said, ended up “twiddling their 
thumbs.” For organizational reasons, it can be hard for senior employees to retrain staff for new tasks while continuing to plug away 
at a workload during a crisis. Unfortunately, without new fulfilling roles, many of Raub’s colleagues ended up leaving. 
Raub’s story demonstrates one reason why new staff in public health may choose to leave the field not long after entering it, despite 
a continued belief in the mission. Many of those who complete graduate programs in public health are initially surprised by what they 
end up working on in the field. In Raub’s case, some of her agency’s new hires expected intensive community engagement—running 
clinics, giving shots, that sort of thing—but instead ended up having almost nothing to do in their scopes of work. While new staff join 
the field fresh out of school and raring to go, they may end up doing mainly paperwork. That paperwork, such as data entry or grants 
management, is hugely important, and there certainly is no dearth of it that needs doing—but this discrepancy between expectations 
and reality can exacerbate the sense of burnout and disconnect that workers may feel. 
Veteran staffers like Raub and Pickett fully understand the disillusionment, and Raub herself ended up moving out of public health, 
taking a pay cut to do so. She felt burned out from responding to COVID, and despite a lower salary, the professional growth 
opportunities elsewhere were too good to pass up. The public health field will need to continue to adapt and find solutions to staff 
shortages through making public health an appealing career to stick with, perhaps even by working with educational programs to 
give students better expectations of what their future work may look like. 
Change may mean exploring ways to help workers feel motivated, including by constantly re-emphasizing the connection between 
seemingly mundane work and public health’s life-saving impacts. A low(er)-hanging fruit may mean urging 
employers to look at candidates with different degrees, not just those with a master’s in public health 
diploma from a top-ranked university. It would also help for more agencies to be open to hiring people from 

https://kffhealthnews.org/news/article/public-health-experts-worry-about-boom-bust-cycle-of-support/
https://www.tfah.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/TFAH-2023-PublicHealthFundingFINALc.pdf
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R47207
https://www.gao.gov/products/gao-23-106102
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different education backgrounds. As Raub aptly put it, “[Public health] is such a diverse field, why should we not have a diverse 
workforce?” 
One weakness of the 2022 National Biodefense Strategy—the US government blueprint for mitigating the risks of biothreats like 
zoonotic spillover or bioterrorism—was that it didn’t adequately describe the gutted state of the public health workforce—the same 
workforce that would be called on in future infectious disease crises. With the risk of another pandemic real and rising, it’s time to 
draw attention to the disappearing public health worker. 
 

Kimberly Ma is a PhD student in Biodefense at George Mason University and also works in public health preparedness. Previously, 
she was a biosecurity project lead with CRDF Global for projects funded by Department of State’s CTR Biosecurity Engagement 
Program, and also served as team lead for CRDF’s Women in Science and Security Initiative. She focuses on capacity-building in 
healthcare systems, risk communications, emerging biological threats due to climate change and urbanization, and advancing equity 
in national security workplaces. Kimberly holds a Master of Science from Georgetown University’s Biohazardous Threat Agents 
program and a double bachelor’s degree in molecular biology and Japanese from Dartmouth. 

 

Why AI for biological design should be regulated differently than chatbots  
By Matthew E. Walsh 
Source: https://thebulletin.org/2023/09/why-ai-for-biological-design-should-be-regulated-differently-than-chatbots/ 
 
Sep 01 – MIT researchers recently contrived a scenario where non-scientist students used ChatGPT to help them obtain information 
on how to acquire DNA that could make pathogens with pandemic potential. These undergraduate students reportedly had limited 
biological know-how. But by using the chatbot, they were able to gain the knowledge to create dangerous material in the lab and 
evade biosecurity measures. This experiment drew attention to the impacts of artificial intelligence tools on the biothreat landscape—
and how such applications contribute to global catastrophic biological risks.  
In recent weeks, scholars, the US policy community, and the public have been discussing the biosecurity implications and governance 
of AI-based tools. The White House recently released a fact sheet detailing the security measures that top large language model-
based chatbot developers have voluntarily committed to—including internal and external security testing to guard against AI-based 
biosecurity risks. In mid-July, Sen. Edward J. Markey (D-Mass.) introduced legislation, the Artificial Intelligence and Biosecurity Risk 
Assessment Act, that, if enacted, would require the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response to research how artificial 
intelligence tools could be used to generate biological weapons. And groups have published reports detailing recommendations to 
establish effective governance over artificial intelligence, such as the Helena Project report, Biosecurity in the Age of AI. 
In an effort to include all the ways in which artificial intelligence tools influence the biothreat landscape, policy conversations often 
group together general-purpose chatbots with biology-specific, AI bio-design tools. Understanding how each category of AI tools 
work, what their capabilities and limitations are, and where they are in their commercial development is important to establish effective 
governance. But it is most critical to recognize that large language model-based chatbots and bio-design tools influence the 
biosecurity landscape in vastly different ways. Their governance, therefore, should be considered and developed independently. 
 
Large language model-powered chatbots 
These chatbots are a combination of a large language model and a user interface. Language models ingest vast amounts of data, 
typically text of human languages— what practitioners call “natural language.” Training these models consumes tremendous amounts 
of computation resources and time, often months. Through this process, the large language model learns the structure, or grammar, 
of the language in the data and commonly contains hundreds of billions of parameters. A user interface can be overlaid on the model, 
which then results in an easy-to-use AI tool, such as ChatGPT, Bard, or Claude. Based on the information in their training data, these 
tools respond to user queries with human-like responses. Because the training data is often scraped from the internet, the breadth 
of responses from these chatbots is vast and can range from restaurant recommendations to error fixes in programming code. 
 
Large language model-based bio-design tools 
These applications serve much more specific purposes than chatbots: They are built to help complete biological engineering tasks 
with varying levels of specificity. Recently developed large language model-based bio-design tools leverage the same methodology 
that chatbots use and are viewed as a promising application of the method. Instead of training the large 
language model on natural language, a bio-specific large language model is trained on the amino acid 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2306.03809
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2023/07/21/fact-sheet-biden-harris-administration-secures-voluntary-commitments-from-leading-artificial-intelligence-companies-to-manage-the-risks-posed-by-ai/
https://www.markey.senate.gov/news/press-releases/sens-markey-budd-announce-legislation-to-assess-health-security-risks-of-ai
https://www.markey.senate.gov/news/press-releases/sens-markey-budd-announce-legislation-to-assess-health-security-risks-of-ai
https://www.helenabiosecurity.org/
https://chat.openai.com/auth/login
https://bard.google.com/
https://claude.ai/login
https://www.forbes.com/sites/robtoews/2023/07/16/the-next-frontier-for-large-language-models-is-biology/?sh=acb77096f05d
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sequences of proteins or other biological sequences. This results in the application outputting biological sequences, instead of natural 
language. 
These tools can learn the favorable properties of a biomolecule and make suggestions on promising options to test in the laboratory, 
decreasing the number of options needed to test before finding one with desirable properties. For example, the tool known as UniRep 
helps researchers engineer proteins based on their function, while ESMFold enables engineering based on structure. Both tools 
could be used, for example, to help design better therapies faster and to engineer proteins in organisms to improve the efficiency of 
biomanufacturing. 
In addition to protein sequences, bio-specific language models have been trained on DNA sequences and even on glycan (sugar) 
sequences, simultaneously expanding their potential positive and negative impacts. Unlike the chatbots, bio-design tools that are 
publicly available generally lack a user interface and require computer programming knowledge to access and use, although there 
are efforts to make them easier to use. 
 
Impact on the threat landscape 
As evidenced in the MIT demonstration, general purpose chatbots can make it easier and quicker for people to access information 
that is prone to misuse. Because the output of chatbots is based on information found in their training data, these tools should 
currently not be considered as providing new abilities to malicious actors. For example, the students in the demonstration were asked 
to use ChatGPT to identify companies that were not members of the International Gene Synthesis Consortium, a group of synthetic 
DNA providers committed to best practices in biosecurity. The assumption was that if someone wanted to acquire harmful DNA, 
ordering it from a company not a part of the consortium would be more likely to succeed than ordering it from one that was a part of 
the association. As expected, ChatGPT was able to provide a list of companies in moments. But without ChatGPT the user could still 
acquire the same information—by searching online for DNA synthesis providers and then cross-checking the list against those that 
are listed on the consortium website. 
Some chatbots have been engineered to not provide responses that would be prone to misuse, including biological information, but 
researchers have shown that these restrictions can be overcome. 
Bio-design tools, however, do provide new and improved abilities to their users that could be nefariously repurposed. Currently, these 
bio-specific tools can engineer one property of a biomolecule at a time. These tools can be used to predict function, ranging from 
improved binding ability of antibody variants to improved fluorescence of a protein. They can output a long list of probable options 
which can then be evaluated by a user for other properties, such as amino acid sequence. This gives a knowledgeable user the 
ability to essentially engineer multiple properties. 
One example of misuse would be to use a bio-design tool to identify protein-based toxins that are predicted to be functionally similar 
to known toxins but are otherwise different enough from those found in nature that traditional safeguarding measures would be 
ineffective. 
 
Moving forward 
When considering the governance of chatbots and bio-design tools, it is important to recognize their differences. Doing so will allow 
for differentiation in future governance options. In the near term, governance of chatbots should be focused on preventing users from 
accessing existing information prone to misuse. There are ongoing efforts throughout the AI community towards such goals, including 
those in the voluntary commitments from tech companies outlined by the White House and organizations such as the Responsible 
Artificial Intelligence Institute. When addressing biosecurity concerns related to chatbots, biosecurity professionals should help inform 
what types of information could be misused to cause harm. Anthropic, the company behind Claude, for example, collaborated with 
biosecurity experts in developing their chatbot. 
In contrast, governance of bio-design tools should be focused on preventing users from generating harmful new information. 
Technical biosecurity measures could be promoted through community norms and codes of conducts. These measures would be 
aligned with existing efforts, such as the Tianjin Biosecurity Guidelines for Codes of Conduct for Scientists. In a chemistry-based 
scenario that parallels bio-design tools, researchers were able to slightly adjust their existing chemical-design tool to maximize the 
predicted toxicity of chemicals instead of to minimize. Using this information, the researchers were able to identify chemicals predicted 
to be more toxic than even the most potent chemical weapons. 
This scenario emphasized the relative ease with which nefarious actors could repurpose existing code that was originally built for 
beneficial purposes. But that does not mean AI tools must remain locked behind closed doors. Developers 
could overlay user interfaces, like chatbots, that allow others to use the tool as intended and without being 
able to make changes to the code. Practices like this should be discussed among the biosecurity 
community and considered for inclusion into future guidelines and codes of conduct. 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2023/06/23/ai-in-biomanufacturing-from-protein-prediction-to-fashion-design/?sh=31e1a8247b35
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https://genesynthesisconsortium.org/
https://www.anthropic.com/index/frontier-threats-red-teaming-for-ai-safety
https://llm-attacks.org/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-023-39022-2
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Other governance measures, such as risk education and awareness raising of bio-design tools should be pursued. However, there 
are currently a few challenges in actually doing this. First, work is needed to develop and implement a categorization framework of 
bio-design tools that will be helpful in determining appropriate governance measures. Large language model based bio-design tools 
are just one type of bio-design tool. Other bio-design tools, such as AlphaFold2 and Rosetta are not built on large language models 
but can have the same applications as large language model-based bio-design tools. Governance pertaining to only large language 
model-based bio-design tools but not other tools with similar capability would be incomplete. Additionally, bio-design tools vary in the 
degree of user expertise they require (in both biology and computer programming) and in the types and amount of data, among 
others. A comprehensive framework that considers the multi-faceted landscape of bio-design tools would be very helpful in framing 
risk education and awareness raising initiatives. 
Additionally, there is little, if any, peer-reviewed work analyzing the current impact of bio-design tools on the biothreat landscape. 
Bio-design tools will increase in capability over time, and there is no sufficient risk assessment framework for mid- and long- term 
impacts. Because there is no published work attempting to reach a consensus among experts on what the impacts of large language 
model-based bio-design tools are on the biological threat landscape, policy makers will find it challenging to agree on what 
appropriate and commensurate governance measures are. 
Lastly, there are few people in the world who have expertise in the differing subject areas of AI, engineered biology, and biosecurity. 
This means that the most effective and comprehensive work in this space needs to come from teams of experts who have to 
communicate across academic disciplines. 
There is also a difference in the urgency of developing governance of large language model-based bio-design tools and chatbots. 
Chatbots are becoming increasingly commercialized and wide-spread, and consequently the window for establishing governance is 
closing. For developed technologies, like chatbots, more stringent governance measures, such as export controls or licensing, are 
generally more appropriate than they would be for nascent technologies like large language model-based bio-design tools. In the 
emerging arena of bio-design tools, there is still time to understand their implications and to work with technology developers to 
ensure that future tools are built with biosecurity considerations in mind—and with whistle-blowing channels for when they are not. 
In grouping large language model based chatbots and large language model-based bio-design tools together, it will be challenging 
to identify one set of governance measures that would apply to both. This could potentially create an obstacle for the policy and 
scientific communities in aligning on what the appropriate governance measures are and needlessly stalling progress towards 
mitigating the risk associated with chatbots. Significant work is needed to fully understand and communicate the biosecurity impacts 
of bio-design tools. Underappreciation for the differences between these two applications, and their impacts on the biothreat 
landscape, could result in inappropriate or ineffective governance of each while simultaneously harming beneficial technological 
progress. 
 

Matthew E. Walsh is a doctoral student in the department of Environmental Health and Engineering (health security track) at Johns 
Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health and a member of the 2018 cohort of the Emerging Leaders in Biosecurity Initiative 
(ELBI). His dissertation work focuses on the impacts of artificial intelligence and biotechnology on the biological threat landscape. 
He currently serves as a graduate student representative to the Association for Politics and the Life Sciences. Previously, he was 
Associate Staff in the Biological and Chemical Technologies group at MIT Lincoln Laboratory (MIT LL), a Department of Defense 
research and development laboratory. He established a technical program at MIT LL to develop and apply machine learning methods 
to engineering biology with a focus on rapid medical countermeasures and antibody-based therapeutics. Mr. Walsh also has 
supported work in biosensor development, threat attribution, warfighter health, and biological data assurance. Prior to MIT LL, he 
worked at MassBiologics of the University of Massachusetts Medical School, developing assays for the characterization of 
therapeutic monoclonal antibody production. Mr. Walsh received a BA in chemistry from Skidmore College. 

 

Acting Fast When an Epidemic Hits 
Source: https://www.homelandsecuritynewswire.com/dr20230905-acting-fast-when-an-epidemic-hits 
 
Sep 05 – A team of researchers at the University of Waterloo and Dalhousie University have developed a method for forecasting the 
short-term progression of an epidemic using extremely limited amounts of data. 
Their model, the Sparsity and Delay Embedding-based Forecasting model, or SPADE4, uses machine learning to predict the 
progression of an epidemic using only limited infection data. SPADE4 was tested on both simulated 
epidemics and real data from the fifth wave of the Covid-19 pandemic in Canada and successfully 
predicted the epidemics’ progressions with 95 percent confidence. 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-021-03819-2
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“Covid taught us that we really need to come up with methods that can predict with the least amount of information,” said applied 
mathematics PhD candidate Esha Saha, the lead author of the study. “If we have a new virus emerge and testing has just started, 
we have to know what to do in the short-term.” 
When a disease breakout occurs – whether for new infections like Covid-19 or existing ones like Ebola – being able to predict the 
development of the disease is essential for making public policy decisions. 
 “That’s what policymakers need right at the beginning,” Saha said. “What should we do in the next seven days? How should I 
allocate resources?” 
Traditionally, epidemiologists prefer to build and use complex models to understand the progression of epidemics. These models, 
however, have several drawbacks, Saha said. 
They require complex demographic information that is frequently unavailable at the beginning of an outbreak. Even if that detailed 
information is available, the models may not accurately reflect the complexity of the population or dynamics of the disease.  
The Waterloo research team’s new model addresses these drawbacks. 
“By the time we’re working on vaccines and cures, we’re looking at longer-term data,” Saha said. “But when a new disease arrives, 
this method can help give us insight into how to behave.” 
 

Bioterrorism – Could Smallpox Return? 
By Robert C. Hutchinson  
Source: https://domesticpreparedness.com/articles/bioterrorism-could-smallpox-return 
 
Sep 06 – The variola major virus, which causes smallpox, had a long and terrifying pathogenic history in the human population – the 
only natural host. Examinations of 3,000-year-old Egyptian mummies identified markings similar to smallpox scars. The smallpox-
like disease has been documented worldwide in writings for over 1,000 years. With a mortality rate of approximately 30%, along with 
possible blindness and severe scaring experienced by 
the survivors, it was a greatly feared pathogen over 
recorded human time. 
The last natural smallpox outbreak in the United States 
was in 1949. The last documented naturally occurring 
case was in 1977 due to an aggressive and successful 
worldwide vaccination campaign. Due to a very effective 
global vaccination program, the World Health Assembly 
declared smallpox eradicated in 1980. 
Although smallpox was eradicated from its human 
population and reservoir, it is still in designated stockpiles 
controlled by two nations. With the negative lessons 
learned and not learned from SARS-CoV-2 and possible 
laboratory leaks, suppose smallpox or a close variant 
returned to the human population. Immunity to the virus 
has faded with the end of the routine vaccination process and time, raising concern about how prepared the nation and world would 
be if smallpox re-emerged accidentally through a laboratory leak or intentionally through an act of bioterror or biowarfare. 
 
Biowarfare or a Naïve Population 
It allegedly happened before. Reports state that, in 1763, British officers traded two smallpox-infected blankets to Native Americans 
during the French and Indian War. They were reportedly from the smallpox hospital inside Fort Pitt.  There was a siege by Native 
Americans at the fort with over 500 settlers gathered inside. The plan was reportedly to reduce the number of Native Americans 
outside the walls by disease before the dreadful disease spread further within the fort.   
The three items were reportedly from the smallpox hospital inside Fort Pitt – the British fort built on the confluence of the three rivers 
in current-day Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. There was a siege by Native Americans at the fort with over 500 settlers gathered inside, 
some ill with smallpox. The plan was reportedly to reduce the number of Native Americans outside the walls by disease before the 
dreadful disease spread further within the fort. The siege broke when the Indians moved their resources 
from the fort to intercept 500 British troops responding to rescue Fort Pitt. 

https://www.cdc.gov/smallpox/about/index.html
https://www.who.int/health-topics/smallpox#tab=tab_1
https://www.pastmedicalhistory.co.uk/germ-warfare-and-the-siege-of-fort-pitt/
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According to historical research, it was unknown if the exposed blankets could have transmitted the disease due to the age of the 
blankets. The very contagious disease was reportedly already circulating in the Indian population since 1759 before the transfer of 
the blankets at the fort. There were additional allegations that smallpox was present in other items traded by early settlers. Either 
from intentional infection or interactions with infected settlers, smallpox most definitely entered the naïve population with horrifying 
consequences. It was estimated that between 500,000 and 1.5 million Native Americans died from smallpox. It was yet another 
example of how smallpox could ravage a population anywhere in the world. 
 
Eradication and Stockpiles 
The Thirty-Third World Health Assembly formally declared the global eradication of smallpox. The resolution declared smallpox as a 
devastating disease sweeping in epidemic form through many countries since the earliest times causing disfigurement, blindness, 
and death. The World Health Organization (WHO) initiated the global program to eradicate smallpox in 1959 and intensified it in 
1967. Success was achieved in just a couple of decades. 
Four countries – South Africa, England, the United States, and Russia (Soviet Union) – retained the variola virus after its eradication 
for research purposes. By 1984, South Africa and England either transferred or destroyed their viral stocks. Currently, the variola 
virus is reportedly only stored at the State Research Center of Virology and Biotechnology in Russia and the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC) in the United States (Atlanta, Georgia). According to the CDC: 
The goal of smallpox research is to address three areas that are essential for public health: 

• Finding better antiviral drugs to treat smallpox disease. 
• Making safer vaccines. 
• Improving tests to detect variola virus. 

In 1996, the Forty-Ninth World Health Assembly recommended destroying the remaining stockpiles of variola virus in 1999. The 
declaration recognized that the genome sequence information for the variola virus strains allowed scientific questions to be solved 
and permitted the diagnosis of suspected smallpox. The variola virus escaping laboratories would be a serious risk as an increasing 
proportion of the population lacks immunity. The World Health Assembly would again discuss or recommend destroying the variola 
virus stocks in 1999, 2007, 2011, 2016, and 2019. 
A 2007 World Health Assembly resolution mandated WHO to inspect the variola virus storage locations every two years to ensure 
the highest biosafety and biosecurity requirements. In accordance, WHO biosafety inspection teams visit the repositories and inspect 
the Russian and American containment facilities. The same team reportedly conducts both inspections and provides reports made 
available on the WHO website. No significant findings were observed in either nation’s 2019 inspections, but there were 
recommendations for improvements in both countries. 
 
Vaccines and Antivirals 
Immunity to the variola virus is likely very low. Routine smallpox vaccinations ended in 1972 after the disease was eradicated in the 
United States. The antibody levels were estimated to decline five to 10 years after vaccination. Before eradication, WHO 
recommended revaccination every five to 10 years for international travelers and three years if traveling to endemic areas. Research 
indicated that decades-old vaccinations would not protect from the disease but could prevent a fatal outcome. 
The United States reportedly possesses sufficient smallpox vaccine in its Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) to vaccinate everyone 
who would need it for an outbreak if utilized as an agent of bioterrorism. Approximately three-quarters of the federal funds obligated 
for SNS medical countermeasures (MCM) between 2015 and 2021 were to purchase smallpox and anthrax MCM. The current 
smallpox vaccine does not contain the variola virus but a similar poxvirus. According to the CDC, the current smallpox vaccination 
protects for approximately three to five years. 
CDC reportedly works with federal, state, and local officials to prepare for a smallpox outbreak. These public health officials would 
decide who would receive the vaccine, focusing on those directly exposed to the virus with prolonged face-to-face contact. After the 
challenges of the recent response to SARS-CoV-2, a smallpox outbreak response may not be as easy to execute as described by 
the CDC. There would likely be trust and confidence issues in the process, affecting outcomes. 
The CDC is working with vaccine manufacturers to develop new smallpox vaccines. However, since the virus has been eradicated 
in humans, the ability to prevent the virus is not directly studied. The researchers use indirect methods by using vaccinated subjects’ 
blood samples and testing the serum against the virus in a laboratory setting. 

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has approved two antiviral drugs to treat smallpox – 
teccovirimat and brincidofovir. However, the drugs have not been tested on humans with smallpox 
disease, so the actual benefit is unconfirmed. 
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Retention Failure 
The smallpox storage and tracking process may not always meet expectations and requirements. The United States experienced 
the improper storage and handling of smallpox on at least one occasion. During the clean-up of FDA laboratories in 2014 to prepare 
for a move from the National Institutes of Health (NIH) campus, six vials of variola virus were discovered in a cold storage room. The 
vials were found among 327 unclaimed vials in the back of the storage area. The variola virus vials, along with a vial of Russian 
spring-summer encephalitis and nine unidentified vials, were turned over to the CDC. The 16 vials were destroyed in 2015. The 
remaining 311 vials were either destroyed or retained for research. 
According to the FDA, the 327 vials were reportedly made between 1946 and 1964. It was unknown what entity created the vials and 
how they came to be placed in the storage room. The FDA laboratory shared the cold storage room from 1992 to 2014. An FDA 
researcher reported that the room was not empty when they started using the space in 1992. The CDC and the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation investigated the incident. The FDA conducted a review. The FDA identified six findings with corrective actions in 2016 
to prevent a similar occurrence with hazardous biological agents and toxins (HBAT) in the future. Below are the FDA review’s 
corrective measures: 

• Enact policies and procedures to ensure that biological material is not orphaned when its owner departs the laboratory; 
• Enact policies and procedures to ensure that a single individual is responsible for all contents, including HBATs, in shared 

storage areas; 
• Conduct a full inventory of all units that store HBATs, and require periodic updates to ensure the inventory list remains 

current at all times; 
• Enact appropriate policies and procedures to ensure that individuals are aware of the proper actions to take when they 

encounter a select agent or toxin in an unregistered facility or laboratory for which they are not trained to handle; 
• Enact procedures to ensure that individuals are aware of the proper officials to contact immediately when there is a safety 

or security incident; and 
• Communicate the best practices to ensure that individuals are aware of the proper way to store materials in a cold room. 

These corrective actions should have already been in place for the sensitive FDA laboratories on NIH property. From the report, it 
was unclear how the variola virus was outside the designated CDC storage location – especially after its eradication in 1977 and 
declaration in 1980. The concerns remain that another vial could be sitting in an unauthorized area anywhere in the world pending 
accidental exposure. 
 
The Threat 
The variola virus can be hardy if protected from heat and ultraviolet light but is relatively easy to kill with strong disinfectants. However, 
it can be a serious bioweapon since it is easy to grow and aerosolize for delivery. The Soviets reportedly produced massive 
bioweapon quantities for research and offensive biological warfare decades ago. 
According to the CDC website, there is no immediate, direct threat of bioterrorist attack utilizing smallpox. However, even though it 
has not been used in modern times, the CDC identified that: 
There is credible concern that in the past some countries made the virus into weapons, which may have fallen into the hands of 
terrorists or other people with criminal intentions. 
There have been concerns that quantities of variola virus may have been taken or transferred from the Russian stockpile at the end 
of the Soviet Union. Some fear that then-unemployed scientists or former Soviet bloc nations may have retained, received, or 
transferred quantities of the pathogen. Also, Russia could possess uninspected covert stocks due to their enormous previous 
production. There also were allegations in 2002 that France, North Korea, Iraq, and Iran may have had undeclared stockpiles. The 
offshoring of sensitive or restricted biological research to other countries could be another danger. The actual amount of existing 
smallpox virus is quite likely unknown. 
With the previous smallpox handling and storage violation and the possibility of human error in biosafety laboratories, the smallpox 
threat could be a public health concern for the United States. The concern could be more significant from unauthorized and 
undeclared virus possession and research. The possible access by unfriendly actors and gain-of-function or directed evolution 
research and technology would support current and enhanced planning and considerations. The recent identification of a suspicious 
biological research site in California with at least 20 potentially infectious agents only highlights these concerns. 
Although naturally occurring smallpox was eradicated from the human population, that does not mean it can never return from a bio-
leak or bioweapon. The efficacy of current vaccines and MCM may not be sufficient for smallpox or a newly 
enhanced variation. SARS-CoV-2, with a mortality rate of approximately one percent, would appear quite 
manageable compared to a virus with a 30 percent death rate – 30 times greater. Although there are 

https://www.fda.gov/files/about%20fda/published/FDA-Review-of-the-2014-Discovery-of-Vials-Labeled-%E2%80%9CVariola%E2%80%9D-and-Other-Vials-Discovered-in-an-FDA-Occupied-Building-on-the-NIH-Campus.pdf
https://www.fda.gov/files/about%20fda/published/FDA-Review-of-the-2014-Discovery-of-Vials-Labeled-%E2%80%9CVariola%E2%80%9D-and-Other-Vials-Discovered-in-an-FDA-Occupied-Building-on-the-NIH-Campus.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/smallpox/bioterrorism/public/threat.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/politics/2002/11/05/4-nations-thought-to-possess-smallpox/71a41b50-4cef-4223-90ac-051e40ce907b/
https://domesticpreparedness.com/public-health/biosafety-laboratory-issues-and-failures
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/officials-believe-fresno-warehouse-was-site-illegal-laboratory-rcna96756
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numerous other significant biological concerns to consider and plan for, smallpox should continue to be high on that list. 
U.S. pandemic preparedness strategies and plans appeared sufficient until SARS-CoV-2 emerged in early 2020. Existing smallpox 
planning and preparedness levels could be in the same position with much more serious consequences. The strategy looks good on 
paper, but the vaccines and MCM may not be readily available and sufficiently effective for an entire nation.  Smallpox could return. 
  

Robert C. Hutchinson was a former police chief and deputy special agent in charge with the U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
(DHS), Homeland Security Investigations in Miami, Florida. He retired in 2016 after more than 28 years as a special agent with DHS 
and the legacy U.S. Customs Service. He was previously the deputy director of the agency’s national emergency preparedness 
division and assistant director for its national firearms and tactical training division. His numerous writings and presentations often 
address the critical need for cooperation, coordination, and collaboration between public health, emergency management, and law 
enforcement, especially in the area of pandemic preparedness. He received his graduate degrees at the University of Delaware in 
public administration and Naval Postgraduate School in homeland security studies. He is a long-time contributor to Domestic 
Preparedness and serves on the Advisory Board. 

 

The Secret to Avoiding The Next Pandemic Might Be Found in Bat Biology 
Source: https://www.sciencealert.com/the-secret-to-avoiding-the-next-pandemic-might-be-found-in-bat-biology 
 
Sep 08 – As the only mammal that can truly fly, bats have evolved a variety of unique characteristics that allow their bodies 
to cope  with the physical challenge of flapping through the night. 
Possessing such a robust body makes it less likely an infection will ruin your day. For species lacking such 
impressive immune systems, like us, a talent for tolerating deadly microbes makes every bat colony 
a potential Pandora's Box of disease. 
That's a simple idea, but the assertion that infected bats could seed future plagues has so far 
lacked a coherent theory, making it hard to build accurate models capable of asking the right 
questions that might help us protect ourselves against outbreaks from other species. 
So researchers from the US and Canada reviewed the existing literature to develop a framework allowing them to 
model the growth and spread of viruses within bats and bat populations, and between bats and other animals. 
History is littered with examples of zoonotic illnesses – tourist microbes that evolve passports for human bodies without ever having 
learned that it's rude to induce murderous fevers. From rabies to avian influenza to toxoplasmosis to Ebola, an endless list of 
infectious agents threaten to 'spill over' into humans from the insides of our pets, livestock, and wild animals. 
Tough little critters that they are, bats have the misfortune of being vilified as reservoirs of particularly nasty pathogens. It's a 
reputation that isn't entirely undeserved. COVID-19 stands as a particularly tragic reminder of what can happen when a virus shared 
among bats makes the leap into a human population, and it's far from a solitary example. 
Beyond broad generalizations, there are lessons to be learned from the bat's relationship with viruses that could tell us what to watch 
for in other species. 
One rule of thumb used to predict the threat of a viral spillover between species is based on how closely related those organisms 
are. Microbes at home inside one human's body might jump easily into another person, but aren't likely to disrupt the functions of 
that new host's body. Conversely, a virus from a distantly related animal might have a harder time settling into a person's body, but 
when they do, we can expect havoc. 
The researchers' theory instead prioritizes a potential reservoir's tolerance to being infected. 
Not all hosts will react in the same way to a pathogen. Different immune systems repel or tolerate certain pathogens in unique ways, 
resisting illness by either destroying the invader or ignoring its presence. 
Resisting infection usually makes short work of any potential leap between species, limiting the growth of pathogens before they can 
gain much of a foothold. 
Tolerance, on the other hand, allows pathogens to grow rapidly without compromising the health of their host. Animals that can shield 
themselves against a microbe's chemical weaponry are more likely to live longer, allowing the microbe to grow unchecked all the 
while. Should that tolerance be anything but absolute, however, it could be game over for its host population as the pathogen's 
unchecked growth quickly cuts down any and all susceptible individuals. 
"In providing a theoretical framework to explain this phenomenon, we generate a series of testable 
questions and hypotheses for future comparative immunological studies, to be carried out at in vitro and 
in vivo scales," the researchers conclude in their recently published report. 

https://elifesciences.org/articles/48401
https://www.sciencealert.com/deadly-viruses-always-seem-to-start-off-with-bats-here-s-why-they-re-patient-zero
https://www.sciencealert.com/virus
https://www.sciencealert.com/fever
https://www.sciencealert.com/what-is-influenza
https://www.sciencealert.com/ebola
https://www.science.org/content/article/bats-really-do-harbor-more-dangerous-viruses-other-species
https://www.sciencealert.com/coronavirus
https://www.sciencealert.com/virus
https://www.sciencealert.com/who-report-concludes-covid-probably-came-to-humans-from-animals
https://iacuc.wsu.edu/zoonoses-bats/
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/10.1098/rstb.2019.0296
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/10.1098/rstb.2019.0296
http://journals.plos.org/plosbiology/article?id=10.1371/journal.pbio.3002268
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Of course, it's impossible to conduct a full immunological evaluation on every potential reservoir out there in the animal kingdom. But 
according to the new framework, an animal's lifespan could serve as reasonable proxy. After all, animals that can tolerate diseases 
as well as bats should live relatively long lives too. 
We might not have the winged mammal's robust constitutions, but that doesn't mean we can't learn a few things from them that might 
help us avoid the next pandemic. 
 
⚫ This research was published in PLOS Biology. 

 

10 Best Pandemic Books In 2023 
Source: https://factschronicle.com/best-pandemic-books-205455.html  

https://www.sciencealert.com/pandemic
http://journals.plos.org/plosbiology/article?id=10.1371/journal.pbio.3002268
https://factschronicle.com/best-pandemic-books-205455.html
http://alexeter.com/BioW/
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CARDIOSCALE 
Source: https://www.cardioscale.com/  
 
CardioScale Ltd. Is an Israeli medical device company founded in 2012, focusing 
on early detection of cardiovascular hemodynamic deterioration. Shock, Sepsis, 
Trauma, ICU, pre\post-operation and chronic condition such as congestive heart-
failure, can all be monitored by the patented CVRI™ index which indicates real-time 
patient status and trend for immediate medical response. 
 
Revolution in Patient Care 
CardioScale is revolutionizing patient care by predicting deterioration in patients, 
even when their vital signs are within normal range, which enables medical staffs 
to make informed decisions regarding intervention, and ultimately, save lives.  
 
THE TECHNOLOGY 
CardioScale’s CVRI™ is a unique and advanced indicator that assesses patient’s 

hemodynamic state and trend to accurately projects its developing hemodynamic condition, without taking any invasive measures.  
 
True Meaning Behind Vital signs 
The technology behind CardioScale, CVRI™ (Cardio Vascular Reserve index), is an integrated multi-vital sign index, which provides 
a full and objective picture of the patient’s hemodynamic state and its trend. Measuring only takes seconds, it is simple, non-invasive, 
and can be performed at any point of care by anyone – no professional knowledge required. 

 
DTR8 FIELD USE DEVICE 
DTR8 is an all-in-one device able to provide both vital sign measurement (blood pressure, 
heart rate, respiratory rate, pulse, oxymeter, capnography)  and calculate CVRI. All in a 
portable, small-size, easy-to-use, arm monitor. 
 
CHANGING TRIAGE 
DTR8 Enables on-site assessment of hemodynamic state and deterioration trend, even when 
vital signs are within normal range. 
For use in combat/militaries, EMS, hospitals, first response teams scenarios, such as terror 
attack evacuation, multiple car accident, as well as earthquakes or other disasters. 

https://www.cardioscale.com/
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PATIENT MONITORING 
CVRI Can be easily integrated into medical devices and monitoring systems and assist medical 
personnelle in deterioration detection, responce to treatment and vital sign analysis. CVRI is currently 
being implemented in several clinical sites around the world. 
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COVID’s – and other viruses’ – Achilles' heel identified  
Source: https://newatlas.com/medical/achilles-heel-identified-for-covid-and-other-viruses/ 
 
Sep 14 – Researchers have identified how the SARS-CoV-2 virus that causes COVID-19 takes advantage of our cellular machinery 
to replicate and spread in the body, and, importantly, a way to stop it. The finding could lead to the development of a new class of 
antiviral therapies to treat not only SARS-CoV-2, but other viruses as well. 
Genetic instructions in our cells are transcribed from DNA to messenger RNA (mRNA), then translated into proteins that enable 
functions such as cell-to-cell communication. After translation, these proteins often need additional modifications, called post-
translational modifications, to ensure they perform effectively. SUMOylation is one such post-translational modification that directly 
regulates viral replication and the body’s innate immune response. 

 
The SUMO cycle. SUMO is conjugated to a target protein following a cascade of enzyme-catalyzed reactions. Precursor SUMO is 

processed by sentrin proteases (SENPs) to generate the mature SUMO form. Heterodimeric SUMO activating enzyme (Uba2/Aos1, 

E1) utilizes ATP to form a thioester complex with mature SUMO. In the next step, SUMO is transferred to the conjugating enzyme 

(Ubc9, E2), forming another thioester complex. Eventually, SUMO is conjugated to the target lysine residue often present in a –

ψKxD/E- motif with the dispensable use of ligating enzyme (E3). The SUMO cycle completes when conjugated SUMO is recycled 

again by SENP family proteases.  

 
Researchers from the University of California Riverside examined the post-translational modification 
mechanism that occurs during infection with SARS-CoV-2 to see if there is a way to stop its spread. 

https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fcell.2021.681057/full
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A core component of the SARS-CoV-2 virus is the nucleocapsid (N) protein, mainly responsible for packaging RNA in a protective 
covering. SUMOylation directs the virus’ N protein to the right location for packaging after it infects human cells. Once it’s in the right 
place, the protein begins inserting copies of its genes into new infectious virus particles, virions, which spread and make us sicker. 
“In the wrong location, the virus cannot infect us,” said Quanqing Zhang, one of the study’s co-authors. “If someone gets an infection, 
maybe one of his or her proteins will appear differently than it was before. That’s what we’re looking for.” 
The researchers used fluorescence to make the SARS-CoV-2 virus’ post-translational modifications easier to see. 
“We used fluorescent glow to show us where the virus is interacting with human proteins and making new virions – infectious viral 
particles,” said Jiayu Liao, corresponding author of the study. “This method is more sensitive than other techniques and gives us a 
more comprehensive view of all the interactions between the human and viral proteins.” 
The researchers used the same method in a previous study, finding that the two most common types of flu virus, Influenza A and B, 
require the same post-translational SUMOylation modification to replicate. 
In the current study, they identified three SUMOylation sites on the SARS-CoV-2 N protein. One of the sites, K65, was critical to the 
protein’s nuclear translocation, or the movement of proteins into the cell’s nucleus, a novel feature of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. The 
researchers concluded that the spread of the virus depends on SUMOylation proteins and that blocking access to the proteins would 
enable our immune system to kill it. 
Currently, the most effective treatment for COVID-19 is Paxlovid, which inhibits viral replication. But it needs to be commenced within 
three days of infection for it to be most effective. 
“If you take it after that, it won’t be so effective,” said Liao. “A new medication based on this discovery would be useful to patients in 
all stages of infection.” 
The researchers say identifying the similarity of action between SARS-Cov-2 and the influenza virus may lead to the development of 
a new class of antiviral medications with broad application. 
“I think other viruses might work this way as well,” Liao said. “Ultimately, we would like to block the flu as well as COVID, and 
potentially other viruses such as RSV [respiratory syncytial virus] and Ebola. We are making new discoveries to make this happen.” 
 
⚫ The study was published in the journal Viruses. 
 

Major 'bioterrorism' warning as engineers say AI close to creating 'deadliest 

virus' ever 
Source: https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1813236/ai-engineers-san-francisco-ai-deadliest-virus 
 
Sep 15 – The world could face the "deadliest" pandemic it has ever seen - created using Artificial Intelligence (AI), a think tank has 
warned. 
The chilling prospect came to light after a group of 
academics studied how malicious actors including 
"bioterrorists" could hijack current AI systems, with 
catastrophic consequences. 
Andy Zou, a Carnegie Mellon University academic and one 
of the authors of the study, told Express.co.uk it was 
"unclear how to solve this" threat. 
San Francisco-based think tank, the Center for AI Safety 
(CAS) warns it is already possible for publicly available AI 
chatbots to provide step-by-step instructions for 
synthesising deadly pathogens. 
The AI experts also say terrorists or rogue states could 
manufacture new viruses in the future as AI starts to be able 
to take real-world actions. 
Mr Zou warned: "These kinds of systems are being 
deployed today and people are rushing into deployments without comprehensive safety evaluations." 
The CAS states on its website: "With AI, the number of people that can develop biological agents is set to 
increase, multiplying the risks of an engineered pandemic. 

https://news.ucr.edu/articles/2022/05/31/no-more-flu-you-discovery-blocks-influenza-virus-replication-cells
https://www.mdpi.com/1999-4915/15/7/1600
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"This could be far more deadly, transmissible, and resistant to treatments than any other pandemic in history." 
Last year, one study showed how AI software used for medical research could be hijacked to produce toxic molecules, generating 
40,000 potential chemical warfare agents in a few hours. 
 

Editor: After reading this article I asked ChatGPT: 

 

Field Detection of Botulinum Neurotoxin with Acoustic Wave Sensors 
Source: https://globalbiodefense.com/2023/09/15/field-detection-of-botulinum-neurotoxin-with-acoustic-wave-sensors/ 

 
Composite image of Clostridium botulinum on an agar plate. 

 
Sep 15 – Botulinum neurotoxins (BoNT) are one of the most potent toxins known to humankind. BoNT represents a significant 
bioterrorism threat, and if an attack event were to happen, then a detection method that combines speed, 
sensitivity, ease of use and the ability to be used in various environments would be required. Currently, 
the field detection of BoNT is based on spectrometric methods (e.g., ultraviolet laser-induced 

https://globalbiodefense.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/09/clostridium-botulinum-composite.jpg
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fluorescence—UV-LIF and immunological methods (mainly lateral flow assay—LFA or enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay—
ELISA). In the case of spectrometric methods, the undoubted advantage is the short analysis time and the possibility of detection in 
the stand-off mode. However, these methods are characterized by a low selectivity and are more suitable for the detection of a 
biological aerosol and its classification rather than for the identification of a biological agent (not to mention the identification of the 
toxin serotype). 
Immunological methods have a significant advantage of high selectivity, which allows one to determine the serotype of the toxin, of 
great importance in the possible medical treatment of people exposed to this toxin. The disadvantages of immunological methods 
include a much longer analysis time, the need to perform a relatively complicated analytical protocol (in the case of ELISA), and a 
low sensitivity (in the case of LFA). 
Researchers aimed to overcome these limitations by using a Love-type surface acoustic wave immunosensor for detecting BoNT 
Type A (light chain). The study results were recently published in the journal Sensors. 
The sensor was prepared by immobilizing monoclonal antibodies specific for BoNT via a thiol monolayer deposited on a gold 
substrate. Changes in wave parameters are the analytical signal of acoustic wave sensors. The detection of antigens is carried out 
directly (label-less). Not needing to use labels simplifies the analytical procedure and significantly reduces the analysis time. 
The sensor can be used several times (regeneration of the sensor is possible using a low pH buffer). In this study, the detectability 
of the analyte was relatively low compared to other analytical techniques that can be used for rapid detection of BoNT. These results 
constitute the proof of concept and can be used as a starting point in improving the technique. 
Due to low equipment requirements, high potential for miniaturization, and the possibility of constructing devices that operate 
automatically, the technique of immunosensors based on acoustic wave transducers has a good chance of practical application in 
the on-site detection of BoNT, but only after addressing the issue of the low detectability of the analyte. 
 
⚫ Surface Acoustic Wave Immunosensor for Detection of Botulinum Neurotoxin. Sensors, 6 September 2023. 
 

China to Manage Mpox as Disease on Par With COVID-19 
Source: https://www.medscape.com/s/viewarticle/996488 
 
Sep 15 – China plans to manage mpox in the same way it handles infectious diseases such as COVID-19 starting from Sept. 20, 
health authorities said on Friday, after detecting around 500 cases of the viral infection last month. 
Mpox will be managed under Category B protocols, the National Health Commission (NHC) said in a statement. 
Under this category, China could take emergency measures such as restricting gatherings, suspending work and school or sealing 
off areas when there is an outbreak of a disease. 
Category B infectious diseases currently include COVID-19, AIDS and SARS. 
"Over 20 provinces have reported mpox cases in China since the first imported case in September 2022 and the beginning of locally 
transmitted cases in June 2023, triggering continued outbreaks and 'hidden' transmissions," the NHC said. 
China puts infectious diseases into three classes, with the top level Category A giving authorities the power to quarantine patients 
and their close contacts. 
China downgraded the management of COVID-19 to Category B from Category A at the end of 2022 after almost three years of strict 
restrictions that included locking down entire cities. 
In August, China reported 501 new mpox infections, with no severe cases or deaths, the Chinese Center For Disease Control and 
Prevention said on Sept.8. 
First identified in monkeys, the virus is transmitted chiefly through close contact with an infected person. 
In May, the World Health Organization declared that mpox was no longer a global public health emergency. 
 

https://www.mdpi.com/1424-8220/23/18/7688
https://www.mdpi.com/1424-8220/23/18/7688
https://michelchossudovsky.substack.com/p/there-never-pandemic-covid-mandates-invalid?utm_source=post-email-title&publication_id=1910355&post_id=137118245&utm_campaign=email-post-title&isFreemail=true&r=2fe2c&utm_medium=email
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New gene-editing tool reduces unintended mutations by more than 70%  
Source: https://newatlas.com/medical/new-gene-editing-tool-reduces-unintended-mutations-by-more-than-70-percent/ 

 
Sep 21 – Researchers have found that splitting the gene editor used in traditional CRISPR technology creates a more precise tool 
that can be switched on and off, with significantly less chance of causing unintended genome mutations. They say their novel tool 
can potentially correct around half of the mutations that cause disease. 
CRISPR is one of those scientific terms that has made it into the everyday lexicon. Arguably one of the biggest discoveries of the 
21st century, the gene-editing tool has revolutionized research and the treatment of genetic and non-genetic diseases. But the 
primary risk associated with CRISPR technology is ‘off-target edits,’ namely unexpected, unwanted, or even adverse alterations at 
locations in the genome other than the targeted site. 
Now, researchers at Rice University have developed a new CRISPR-based gene-editing tool that’s more precise and significantly 
reduces the likelihood of off-target edits occurring. 
“Our team set out to create a much-improved version that can be turned on or off as needed, providing an unparalleled level of safety 
and accuracy,” said Hongzhi Zeng, the study’s lead author. “This tool has the potential to correct nearly half of the disease-causing 
point mutations in our genome. However, current adenine base editors are in a constant ‘on’ state, which could lead to unwanted 
genome changes alongside the desired correction in the host genome.” 
DNA consists of two linked strands that wind around each other, forming a double helix that resembles a twisted ladder. The ‘rungs’ 
of the ladder are made of base pairs, two complementary nucleotide bases held together by hydrogen bonds: adenine (A) pairs with 
thymine (T) and cytosine (C) with guanine (G). 
Base pair mutations are also called ‘point mutations’ and are responsible for causing thousands of diseases. Traditional CRISPR 
uses either an adenine base editor (ABE) or cytosine base editor (CBE) to create point mutations at desired sites. Here, the 
researchers took an ABE and modified it. 
They split the ABE into two separate proteins that remain inactive until a sirolimus molecule is added. 
Sirolimus, also known as rapamycin, is a drug with anti-tumor and immunosuppressant properties that’s 
used to prevent rejection in organ transplantation and treat certain types of cancer. 

https://newatlas.com/crispr-gene-editing-causes-mutations/49762/?itm_source=newatlas&itm_medium=article-body
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“Upon introduction of this small molecule, the two separate inactive fragments of the adenine base editor are glued together and 
rendered active,” said Zeng. “As the body metabolizes the rapamycin, the two fragments disjoin, deactivating the system.” 
The researchers found that their novel split gene-editing tool had benefits in addition to remaining active for a shorter period of time 
than the original, intact ABE. 
“Compared to an intact [base] editor, our version reduces off-target edits by over 70% and increases the accuracy of on-target edits,” 
Zeng said. 
They tested their method by targeting the PCSK9 gene in a mouse liver. The PCSK9 gene makes a protein that helps regulate the 
amount of cholesterol in the bloodstream, so it’s therapeutically relevant for humans. Packaging their rapamycin-activated split ABE 
into an adeno-associated virus (AAV) vector, they found that it converted a single A●T base pair to a G●C base pair on the gene. 
This conversion is particularly useful as mutations in which G●C is mutated to an A●T base pair account for almost 50% of single-
point mutations associated with human genetic diseases. 
“We hope to see the eventual application of our split genome-editing tool with higher precision to address human health-related 
questions in a much safer way,” said Xue Gao, corresponding author of the study. 
 
⚫ The study was published in the journal Nature Communications. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.nature.com/articles/nature24644
https://www.nature.com/articles/nature24644
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-023-41331-5
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